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A bstract

The s truc tu ra l geology of the South Pennine O refield is  shown to be 

com posed of an in terference pattern  of folds re la ted  in p art to basem ent 

fea tu res. Folds a r e  shown to have developed with varying trends during 

and afte r the deposition of the Carboniferous lim estone. It is  concluded 

that some of the faulting, norm al and rev e rsed , is  genetically re la te d  to 

folding. Columnar calcite is  shown to be in many cases e a r lie r  than 

fluorite in the vein-faults and is  related, to early  phases of movement, 

w hilst fluorite re la te s  to la te r  la te ra l m ovements on the sam e vein-faults.

The distribution of fluo rspar deposits is  documented and is  re la ted  to the 

occurrence of open s tru c tu re s  at the tim e of m ineralisation . The flow of 

solutions into the p referen tia lly  m ineralised  anticlines is.thought to be contfollp 

by d ifferential p re ssu re  re le a se  of solutions up through the thin shale cover 

to  the overlying P errho -T riassic  unconformity. Some of the m ajor potential 

fluorite deposits a re  described  in detail and it is  concluded that there  is  

sufficient potential to Justify an exploration program m e with a view to 

supplying a second flotation plant in the a rea .

$he tenuKorG as used in this thesis is potential ore in the generally
aeoepted senrme of the tenuo the terms possible ore ,probable oreand 
ore resenres are similarly used to refer to degrees of potentialify 
and are not used inthe normal sense of the termso
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PART 1

Introduction ' ‘

1. General Description and Location of the Area Studied . :

The area studied lies at the southern tip of the Pennine; Chain, in 

the North Midlands. It is a .limestone area sometimes a-eferred to as the , 

Derbyshire 'Dome', as it is geologically an area of uplift, with younger 

strata dipping away in all directions. It is, however, better termed .the 

Derbyshire Massif as it is an area of quite complex folding. ,, This, is . ' % 

coincident with an area called the South Pennine Orefield.

The cities of Derby, Sheffield and.Manchester lie a few tens of miles 

to the south, east and west respectively^ Buztpn, Bakowell and Matlock - 

are the principal towns within the. area, (see-Figures. 1 .and 2),.. ...

The area is a rolling limestone, plateau, at. 1000-1300 ft. 0.!>. , „ 

deeply dissected by cliffed and wooded valleys, some of ,•which; are'cb'y, , 

Limestone outcrops are largely confined to valley sides. ; It. is bordered 

to the north, east and west by upstanding scarps of &iillstbne‘.Gi'.i 1,, ’out . 

to the south descends to the Triassic Plain of the Vale of Trent..

2. Summary of the Geology.of the Area ■ . ..

The Derbyshire Massif is a geologically uplifted area of limestones 

with dolomite, chert and inter-beddod basic igneous volcanics. These 

overlie a_shallow basement of Lower Palaeozoic slates and vol.c'anics of 

probable Pre-Cambrian age. It is surrounded by basin areas where the 

sediments are thicker and more argillaceous and the basement is deeper.

The margins of the massif in the north, south and parts o^ L'-< west are 

hinges across which differential subsidence occurred, as emphasised by 

the occurrence of monoclinal.reef belts between the sediments of massif 

and basin facies.



Maroof (1973) on the basis of studies of gravity anomalies, has shown 

the massif to be composed of three east-west blocks of basement arranged 

in a north-south line, but inclined to the east. Sedimentation in Lower 

Carbonifei'ous times was dominated by this structure, being thicker in the 

east than the west. The present-day gross structure reflects this basement 

configuration with the main axial ridge being north-south, in the west 

of the massif with steeper dips to the west than to the east, i.e. an 

asymmetrical anticline.

The folds of the massif show mainly east-west, northwest-southeast 

and north-south trends which interfere to produce a complex pattern of 

elongate domes, lozenge shaped basins, saddles and ridges. Some folds 

were active during .sedimentation in Lower Carboniferous times, as strata 

are seen to thin onto anticlinal fold crests, and facie,y vary from anticline 

to syncline.

The faults of the massif trend principally northwest, east-northeast 

to west-northwest and north-northwest. Some of the fault.s can be 

demonstrated to be pre-Naavurian in age and intrusions of Namurian to 

Westphalian age occur in others. Some of the faults show relationships 

to the folds, reversed faults being related to the tightening phase of 

folding and some of the normal faults being related to the post-folding 

relaxation. It is clear however, that many of these early faults have 

been reactivated at a later date, both during and after mineral 1 s.ation, by 

lateral stresse,y, which probably gave rise to the majority of the mineral 

veins. The mineral veins of the massif show similar patterns to the faults, 

indeed many of the major mineral veins in fact follow the course of faults 

and it is probable th.at most of the persistent veins have some displacement 

of strata on either side, although often this cannot be dcleotéd.

In the classical picture of Midland Carboniferious terrains, basement 

trends control tectonics in the superimposed sediments (Fearnsides, 1933).

■A
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It is therefore important to define these trends in order to recognise 

them in the cover I’ocks. Maroof (1973) and Kent (19G3) have defined the 

trends of the edges of basement blocks as essentially north-northwest, 

northwest and eastwest on the basis of gravity and aero-magnetic maps.

In the outcrops of Pre-Cambrian rocks in Chermvood Forest, northwest and 

eastwest trends are known for the folds and cleavage, whilst northwest 

and northeast faults occur. Thus all the trends of folds and faults seen 

in the Derbyshire Massif are present in. the basement and this reinforces 

the classical concept that the folds and faults relate to basement ifiovements,

The massif may be divided into four sub-areas on the basis of its

fold and fault structure. Thi-ee of these correspond to some extent to

Maroof’s three basement blocks, whilst the fourth lies along their western
SK090&?Oh)SK300S90

edge. The Bonsall Fault zone^tends to separate these sub-areas into two

groups of two,,, .each, pair with different structural patterns. Southeast 

of the massif, the-opnt.inus.tibh, of, this fault zo.ue .separates areas of the 

Derbyshire Coalfield, also with different structural patterns. The fault 

is thought to represent a fundamental line of weakness in the basement 

perhaps separating different types of basement.

During the late Tournaisian and early Viséan times the Carboniferous 

sea transgressed over the Derby.shire basement blocks. Subsidence was 

more rapid in the east than the west and the sediments therefore thin to 

the western edge of the blocks where the lowest beds C-Cournaisian) are 

absent. The early sediments were peneçonteraporary dolomites with anhydrite. 

These were followed by more dolomites and in the higher Viséan, by lime

stones, indicating a change in environment from sabkha to lagoon. In all 

about 6000 feet of ’ limestone' were deposited in the east (at Eyam; Dunhara, 

1973) whilst perhaps 2000 feet were deposited in the west at Woodale (Cope, 

1949, 1973).

At the end of the Lower Carboniferous times, extensive uplift of the 

massif in the north-east and south, resulted in the erosion of much of



the Dg strata to form a limestone surface not very different from the 

present surface configuration. Following burial in the Upper Carboniferous 

period, some of this erosion surface was probably exhumed in Lower Permian 

times. Only a thin discontinuous cover of shales remained on the lime

stone. Through this, in the south and west of the massif, during the 

Upper Permian Zechstein transgression, magnesium-rich solutions could 

penetrate downwards, especially along faults and joints, to dolomitise 

the underlying limestones. In early Bunter times, iron-rich solutions 

were able to penetrate into the limestones along faults, creating small 

haematite occurrences in the south and west of the massif. At the same 

time karst cavities probably formed in the limestone, especially at the 

base of the porous dolomites.

Although 6000 feet of limestones and dolomites are known in the 

massif, only the upper 1000 feet are known to be mineralised: these beds

form a sequence with many basic volcanic layers. They contain extensive 

ore bodies in the form of fissure and cavity fills as well as iiietasonatic 

replacements. The replacements lie on top of toad,stones or in reefs 

immediately below the shales. All the various types of deposits are 

related to faults or fracture systems. The main gangue minerals are 

fluorite, barite, calcite, with a little quartz or other forms of silica. 

Commonly these gangue minerals make up the bulk of a deposit. Sulphides 

such as galena, sphalerite and various copper-iron sulphides, together 

with secondary and trace minerals, rarely make up more than, a few percent 

of a deposit.

The gangue minerals in the veins are crudely zoned into north-,south 

zones respectively rich in fluorite, barite and calcite, from east to 

west. However, ore bodies of fluorite commonly occur in the calcite zone 

and vice versa and thus the zo:nal concept is no more than a generalisation 

(Firman and Bagshawe, 1974). The zonation has commonly been referred to



a temperature gradient with a high temperature source to the east, but 

fluid inclusions studies of the fluorite do not show consistent significant 

temperature variations in any one direction (Rogers, 1974).

It is herein suggested that from Permian to Jurassic times (Ineson and 

Mitchell, 1973), mineral bearing solutions driven by pressure, due to the 

compaction of basin sediments surrounding the massif, as well, as seismic 

shocks, (Gibson et al., 1975) flowed up-dip and rose up the strata towards 

the massif.

The flow was partly driven by the hydraulic pressure gradient set up 

due to the lealtage of solutions up through the thin shales overlying the 

massif, into the unconformable Permo-Triassic rocks above. The principal 

source of solutions was from the east due to the structure of the massif 

and the surrounding area, which gave a .relatively long uninterrupted up- 

dip flow from this direction, compared with areas to the west and south. 

Fold and associated fault structures channelled the solutions westwards 

and on the massif the major anticlinal areas of the eastern margin acted 

as centres towards which the solutions flowed. Here, the pressure gradient 

was high, as the cover of shales was relatively thin and therefore leakage 

more intense than in the nearby synclines. Thus the mineral vein faults 

on the periclines of Ashover and Crich, the Hucklov/ Edgé- Longstonc Edge 

Anticline, the Taddington-Alport Anticline, the Long Rake Anticline and 

the Matlock Anticline, are all enriched in fluorite relative to the 

synclinal areas in between. Moreover, it was these arched areas which 

had open fault veins during mineralisation. Many of the fluorite deposits 

lying well to the west may be accounted for either in terms of open 

structures in dolomite, or in terms of solutions held down by impermeable 

toadstones until they reached a point where they could break their way 

towards the surface. Equally important in some of these deposits, ms.y be 

the former position of the unconformable shale cover, which may have been 

only a short distance overhead.



Generally, therefore, It is concluded that the occurrence of fluorite 

orebodies relates directly to the existence of accessible open structures 

at the time of mineralisation. The source of the solutions, their 

temperature, and the effects of pressure release on distribution, had only 

a secondary or background control.on the occurrence of fluorspar deposits.

3. History of the Research Project

The project has been financed by the Italian based mining company 

C.E. Giulini (Derbyshire) Limited, in return for a series of geological 

reports on areas of interest to the Company. These are presented in 

Part 6.

As originally conceived, this research project was to be an intensive 

study of the Matlock area of the orefield. It was considered that detailed 

field mapping of the structure of the area should be made together with 

pétrographie studies of the strata. The paragenesis and geochemistry of 

the mineralis at ion were to be examined from samples taken during this 

fieldwork. In addition, detailed studies of old mining document.^ were 

to be carried out. All these different approaches were to be integrated 

to create a model of the mineralisation and to use this to predict new 

ore bodies elsewhere. A dossier of the nature and extent of the old mines 

was to be compiled.

In practice the project developed along different lines. The nature 

of the industrial sponsor's requirements called for frequent reports, 

principally on the structural geology, stratigraphy and mineralisation of 

widely spaced, small areas, some of which lay outside the initially 

proposed area of study. Thus it became necessary to find a unifying theme 

so that the fieldwork undertaken for each of the reports could be inter

related. The area of study was therefore extended to fill in between 

the industrial reports and at the same time the number of techniques of 

study were reduced. It was decided to concentrate on refining the
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knowledge oi’ structure and stratigraphy of the area in relation to 

mineralisation as well as to examine from old documents the nature and 

extent of previous mining. The study therefore became field based and 

the labdi-atoi’y aspects of petrography and geochemistry v/ere curtailed.

The field study has been confined principally to the ore-field south 

of the River Wye, since this area was less well-known geologically and 

from the point of view of mineralisation. Moreover, it was the area in 

which the sponsoring company held extensive mineral rights. Further, any 

examination of the northern area was limited in scope by the lack of 

access by the author, to the mine workings and geological information of 

Laporte Industries Limited, who operate two mines near Eyam.

The objective of the work has been to examine the geology of past 

and present workings for fluorite within the orefield and to define some 

of the controls on the formation of these deposits. The principles 

discovered have been used to predict the occurrence of new orebodies and 

the extensions of old ones within the known orefield and to postulate 

extensions of the orefield burled beneath younger beds.

The work has been financed by industry and to a great extent the 

areas examined and the techniques used have been dictated by their 

requirements. The study therefore examinee the occurrence of fluorspar 

on a bulk or commercial scale, dealing with orebodies rather than details 

of paragenesis and mineralogy within a deposit.

Much of the work has involved basic mapping at scales of six inches 

and occasionally twenty-five inches to one mile. This has been in order 

to produce a modern 1:10560 map of the area of the orefield for which no 

modern large-scale maps were available, and to revise parts of the 

Chesterfield Sheet of the Geological Survey (Sheet 112), in the Matlock 

area (see Figure 3). Details of the structures and strata of both old 

and active opencast and underground workings have been recorded. Careful



studies of the previous literature have,been made and new information 

gained from the study of old mining documents In the Derbyshire Record 

Offices and other archives. These various types of information; have been 

compiled as maps, sections and written reports produced for the sponsoring 

company (see Part 6 of the Thesis).

. From the stratigraphie point of view, the research has led to the 

revision of the correlation of several of .the toadstones (basaltic lava 

flows, sills and tuffs) within the area, enabling a more refined'regional 

correlation of the limestone strata to be made. A map of the distribution 

of dolomite and dolomitised joints has bson produced. A detailed 

structural map of the orefield has been constructed showing accurately 

the fold trends within the highly mineralised upper Vlmean (D,̂ ) strata.

The relationship of these folds to those of the coalfield to the east has 

been determined. A new map of the mineral veins for the whole .orefield 

has been, constructed. Details of the various types of fluorite ,ore,'bodies 

arc described. The general knowledge of the distribution of fluorspar 

with respect to barite and calcite, has been refined and analysed with 

respect to structures. The occurrence of haematite within the veins, 

has been documented for the first time.■ Reasons for these, distributions 

are proposed.
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6. History of Previous Research

The earliest comprehensive work on the geology of the area was that 

of Whitehurst in 1778. "An enquiry into the original state and formation 

of the earth, with observations on the strata of Derbyshire". He noted 

the presence of certain veins in the Matlock area and. discussed their 

stratigraphie relationships. Later, during the late 18th and early 

19th Centuries, White Watson (1811) produced many inlaid tablets o.t the 

geological sections of the area, based on his detailed surface and under

ground observations. He theorised on. the origin of the veins, noting that 

certain mineral products were confined to particular strata. Pilkington 

(1789) described the mines and geology of the area in his book 'A. View 

of the Present State of Derbyshire'. Farey (1811) published a list of two 

hundred and eighty lead and zinc mines in the orefield, together with a 

brief description of their ores, stratigraphy and location. This was 

followed in the same year by his report to the Board of Trade 'A General 

View of the Agriculture and Minerals of Derbyshire'. The following year, 

he described the Derbyshire toadstones. These early works remain basic 

references today, as their authors had access to mines and exposures long 

since lost.

The first Geological Survey Maps of the area were produced in 1852 

and a descriptive memoir in 1869 - 'The Geology of the Carboniferous 

Limestone, Yoredale and Millstone Grit of North Derbyshire' by Green et al. 

(2nd edition, 1887). Bemrose produced a detailed pétrographie description 

of the Derbyshire Toadstones in 1894, and followed this in 1907 with a 

study of their field relationships. C.E. Parsons (1897) gave the first 

detailed description of an orebody, taking his example from Millclose.

Barnes (1901) discussed the nature of the limestone-shale contact 

at Castleton, arguing that it was an unconformity. This provided the 

basis of much controversy in the coining years. Wedd and Drabble (1908)



IX

pointed out, for the first time, the zonal pattern of the Derbyshire 

•gangue minerals in their short memoir 'The Fluorspar Deposits of Derbyshire' 

In 1915, the first Geological Survey's Special Reports on Mineral Resources 

'Barytes and Witherite' was published. Here Carruthers et al. described 

the occurrence and working of barite throughout the orefield. In 1916, 

this was followed by 'Fluorspar' in the same series, written by Carruthers 

and Pocock. Sptirr (1917) wrote a general paper on lead-zlnc chimneys in 

limestone, describing the Ml11close Mine example, and Stuckey wrote a 

detailed description,of the veins in Millclose, showing them to be both 

cavity linings and fissure fillings. L. Parsons (1922) described the 

dolomitisation of the area, publishing various analyses and noting that 

it was an essentially superficial and secondary alteration of limestone, 

Carruthers and Strahan described the occurrence of lead and zinc in the 

orefield in a Geological Survey Special Report in 1923, and in the same 

year Dewey and Eastwood reported on the copper ores of the area, in the 

same series, Jackson (1925) described the unconformable relationship 

of the Fdale Shales to the Carboniferous Limestone in North Derbyshire, 

showing that the complex boundary fault system to the limestone of the 

old Geological Survey Maps was imaginary.

In 1932, Fearnsides gave an address to the Geologists Association with 

the title 'The Geology of the Eastern Part of the Peak District', and 

Wilcockfjon added notes on the mineralisation. Fearnsides noted the oast- 

west subfolds of the Derbyshire Massif and commented briefly on the facies 

changes across them. In 1933 he published his address to the British 

Association, 'A Correlation of Structures in the Coalfields of the 

Midlands Province'. This presented results of years of experience as a 

coalfield consultant in the form of two maps, one of the folds of the area, 

the other of the faults. His paper remains a fundamental work on the 

structure of the region. In it he discussed the sinuous fold pattern of
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the region, but failed to recognise it as an interference pattern between 

components with different trends. Fearnsides linked the subfolds of the 

Derbyshire Massif directly with those of the Coalfield, but later work 

by the Institute of Geological Sciences, and by the author, shows that 

whilst the patterns are essentially similar the individual folds are not 

directly continuous. He concluded that the complex fold and fault pattern 

was due to adjustments of the cover rocks to movements of the basement 

at depth, along pre-existing fractures and weaknesses ~ a conclusion with 

which the present author is in complete agreement. Fearnsides concluded 

that the massif as a whole had been moved to the northwest during: the 

Hercynian orogeny, on the basis of the northv/ard curve of east-west folds 

around the north end of the massif. Structure contour work by the author 

and the recent work of the Institute of Geological Sciences has modified 

the fold pattern and this hypothesis of a northwest movement is no longer 

tenable.

In 1933, Hudson and Turner described the sequence and nature of early 

and Mid-Carboniferous earth movements in Great Britain, noting that in 

Derbyshire several pulses of movement occurred from times to late D^.

Hudson and Cotton (1943, 1945) developed the first ideas of massif and 

basin facies, as a result o£ their work on the Alport, Gun Hill and Edale 

boreholes. Traill (1939) amplified Varvills work by producing ,tv/o classic 

descriptive papers on the Millclose Mine - 'The Geology and Development 

of Millclose Mine, Derbyshire', and 'Notes on the Lower Carboniferous 

Limestones and Toadstones of the Millclose Mine, Derbyshire'. These gave 

the first really clear picture of the importance of loadstones as strati

graphie and structural ore controls in the Derbyshire mineral deposits, 

and they have been quoted frequently with and without misinterpretations. 

Traill compared the rise up the stratigraphy, from north to south, of 

the Millclose orebody with the 'manto deposits' of the limestones of 

Mexico, described by Prescott (1926),



In 1942, Pocock described the occurrence of ochres and umbers in a 

Wartime Pamphlet of the Geological Survey. Dunham and Dines (1945) 

produced another Wartime Pamphlet of the Geological Survey on the occurrence 

of barite within the orefield. Shirley and Horsfield (1045) related 

stratigraphy, structure and ore deposits together in their study of the 

Eyara District of Derbyshire, noting the occurrence of some major veins 

along anticlinal folds. In the same year, Schnellraann and Wilson reviewed 

lead-zinc mineralisation in North Derbyshire, pointing out concealed 

potential orefield extensions east of the massif. In 1949, Shirley revised 

the stratigraphy of the Millclose Mine, correlating the loadstones thereof 

with those of the surrounding areas, based on his observations in 1940, just 

before the mine closed down. He .showed the loadstones to occur on many 

discontinuous horizons and hence the difficulties of using them for long

distance correlations. In the same year Cope described briefly the Woodale 

borehole showing that dolomites of C-S age lay on a basement of probable 

Pre-Cambrian volcanics.

In 1951, Mueller completed his Ph.D. Thesis on 'Genetical and Geo

chemical Survey of the Derbyshire Mineral Deposits', with a new zonal map 

of the orefield, based on the colour of fluorite and the proportions of 

fluorite, barite and calcite in the veins. Parts of his. thesis were 

published in 1954. In one, on the 'Genesis of Oil by the Hydrothermal 

Alteration of Coal Type Substances', he sought to show that the temperature 

of hydrothermal solutions could be estimated from the melting points of 

coal-like bitumens. On this basis, he estimated the temperature of formation 

of the Derbyshire mineral deposits to be about 300^0. His other papers were 

on the colouration of fluorite and on inclusions in gangue minerals.

Dunham's Geological Survey Report on fluorspar (1952) described 

occurrences and workings in the orefield. In the same year his paper on 

'Age Relations in the Epigenetic Mineral Deposits of Britain' pointed out
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that the secondary dolomitisation of Derbyshire was pre-mineralisation and 

probably Permian in age. In 1953, Dennison and Varvill described 'Prospecting 

with the Diamond Drill in the British Isles', outlinging early use of 

this technique on the Great Rake at Matlock. Schnellmann again drew 

attention to the possibility of concealed lead-zinc orefields east of 

Derbyshire in 1955, while Ford described the occurrence of Blue John 

fluorspar. In 1958, George described the Lower Carboniferous palaeogeography 

of the British Isles, outlining the Derbyshire situation. Varvill reviewed 

the state of the Derbyshire orefield in the 1959 Institution of Mining and 

Metallurgy Symposium on 'The Future of Non-Ferrous Mining in the U.K.'; 

wherein he proposed a series of northwest to southeast lead rich and lead 

poor belts cutting across stratigraphy, structures and facies. The belts 

were constructed by joining up a few mines known to be 'rich' in lead and 

the present author can find no justification for this. Many 'rich'' mines 

are known in the 'lead poor' belts and the concept is most unsatisfactory.

In the same year, Shirley described the stratigraphy and structure of the 

Monyash-Wirksworth district producing a small scale structure contour map 

showing the relationship of some of the veins.

In 1961, Ford reviewed recent studies of mineral distribution in 

Derbyshire and commented on the fact that whilst authors derived their 

mineral solutions from the east, no source granite was known. In 1962, 

Varvill wrote on 'Secondary Enrichment by Natural Flotation' drawing on 

his Derbyshire consultant experience. While this contains some vmacceptab],e 

ideas, it has many useful sections on geologically recent enrichment of 

older ore bodies in Derbyshire. George's review of 'Tectonics and Palaeo

geography in Northern England' in 1964, empha.sised that the doming of the 

South Pennines was a %?urely Tertiary feature. Ford and King in 1905, 

described the layered galena-barite ores of Golccnda Mine, pointing out 

that they occurred in ancient karst caverns at the doD.omite-limestone
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interface, as did many of the Matlock fluorite flats. Ford, and Sarjeant 

(1964) compiled a Peak District Mineral Index, listing all the known 

minerals of the orefield and outlining their distribution.

In 1966, King reviewed the occurrence of mineralisation in the rocks 

of the East Midlands suggesting tha.t miner all s at ion in the Trias occurred 

due to the re-circulation of brines through the pre-Triassic basement.

These brines carried, both upwards and downward.^, certain mineral comijonents 

which were enriched in the basement and cover-rocks respectively. This 

was a major.step, linking the origin of the epigenetic deposits, in the 

Lower Carboniferous Limestones with the later episyngenetic mineralisation 

of the Trias.

In 1966, Sadler and Wyatt described the ini1er at Hartlngton. jn 1967 

Ford and Brown outlined the geology of the Magpie Mine as then known.

Dunham gave a review of the 'Mineralisation in Relation to Pre-Carboniferous 

Basement Rocks in Northern England' noting that the mineral fields were 

developed on basement highs, Greenhougli (1967) described the history and 

development of the Riber Mine on the Great Rake at Matlock. Kirkhara and.

Ford (1967) reviewed the geology and mines of Eeton Hill. Morris described 

the E^-Eg strata, and structure of the Waterhouses-Cauldon area, North 

Staffordshire. The Chesterfield-Matlock Memoir (for Sheet 112) produced 

by Smith et al. for the Institute of Geological Sciences in this year, 

contained brief descriptions of the more obvious orebodies of the Matiock- 

Wirksworth and Ashover and Crich areas.

In 1969, Coffey described the geology of the Mixon-Warslow area.

Roedder published the first fluid inclusion température studies from 

Derbyshire, showing the ore fl.uids to be much cooler than postulated by 

Mueller, around 100°C as opposed to 300^'c. Ford published a note on the 

Blue John deposits in relation to the newly recognised boulder bed at 

Treak Cliff and also described the 'Stratiform Ores of Derbyshire' in 

the Inter-Universit3?' Geological Congress Memoir.
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In 1970, Dunham reviewed the creation of mineral deposits by deep 

formation waters, pointing out the application of this concept to the 

Pennine Orefields. Gower carried out studies of fracturing and mineralisation 

at Ma.tlock, concluding that two directions of stress were responsible. White 

studied the mineralisation and structural setting at Ashover, showing two 

phases of mineral fills. In the same year, Ineson and A1 Kufaishi deduced 

five phases of fluorite-barite minei’alisation on the Long Ralce at Paper 

Pit. Ineson also wrote on trace element dispersion haloes around the mineral 

veins in Derbyshire, concluding from the distribution of Zirconium that 

the source of the fluids was raagmatic.

In 1971, Ford and Ineson wrote on 'Fluorspar MiniJig Potential of

Derbyshire' reviewing the then known and postulated deposits and producing 

structural and stratigraphie compilation maps. Stevenson and Gaunt of the 

Institute of Geological Sciences pi’oduced the Chapel-en-le-Frith Sheet 99 

Map and Memoir with descriptions of the principal mineral deposits. About 

one-third of the orefield is now covered by the New Series 1" Geological 

Maps and Memoirs. In 1972, Butcher and Ford described the stratigraphy 

and structure of the Monsal Dale area, giving evidence of syndepositionari. 

folding.

In 1973, Firman and Bagshawe gave a reappraisal of mineral zoning in

Dei’byshire at a Research Colloquium at Leicester University, pointing out

many discrepancies in the simple east-west thermal theory. In the same 

year, Ineson and Mitchell's paper on pot a s s i um-argon age determinations of 

clay minerals from lavas and tuffs in the vein walls of Derbyshire, indicated 

that the mineralisation was multiphase over a period of one hundred million 

j^ears from the Permian to the Jurassic. Dunham summarised the results of 

the deep Eyam borehole, which proved a very much expanded, sequence of 

beds and Tournais!an limestones (including evaporites) to a depth of 1703 

metres, resting u.nconformably on Ordovician slates. Cope gave details of
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the 1949 Woodale Borehole later in the same year, noting that 4500 feet of 

bods at Eyara were equivalent to 1400 feet at Woodale. This suggested a 

condensed sequence at Woodale with considerably greater subsidence to the 

east.

Farrell and Wilmott carried out soil geochemical work in 1973, over 

the southern part of the orefield concluding that the observed background 

geochemical anomalies closely related to mineral distribution known to the 

present writer and that a few anomalous areas were untested by the old miners. 

The approach was extended to the north of the orefield by Woodbridge in 

1974, with similar results. In the same year, Walid traced the distribution 

of copper anomalies around the Ecton area. Mason reviewed the geology 

of Derbyshire fluorspar deposits based on his experience in the Laporte 

Industries group's mines. In the same year, the first Institute of 

Geological Sciences dyellne Provisional Editions of the 6 inch:l mile maps 

of the Buxton Sheet (No.Ill) became available. Brown (1974) noted the 

existence of the north-south Bakewell anticline and the rapid tliinning of 

strata onto it. In the same year. Firman and Bagshawe re-appraised the 

controls of non-metallic gangue mineral distribution in Derbyshire, 

recognising an early and late phase of calcite mineralisation and noting 

many inconsistencies in the distribution of gangue minerals. They 

postulated that faults may act as hydrological barriers to rainei-alisation 

as well as channel ways and concluded that the mineralisation was consistent 

with generally laterally and up-dip moving fluids whose flow was controlled 

by aquicludes and the permeability^ of the host rocks.

In 1975, most of the rest of the 6 inch sheets of the Institute of 

Geological Sciences Buxton 1 inch :1 mile Sheet No. Ill, became available. 

These fill a notable gap in the available coverage of the;brefield. In the 

same year Weaver published a study of systematic joints in South Derbyshire, 

concluding thearea was subject to an east-west maximum principal compressive
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■ stress during the Hercsoiian Orogeny, The north-south and east-west 

joints of the Manifol.d-Dovedale area were produced in Variscan times as 

a result of movements in a Charnian basement. Late in 1975, Firman gave 

a paper on wrench faulting in Derbyshire. He based his analysis on the 

theoretical work of Chinnery (196G), Chinnery developed the theory of 

wrench faulting including the nature of patterns of secondary faulting at 

the termination of the primary'- faults. Firman showed, that the Derbyshire 

patterns do not form a simple complementary pattern as described by 

Anderson (1951). Only short lengths are 'primary', the majority are 

Chinnery' s 'type A' secondary faults. The fault,s have often propagated 

from west to east in an opposite direction to the supposed flow of the 

mineral fluids. Mineralisation was probably insignificant in the initial 

stages of fault formation, but later strike-slip movement and brecciation 

provided a. little space for mineralising fluids; however, tonslonal stress 

was resonsible for roost of the spaces for mineral infill.
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PART 2 

Stratigraphy

1. Geological and Structural History

At the end of Devonian times, the eroded Caledonian land mass broke up 

into fault blocks. Areas that had been intruded by granites and others 

that were relatively light remained as upstanding massifs, whilst the denser 

areas in between foundered. (Bott 197/% and.Arab 1973), These downfaulted 

areas or gulfs received large amounts of fanglomerate deposits eroded 

from the. massifs, as is known from boreholes towards the east end of the 

Widmerpool Gulf (Falcon and Kent, 19G0). The general distribution of these 

massifs and basins is shown in Figure 4 for the area around the South 

Pennine Orefield.

Maroof (197 3), has shown that the Derbyshire Massif is made up of 

three upstanding east-tilted blocks of basement, over which gravity and 

magnetic readings are high (see Figure 4). The northern two of these blocks 

have culminations in west Derbyshire along a north-south line. The central 

area is an east-dipping grabeii, corresponding to the central fold belt at 

outcrop (see Part 3). In the north of the massif a second east-dipping 

block is present, not so deeply buried, and this is overlain by sediments 

with little folding. In the south, the third block occurs. Here the 

basement is very shallow and has a gentle easterly dip. This corresponds 

to the little folded southern area of limestone west of Matlock and 

Wirksv/orth. The southern block continues into the folded basin area to 

the southwest of the massif, whore gravity and magnetic readings are still 

high, indicating shallow basement. However, the nature of the outcropping 

rocks (basin facies) and the intensity of folding, suggests a thick 

sedimentary succession with basement at depth. One explanation could be 

that there is a layer of very incompetant material overlying a shallow •
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basement, here, which would account for the intense folding. The southern 

block extends east and south-east towards Nottingham and is also connected 

by a narrow ridge of upstanding basement, southwards to Charnwood Forest.

East of this ridge lies the Widmerpool Gulf and to the west the 

Staffordshire Gulf. North-east of the massif, lies the Edale and to the 

west the Cheshire Basin (Kent, 1966).

The Lower Carboniferous seas transgressed across this irregular surface 

During the time of the C and S xones, the massif was an area of shallow water 

with possible land along the western edge at fix'st. The tilted block was, 

howovei’ subsiding. Dolomites with some evaporites at first, were deposited 

up to 4200 ft. thick at Eyam in the east (Dunham, 1973) but less than 1300 ft 

thick at Woodale near Buxton, in the west (Cope 1973). This condensed 

sequence in the west, indicates a tilting of the block implying considerable 

differential subsidence to the east. To the south of the massif, in the 

Widmerpool Gulf, fangiomerates were deposited in the east, from St. George’s 

Land, whilst to the west, evaporites were deposited around its margins 

(130600 to 160550) and Cauldon Low (080490), mixed reefs on the rising 

bEtcko of north-south folds (Prentice 1951; Ludford 1951) . At this time the

massif continued north of the Alport borehole (136910) as a positive ieature

(Ste'venson and Gaunt 1973) .

About the end of C-S times, strong north-south folding occurred in the

shaley basin limestones of the south-west and the Kniveton ini1er (220500).

In late 8_ or early times, uplift along the margins of the massif, 

initiated the apron reef of the north, west and southern edges (Stevenson 

and Gaunt 1973) and caused an unconformity at the base of the in the 

south-west of the massif.

Within the massif, the beds are a monotonous succession of poorly

bedded to massive calcarenites, showing little sign of variation or

indication of d$istiir#bances other than regular subsidence, although it is 
Conglotncrcite
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postulEited tha.t the Dirt low Rake Fault at Castletou (160825) moved at this 

time (Stevenson and Gaunt 1973) . Around, Kniveton, t.he D beds are seen to 

only be gently warped and unconformably overlie the highly folded C-S 

strata (Ford 1968). Towards the end of times, a major outpouring of 

lava occurred resulting in the formation of the Miller's Dale Lower Lava.

This implies deep fractures intersecting the mantle. Frequent thin tish beds 

throughout the strata suggest that mild explosive volcanic activity was 

comiaon in times. Also tov/ards the end of the massif north of Castleton

subsided and this area v/as henceforth overlain by shaley basinal sediments.
impliesThis that the massif became restricted to the area of outcrop seen

today.

In Dp times, there is much more evidence of tectonic activity. The 

tilt block effect still applied, at least to the northern and central blocks, 

where the Dg strata thin, from 1200 ft. in the east on .Longstone Edge (220736) 

to 300-400 ft. in the west, with unconformities developed around Buxton. In 

addition, the limestone facies change from massif (massive-thick bedded pale 

calcarenites) in the west to basinaJ. (dark limestones with thin shale beds 

and chert) in the east.

At this time there is the first evidence of movement on the later 

(Upper Carboniferous) fold axes. Thinning of the strata onto anticlines 

of various trends occurs. At Lees Bottom (170706) at the foot of Taddington 

Dale, thinning is seen onto a north-east-southwest anticline (Butcher and 

Ford 1973). At Bakewell thinning is seen onto the north-south Bakewell 

anticline (Brown, 1974). In Cressbrook Dale (173744), the first movements 

of the Longstone Edge Anticline are seen as thinning o'f the strata south 

from Wardlow Mires (180757), (Butcher and Ford 1973). These three sets of 

folds created an early forerunner of the Ashford Basin in which laminated 

beds formed at several horizons in a temporary brackish lake cut off from 

the sea (Brown 1974). At Matlock thinning of the strata occurs onto the 

east-west Matlock Anticline between Matlock Bridge (294603) and Tearsall (264600)
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ïn the later in Cawdor times, the major east-west folds were well 

differentiated. Reefs and unconformities occur on the crests of the anti- . 

dines, whilst basinal shales and dark limestones without unconformities 

occur in the syncline. Throughout times, there were numerous extrusions 

of basalt and tuffs, again suggesting fractures penetrating the mantle (see 

below for details),

In pre-Ntxmurian times faulting occurred west of Dove Hole s (075762) 

(Stevenson and Gaunt 1973) and around Chx’ome Hill (075762) in Upper Dovedale 

(I.G .S . 1974). It is probable that some of the general fault and joint 

patterns of the massif were Initiated at this time. At both those sites the 

faulted ground is transgressed unconformably by the Ntmurian shales. 

Associated with this, uplift occurred in the north,west and south of the 

massif, so that here the Namurian^shales rest with marked unconformity on 

strata well down into the D^. It is probable that the pre-Namurian. erosion 

cut out much of the D̂ , strata west of a line from WirJcsworth to Newhaven 

(166602) and Hartington and on the crest of the Matlock Anticline. This is 

►suggested by large quantities of residual chort gravels found between 

foundered shale masses and the walls of the Tertiary sandpits, suggesting an 

origin of pre-Namurian solution of the cherty D,̂  limestones. Karst features 

probably formed at this time. It is thought that the limestone surface at 

the end of this erosion was only perhaps a short distance above the present 

summits (Ford 1975). In the central eastern area, from Bradv/ell (174810) 

south to Croraford (295568) deposition was probably more centinuous from D.̂  

into times. This is certainly true in the synclinal areas although 

minor unconformiti.es occurred over the anticline.

East-west folding can be traced into Namurri.an times as the thickness 

of Edale shales over the anticlines i.s much less than in the intervening 

synclines. The massif was gradually overwhelmed by the Millston Grit 

Delta and buried beneath thousands of feet of Upper Carboniferous sediraeirit. 

The folds gradually tightened du3.‘ing the Upper Carboniferous and east-west



faulting occurred, as is shown by the east-west alignment of dolerite 

inti.’usioîis of Namurian-Westphallan age (Sfcevenson and Gaunt 1973) in the 

north of the massif. The main Hercyniaix orogeny caused, the final tightening 

of the folds in pre-Upper Permian times as rocks of this age in East 

Derbyshire are unaffected by folding.

In late Carboniferous and Lower Pei-mian times, during and after the 

Hercynian orogeny, the cover of Upper Carboniferous rocks was eroded rapidly 

during epeir’ogenic uplift in rock desert conditions, so that by Upper 

Permian times sufficient of this cover had been removed, to allow magnesium- 

rich b.rines to penetrate beneath the bed of the transgressive Zechstoiii 

Sea and to dolomitise the upper parts of the Carboniferous limestone (Dunham 

1953). If the sub-Permian unconformity is projected westwards and depressed 

to the Manchester area it cannot have been far above the present limestone 

summits of the Southern Pennine hills. The do1omi t is at ion does not necessarily 

mean that the limestone was exposed at this time, just that the shale cover 

was thin enough to allow the penetration of brines especially along joints 

and faults which were clearly already in existence. The massif would, be a 

shallow shoal at this time.

In the relatively short time interval, between the Mid-Permiim and the 

deposition of the Triassic sediments, there was further epeirogenic up- 

warping and the Magnesian Limestone, if deposited, was removed from the Peak 

Disti'ict, so that today, Triassic Hunter Pebble Beds rest directly on the 

limestone xieai* Ashbourne. It is probable that extensive karst development 

occurred in the limestones at this time, especially at the base of 

dolomitisation. (Ford and King 1966)

Northward projection of the base of the Bunter suggests it was deposited 

at no great height above the present southern and south-west ern pi arts of the 

massif. How much shale remained between the Permian and later the Bunter 

rocks and the limestone, is not clear. All the available evidence suggests 

that in places such as on the crest of the Matlock Anticline, it was absent
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whilst over mo.st of the rest of the southern part of the Peak District 

it reached a maximum of perhaps 200 feet. The presence of Carboniferous 

Limestone pebbles near the base of the Triassic. at Leek, suggests that some 

parts of the massif were subject to strong sub-aerial erosion. Possibly 

the Ecton, Mixon, and other nearby copper occurrences were formed, by down- 

ward penetration of leaching solutions from the Bunter Sandstones, at this 

time. Some of the many small haematite bodies may have been created 

similarly, A consideration of the hydrology of the hydro-thermal 

mineralisation of the orefield indicates that to flow, the mineral fluids 

must have Ixeen able to escape upwards through the limited shale cover into 

the overlying sandstones.

During the Jurassic and Cretaceous the area was probably overlain by 

sediments. None show clear evidence of a nearby land mass, suggesting that 

the Pennine Chain was not then emergent. Mineralisation ].ast occurred in 

the Carboniferous Limestone in Jurassic times (Ineson and Mitchell 1973).

In early Tertiary times the Mesozoic rocks wore eroded off the area . 

which was once again probably subject to karst erosion. By Miocene-Pliocene 

times sediments of the Brassington. Formation derived from the Bunter were 

laid dov/n across the area and these included some freshwater lake clays. In 

Pliocene-Pleistocene times a final phase of uplift occurred, giving rise to 

the erosion surfaces preserved today on the higher peaks and. pre-dating the 

glacial erosion phases. At this time karst subsidence began preserving 

foundered masses of NamurIan shales and Pliocene sands (Walsh et.al. 1972). 

This erosion has gradually stripped off the remaining shale cover of the 

orefield and cut deep gorges into the limestone. This final uplift is linked 

to the downwarping of the North Sea and Cheshire Basins. A hinge line lies 

east of the Peak District with consequent upwarping of this area as far as 

the margin of the down-faulted Cheshire Basin.
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The effect of these Tertiary and later movements has been to oxidise

and cavernise the orebodies producing secondary minerals and deposits of
PbCOj PkS04 Zn^SigOyWz'HiO ZnCOj FeO(oH)

cerussite, anglesite, hemimoi'phite, smithsonite, pyromorphite, geothite

and wadf There has also been redistribution of the gangue and sulphide

minerals in solution and mechanâcal.ly as sands, grs,vels and pebbles in

caverns. Pleistocene erosion has also given rise to residual deposits of

fluorspar, barytes and galena, on the surface.

2, S\.inimax’y of Geological and 8tructw.'al History

The Derbyshire Massif is a geologically uplifted area of limestones 

and dolomites overlying shallow basement. It is surrounded by gulf areas 

where sediments are thicker and more s.baley and the basement is deeper. The 

massif is composed of three east-west blocks of basement in a north-south 

line, inclined, to the east. They are therefore tilt blocks and sedimexxtation 

in Lower Cax.-bon.iferuus times was dominated by this structure, being thinner 

in the west than in the east.

The main fold trends of the massif were active during the Lower 

Carboniferous times as strata are seen to thin onto the anticlinal fold 

crests and facies vary from anticline to syncline. The occurrence of a few 

domoixstrably pre-Namurian faults and the evidence of alligned intx-nisions of 

Namurian to Westphalian date, suggests that at least some of the other faults 

are also of early date, whilst others probably relate to the tightening 

and relaxation of folds during and after the Hercynian orogeny.. The presence 

of horizontal slicke.nsided and breed at ed Triassic to Jurassic mineral fills 

in the faults shows that these faults have continued to bo activé or to be 

re-activated by lateral stresses in subsequent events. These lateral stresses 

gave rise to the majority of the non-faulted mineral veins.

At the end. of Lower Caxxboniferous times extensive uplift of the massif 

in the north, west and south, eroded much of the Dg strata in these areas to 

.j level not all that much higher than the present landscape. This means, that

hyd rated a»\.d Kyd r<iic|c(es o'j'\roo cl rta.̂iu\̂onie,5
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the Namurian shales rested with marked anconfornilty on the limestones in 

these areas. The massif was hurled during Uppe;c Cax'boniferous times under 

a thick sequence of Impermeable shales and sandstones but uplift and erosion 

In the early Permian left only a thin shale cover, over the southern part 

of the massif. Through this, during the Zechstein Sea traiisgj^ession, 

magnesium-rich brines penetrated especially along faults and joints, to 

dolomitise the upper surface of the limestone. In early Triassic times, 

extensive karst cavities formed at the base of the porous dolomite and these, 

together with the fault/joint systems, were infilled by mineralisation 

during Triassic and Jurassic times.

During Jurassic to Cretaceous times, the area was covered by sediments 

but by the late Tertiary, the limestone was once again exposed. Extensive 

karsta formed in the south of the area with solution collapse preserving 

remnants of the early Tertiary cover. This was the beginning of the modern 

erosion cycle which has gradually stripped off the shale cover of the north 

and east of the orefield and led. to the oxidation and c aver nl s at ion of the 

ore bodies.

3. Details of the D^-D^ Strata

(a) Introduction

During the course of detailed mapping of the orefield by the writer, 

the horizons of many of the toadstones (basaltic lava flows, sill and tuffs) 

have been located more accurately and their stratigraphie positions redefined. 

As these are aquicludes controlling the flow of mineral solutions, an accurate 

knowledge of their position and extent within the stratigraphie sequence is 

important. They act as a framework by which the limestone strata can be sub

divided. The results of this work are presented in the form of a columnar 

correlation chart (Figure 5).

(b) Details of the Succession

In the Matlock area, the Lower Lava occurs within the strata to the
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north of the Bonsall Fault. From Bonsall Moor (250595) westwards to Grattou 

Dale (210612) a sequence of some 70 feet of dark limestones, with some 

volcanies, is present between it and the underlying Hopton Wood Limestones, 

whose top is defined by the base of the Winster Moor Farm Lava.

The strata between the Matlock Upper and Lower Lavas, thin to the south

west onto the Masson Anticline, between the Smart's Quarry borehole at 

Matlock (293004) where the sequence is 185 feet thick and the Tearsall areas 

where it is 06 feet thick, as proved in boreholes (at 264601). The dark 

limestone facies 80 feet thick in. the Smart's Quarry borehole, is only 10-20 

feet thick at Tearsall again thinning onto the anticline.

In the vicinity of the BonsaJ.l Fault, in the Pitchmastic Quarries at 

Ball-Eye (287573) an abnormally thick sequence of D,, limestones with several 

lavas, is present, suggesting local movement along the fa.ult. The detailed 

structure of this ground and hence the stratigraphy is uncertain, as is

described in Part 6 of the Thesis,
West of Blton, the Matlock Lower Lava and the Gratton Dale Lava can'he 

mapped 'into' each other and are hence equivalent. This is contrary to 

Shirley's (1959) Interpretation. The thickness of overlying strata is 

considerably reduced, being .300 feet at Gratton Dale as opposed to 400 feet 

at Smart's Quarry borehole at Matlock.

Correlations of the Matlock Lower Lava, north into the workings of 

Millclose Mine (260624) are in agreement with Shirley (1948) and Traill (1939) 

At outcrop, the Lower Lava can be seen to lie on a sequence of 50 feet of

dark limestones, with tuffs and ashes, around Bonsall Moor and westwards

into Gratton Dale. These are probably equivalent to the lower 70 feet of 

the Second Main limestone of the mine judging by h.thologies. The Lower Lava 

is equivalent to the Passby Wayboard in the Mine (Traill 1939). At outcrop, 

the Winster Moor Farm Lava lies at the base of these dark limestones, 

probably resting on Hopton Wood Limestones. This is a discontinuous lava 

flow, represented by tuffs in Gratton Dale and it is probably equivalent to
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the Upper 129 toadstone of the mine. It is known as a lava at depth on the 

Coast Rake at Portway Mine (232612). The lower lavas of Millclose are 

probably equivalent to tulf-beds seen, to outcrop Inver in the sequence on 

Elton Common (210600). The 103 Lava of the mine, judging by its position in 

the sequence, is probably equivalent to the persistent group of wayboards 

some 80-80 feet above the Matlock Lower Lava, traceable from Tearsall into 

the Matlock Gorge.

Traill ' s un-nained highest toadstone in the P.ilhougii Rise (250680) in the 

Millclose Mine is the same as the Alport toadstone, as both can be shown 

to lie about 180-180 feet below the base of the Edale shales. This bod is 

known in the workings of Wheels Rake (227648) and the Broadmeadow Mines 

(225645) at Alport, and was recently discovered at Raper Pit (217653) and 

Conksbury Pit (208650) to the north. This is also the toadstone proved by 

drilling north of 81 ant on-in-the-Peak (235645) by Allied Chemicals, which 

also outcrops in. Bradford Dale (202638), Lathkill Dale (205664) (the upper 

one) , on Ditch Cliff south of Bakewell (210670) and is iierhaps the lava 

present in the core of the Bakewell Anticline (210690). At all these 

localities the position relative to the base of the shales is correct. This 

lava is perhaps also present as the highest one in the Dirtlow shaft near 

Sheldon (Green, 1865) (192683) and as a clay bed found in the east end of 

the Mogshawe opencasts (193678) although these correlations are speculative. 

The Alport toadstone lies roughly at the same horizon as the Matlock Upper 

Lava. A lower toadstone occurs in the Wheels Rake Shaft at Alport and in 

Lathkill Dale. This is possibly the same as the 103 toadstone of Millclose 

Mine the top of which lies at the right horizon.

Two other toadstones are known in the Bakewell-8heIdon area. These 

are seen in the Mogshawe workings and the Dirtlow Shaft on old mine sections. 

The lower one is probably equivalent to Shaeklow Wood Lava (I.G.S. 1975) 

of the Mensall Dale area (Upper Fin Cop Lava of Arnold Bemrose (1897) and 

Butcher and Ford (1973)), The upper one outcrops only as a thick wayboard ■
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which is also seen in shafts around the Sheldon-Taddington area and correlations 

are uncertain. The Shaeklow Wood Lava could he equivalent to the Miller's 

Dale Upper Lava (Butcher and Ford 1973) although the Institute of Geological 

Sciences believe it to be higher in the succession.

The Litton Tuff dies out to the south into the Monsal Dale region at 

Wardlow Kay Cop (178740) , To the south of here is is repiresented by a way

board at the horizon of the base of the Hob House landslip (175714). The 

Litton tuff can be followed north to Tideslow (150780) at outcrop, and 

is known as wayboards in shafts in the Bradwell Moor area. It.is probably 

present in the Mill Dam Mine (177779) on Hucklow Edge Bake and could be the 

highest toadstone in the workings in the Ballet Hole Mine on Longstone 

Edge (223743). The Cressbrook Dale Lava lying a little below it in the 

succession, is also probably present in Ballet Hole Mine and is known across 

Stoney Middleton Dale to the Hucklow Edge Rake. In Ballet Hole Mine, two 

other lower lavas or tuffs are known, the lowest of which could be the 

Miller's Dale Upper Lava. To the north, at outcrop, the Miller's Dale 

Upper and Lower Lavas can be followed to Dirtlow Rake (135811) and the 

Lower Lava is known to Cavedale. The Lower Lava underlies much of Bradwell 

Moor to the east, but the Upper Lava is absent.

The variations in thickness of the strata are summarised in Figure 5.

From the point of view of the overall D^ succession, several major variations 

in thickness occur. On the extreme south-east of the Matlock Anticline, 

the succession totals. 500 feet, yet at the east end of the Matlock Bridge 

Anticline four miles to the north, the thickness approaches 700 feet, 

including lavas. This thins onto the Matlock Anticline to 500 feet at 

Tearsall. and maintains this thickness to Gratton Dale and across the Stanton 

Syncline to the north end of Millclose Mine. To the north in Monsal Dale, 

the thickness reaches 700 feet and expands to the east on Longstone Edge 

to 1200 feet. In the north of the area, around Bradwell Moor, the Dg 

strata are only 460 feet thick.
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(c) Summary of D.,--Dn Stra.t.igre.phy

The differential subsidence of the massif to the east was maintained 

in Dg times. The westei'n axis v/as an area of uplift, at this time, as 

here the succession is only 2-300 feet thick, compared with a maximum 

of 1200 feet in the east. This eastward tilting was probably at a maximum 

in the central eastern area of the massif. The deposits of this area are 

of basinal aspect - thin-bedded dark limestones with shale and chert.

The northern (Castleton-Bradwel1) and southern (Matlock-Wirksv/orth) 

areas of the massif, are shown to have a relatively condensed sequence of 

Dg, strata, compared with the central area. The early development of some 

of the folds has also affected strata thicknesses, locally causing thinning 

onto anticlines. It is concluded that there was a tendency for igneous 

rocks to erupt contempoi'aneously from different emanative centres. Thus 

the Matlock Upper Lava and the Alport Lava, are approximately contemporaneout 

as they may be with the Litton Tuff/Cressbrook Dale Lava. Similarly the 

Matlock Lower Lava appears to lie on roughly the same horizon as the Miller 

Dale Upper Lava towards the base of the strata. These may also be on the 

same horizon as the Shaeklow Vi'ood Lava although this is not certain.

Several toadstones in the Bakewell-Sheldon area, known from mine-shafts 

can be correlated with surface outcrops only with a degree of uncertainty.

4. The Extent of Dolomitisation in the Orefield

Tv/o principal outcrops of dolomite occur as can be seen in Figure 6.

One is to the north of the Bonsall Fault and the other to the south. The 

northern zone extends furthest west parallel to and down-dip of the line 

of the Bonsall Fault. From Parsley Hay (145639) in the north-west, to 

Gratton Dale, the dolomitisation affects strata from low in the to the 

top of the D« succession. It is seen to be largely superficial, however, 

as windows of limestone are exposed in the floors of deeper valleys such 

as Long Dale (190604.), In Gratton Dale, at the southern end, adjacent to
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the Bonsall Fault (202596) the dolomitisation is seen to be over 300 feet 

thick. Yet at the northern end,of the Dale the dolomite is only 25 feet 

thick and is restricted to the highest 25 feet of limestones ismnediat.ely 

below the shales. In Gratton Dale, in limestones below the base of 

dolomitisation, the Wasp Pipe is seen to be surrounded by a halo of 

dolomite. To the east, the Portway Pipe, at Elton (230613) is said to lie 

at the base of the dolomite at the junction with the limestone. Further 

east, at Winster, the dumps of .the Plackett Mine (239612) wox’ked below the 

shales, show some dolomite as well as limestone and the Yatestoop Pipe 

(243015) i.s said to be in dolomitised ground below the shales. These 

occurrences suggest that magnesium-x-ich .solutions could penetrate well down- 

dip under the shales and it seems possible that they did this especially 

along the joint systems which conti’ol the pipe development. It is reasonable 

to suppose that earlier Pex/mian sub-a.erlal .solutions could penetrate to 

similar depths, creating karst cavities along these controlling joiixt sy.stems, 

These openings would provide channel-ways for the later dolomitising fluids 

and the combined effects of the cavities and do1omi11sation, provided 

ohannel-ways and suitable ground for replacemeixt by the later ascending 

minerall,sing fluids.

As the numb ex' and thickness of toadstones increases east of Gi'atton 

Dale, the dolomitisation becomes essentially restricted to the Dp strata 

above the Matlock Lower Lava, although a few small areas of dolomite are 

known below the lava on the north end of Bonsall Moor. The dolomite 

gradually fingers out to the east around Tearsall (.264601) and Northern 

Dale (268605). The general occuxvence of the dolomite here, suggests that 

penetx'ation has been both down-dip from the Bonsall Fault and along the 

strike between the lava flows. Fux-ther east, in the Matlock ax'oa, the 

dolomite is seen to have been separated from the main northern outcrop by 

erosion between Tearsall and Masson (285502). Here the dolomite is seen to 

finger out to the west, becoming restx'icted to the higher strata between
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the two lavas, immediately west of Masson Pit. A definite down-dip base to 

the dolomite is seen in the Masson Cavern and Devonshire Mines. Dolomitisation 

is then restricted to the strata above the Lower Lava and is generally 

most extensive between the Upper and Lower Lavas. Much of the dolomitisation 

is confined to the up-throw side of the Bonsall Fault, the area on the down

throw side having been protected by thick shales, Adjacent to the Fault, 

however, the down-throw side is dolomitised along an elongate strip stretching 

from Croraford to Bonsall. Adjacent to the fault at Blakelow Lane Pit (263589) 

strata below the Lower Lava are partially dolomitised. In the Ball Eye- 

Harp Edge section of the fault, on the up-throw side, dolomitisation affects 

strata above the Upper Lava,in a very faulted section of gi’ound. Here it is

noticeable that whilst dolomitisation completely replaces the lighter beds
parttoHy

and reefs, darker thin-bedded cherty limestones are only replaced.

It seems likely that the Matlock Anticline crest penetrated the shale 

cover E.t the time of dolomitisation so that jaagnesium rich solutions could 

penetrate along the anticlinal crest as well as along the Bonsall Fa.ult.

The area south of the Bonsall Fault, which is dolomitised, is somewhat 

skeletal in form, since erosion has almost cut through it completely, 

especially in the western outcrops. The occurrrence of dolomitised joints 

in the limestones between, areas of dolomite, give some indication of its 

former greater areal extent. Dolomitised joints are marked as crosses on 

3?igurc 6, The cutting by erosion of the dolomite underlines its superficial 

nature. Shafts sunk in areas of dolomite usually intersect limestone below, 

but the base of do1omitisation may vary by hundreds of feet over distances 

of half a mile or so. For instance, at Golconda Mine (249552) (Ford and 

King 1966)., the dolomiteis over 300 feet thick, whereas half a mile to the 

v/est, at Manystones Quarry (236552), only 25 feet of dolomite is present. 

Changes in depth of dolomitisation probably occur in this area along north- 

northwest joints along which deeper penetration of dolomite can be seen. The 

reef-belt along the southern edge of the limestone, appears to have been
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resistant to dolomitisation. Probably this v/as due to it both being still 

shale-capped and of fine grain size. To the east, dolomitisation is cut 

off along a northwest-southeast front northwest of Godfrey Hole. East of 

this, the base of dolomitisation must have risen considerably or eastern 

penetration ceased, as higher hills to the east, such as Middleton Moor, 

have not been affected. These appear to have been cut off from magnesium 

solutions by a northwest fault, mapped by the Institute of Geological Sciences 

northwest of Broxendale Farm (273545). This must have acted as a hydrological 

barrier (c.f. Bagshawe and Fix-man 1974) preventing magnesium-rich solutions 

penetrating to the east into the Middletoix Moor horst.

The extent of dolomitisation give.s us some idea of the areas of the 

massif which were in close hs’-drological contact with the floor of the Permian 

Limestone Sea (Dunham 1952). This lends support to the concept, based on 

the projection of the base of the Magnesian Limestone westwards from its out

crop in Nottinghamshix’c and East Derbyshire, that the base of the Magnesian 

l.imestone was not far above the present crests of the Southern Pennine hills. 

The unconformity probably lay on a discontinuous cover of shales on the

Cax’boniferous Limestone. Further evidence of the apparent ease of the down

ward penetration of solxitions is provided by the occurrence of many small

haematite bodies (see section on haematite deposits).

All the known relationships of dolomite to mineralisation show that the 

mineralisation post-dates the dolomitisatioix. Ixer (1974) has suggested that 

it is an early phase of the hydrotlieiur.al mineralisation. Dolomitised lime

stone has &, much greater porosity than ordinary limestone which is permeable 

only along fractures. Thex/efore solutions may pass bodily through dolomite 

but on reaching the limestone are dammed back and a series of caverns tends 

to form along the interface. Bagshawe and Firman (1974) have suggested that 

whereas in the limestones mineral solutions were ascending and resti’icted 

to fault.s and joints and other cavities, on intersecting dolomite solutions 

were able to spread out, permeating the rock bodily and mixilng with pre
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existing pore waters. This caused cooling and precipitation so that in 

the dolomites, solutions could be descending in places. This could account 

for the exjisyngenetic cavern-lining deposits described by Ford and King 

(1966) at the ba.se of dolomitisation in the Golconda Mine and Many stones 

Quarry.
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PART 3 /

Details of the Structure of the Orefield

1. jüi t  ro d w  t ^ n

The South Pennine Orefield is broadly coincident with an area of 

uplifted Lower Carboniferous Limestones known as the Derbyshire Massif.

The margin of this is a. steep, monoclinal reef aone in the north, much of 

the west and most of the south of the area, whilst to the east it dips 

more gently below the younger strata.

It is flanked to the north, east and west by a horseshoe of upstanding 

sandstone ouestas separated, by shales of the Millstone Grit Series whilst 

to the south the limestones dip below Namurian Shales and the Triaosic strata 

of the Vale of Trent.

The limestone area has often been called the 'Derbyshire .Dome'. Whilst 

this term is true in the broadest sense, it is the aim of the following 

account to show that the structure is far more complex and the term 'dome' 

is a misleading over-simplification (see Figure 7).

2. Outlin^ Structure of the Area

This is dealt with under three separate headings: (a) Fold Pattern;

(b) Faults, Fractures and Mineral Veins; (c) Structural Conclusions. The 

patterns of folds and faults are examined both within the orefield and in 

relation to the surrounding areas.

(a) The Fold Pattern 

(1) General Description,

The structure of the Derbyshire Massif is the result of the complex 

interaction of three fold patterns. To the south-west of the area, northeast- 

southwest and north-south fold trends of the Staffordshire, Warwickshire 

and Shropshire coalfields, converge and merge northwa.rds into a group of 

essentially north-south folds (Pearnsides 1933), These affect the west side
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I of the raaseif around Buxton and parallel the west margin, They are reflected

\1 in re.ef"facies liiii.estones along elongate culminations in the Dove and

Manifold Valleys, and in massif facies limestones at Cauldon Low, causing 

an extension of the limestone outcrop south-west of the massif proper.

, Synclinal areas between the culminations contain basin-facies limestones

 ̂ often highly contorted as at Ecton.

1, South of the area, the north-northeast fold trends of Charnwood Forest
f
f and the South Derbyshire and Leicester Coalfields (Pearnsides 1933) pass

t under the Vale of Trent affecting the southern margin of the massif.
1I East of the area lies the Yorkshire, Derbyshire and Nottinghamshire

I Coalfield with its north-south, east-west and northwest-southeast fold trends

I giving rise to an interference pattern of domes and -basins, sinuous elongate

" anticlinal .ridges and saddles. This pattern is reflected in the east andr
f centre of the massif,north of t.he Bonsall Fault where a series of east-west,
/
f north-south and north-west folds interfere, giving rise on a smaller scale

'l' to a similar series of basins, elongate domes, saddles and ridges. This .
t
 ̂ pattern is typical of the coalfields to the east (Pearnsides 1933; Kent 1968)

but contrary to Pearnsides assertation it is not possible to demonstrate 

direct continuity of the cast-west and. northwest-southeast folds of the 

Coalfield and the massif.

The net effect of the interaction of these trends in the massif gives

rise to a series of fold culminations along the west side from Peak Forest.

* (115793) in the north via Buxton to H'artington in the south. The primary

structure of the northern two-thirds of the block, therefore is an 

approximately north-south asymmetric anticline with a gentle easterly dip 

f and a steeper westerly one.

In the area north and west of Buxton the axis is formed by a wide %one 

; of broad north-south folds, but to the south, towards Hartingto.n, it is

better defined and runs along the western part of the limestone outcrop.
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In thé south-west however, an extension westwards of the limestone outcrop, 

in mixed reef and basin facies, is caused by the culminations of a series 

of strong; north-south folds and here the simple asymmetric structure of 

the massif is lost.

East of a line from Hartington to Alsop-en-Dale and south of the 

Bonsall Fault, the beds, although faulted in places, dip gently east to 

north-northeastwards, with occasional minor, discontinuous, rolling folds 

of various trends. West of this line lies the belt of north-south folds 

and faults. The axis is not a fold in its own right, but a line joining 

together a series of culminations on different folds.

From this axis, groups of anticlinal.folds, with intervening synclines, 

break away to the east or south-east. From north to south these are the 

Hope Valley Anticline, the Bradwell Anticline, the Abney Synclins, the 

Kucklow Edge/Longstone Edge Anticline, the Chatsv/orth Syncline, the 

Taddington/Alport Anticline, the Lathkill Syncline, the Long Rake Anticline, 

the Stanton Syncline and the Matlock Anticline. These are compound, 

complex features, which make up the secondary structure of the massif, 

causing the sinuous outcrop of the Carboniferous Limestone-Millstone Grit 

boundary on its east side (see Figure 7).

Superimposed on these secondary structures, are a series of generally 

relatively small north-south folds. Locally, however, in the Bakewell and 

Ashover-Crich Anticlines these are large, severe structures. These folds 

cross the secondary structures giving rise to elongate domes and saddles 

along the secondary anticline crests and to elongate basins and ridges in 

the secondary synclines. A classic interference pattern is thus developed.

The southern margin of this area and the massif is crenulated by north- 

south folds superimposed on the essentially east-west reéf monocline, the 

largest of which gives rise to the Bradbourne-Eniveton inlier. These 

north-south folds generally increase in amplitude to the south into the 

Widmerpool Gulf.
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The three trends of fold give rise to tlie complex sinuous and crossing 

fold pattern; shown in Figures 8A and B as contours and analysed in Figure 

9Â by means of axial traces. Régional correlations of the folds with the 

coalfield to the east are shown on Figure 9B. Sources of structural 

information are shown in Figure 10-

Although the major folds of the Derbyshire Massif mentioned above 

have long been named, the occurrence on, or within, them of minor and in 

some cases quite strong previously unobserved folds, necessitates a 

careful review of the fold nomenclature. This has resulted in the retention 

of some of the previous names for the major structures and the creation of 

many others with a more specific meaning. The author has attempted to do

this rationally so as to reduce confusion to a minimum.

_Met_hod, of Construction of the Structure Contour Map (Figure 
Strike Line Map (Figure 8B)

The author carried out basic 6 inchil mile revision mapping of those 

parts of the orefield previously only mapped on the 1 inch ; 1 mile scale 

by the Geological Survey from 1854 onwards (Green, 1869) and by Shirley 

(194.3 and 1959) . The objective of this work was to map in those parts of

the orefield not covered by the Institute of Geological Sciences New

Series 6 inch:l mile mapping of the Chapel-en-le~Frith and Chesterfield 

Sheets (Sheets 99 and 112). Some parts of their mapping of the Matlock 

area of the Carboniferous Limestone on the Chesterfield sheet were also 

revised on the 6 inch and 25 inch:l mile scales. The distribution of the 

author's mappi.ng is shown on Figure 3.

Structural contours were then drawn at 50 and 100 foot intervals 

on all persistant traceable horizons in the limestone (fossil marker beds, 

toadstones, etc.). These were produced on 6 in.ch:l mile tracing overlays 

for each of the author's field maps. The same was done for the available 

6 inch:l mile maps of the orefield, published by the Institute of Geological
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Sciences. The resultant 6 inohrl mils structural overlays were photo- 

reduced to 1 iuch:l mile and retraced as a montage. The resultant 

contour map was considered top complex and confusing, so that the number 

of contoured horizons was reduced and some linking interpolation carried 

out using dip-arrows. The horizons contoured are those shown on the 

key to .Figure 8A which is the net result of process outlined above.

The author has resisted the temptation to carry out long-distance 

projections of contours based on assumed thicknesses above or below 

other known horizons. This is because the objective of the work has 

been to prove the actual outcrop structures and relate these to known 

orebodiea. Further, the study has emphasised the relatively large and 

sometimes rapid varieitions in thickness of strata in the limestone 

sequence. Hence the results are presented in the form of contours and 

multiple horizcms rather than on,one or two calculated surfaces.

In order to link the structures of the orefield to the structures 

of the coalfield to the east, strike lines were constructed on the base 

of various gritstone beds in the Millstone Grit for parts of the 

Chapel-en--le-Frith and Sheffield Sheets (99 and 100) , (.Figure 8B) . These 

were analysed together with the contour map of the orefield, in terms of 

fold axes and this resulted in Figures 9A and 9B. The various sources 

of structural information are given in Figure 10.
qq,

1 inch to 1 mile verisons of Figures 8A, 8B, may be found in the 

wallet at the end ox the thesis.
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Explanation of Symbols on Figure 9A 

AA Alport Anticline

AD Ashover Dome

AL8 Abney Low Syncline

BA Blealclow Anticline

EGA Bretton Clough Anticline 

EDA. Bradwell Anticline

BKS Bakewell Syncline

BMA Bradwell Moor Anticline

BRA Helper Anticline

CA Chesterfield Anticline

CD Crich Dome

CDS Coombs Dale Anticline

CHA Church Dale Anticline 

CLA Calling Low Anticline

CPS Calton Pastures Syncline

DA Dovedale Anticline

PS Progatt Syncline

IÏA Hathersage Anticline

HEA Hucklow Edge Anticline

HHS Harpur Hill Syncline 

IIMJÎ Holymooreide Monocline

KVA Hope Valley Anticline

lA Idridgehay Anticline

Lea Anticline 

Longstone Edge Anticline

LA 

LEA

LEA Long Rake Anticline

AB Ashford Basin 

ASA Ashover Anticline 

AYlk Aldèrv/asley Anticline

Brliaington Anticline 

BD Beatney Cop Dome 

BKA Bakewell Anticline 

BLA Bee Low Anticline 

BMD Bonsall Moor Dome 

BS Baslow Syncline

CA Crich Anticline

CDA Coombs Dale Anticline

CDS Coombs Dale Syncline

CoDa Cowdale Anticline

CPM Chatsworth Park. Monocline

CVS Cordwell Valley Syncline

EA Ecton Anticline

GLA Grin Low Anticline

HAD Hartington Dome 

HEM Hucklow Edge Monocline 

HMA Harewood Moor Anticline 

H'S Hartington Syncline

KA Kniveton Anticline

LBA Lees Bottom Anticline 

LHA Long Hill Anticline 

LS Lathkill Syncline
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(Explanation of Symbols on Figure 9A 

MA Matlock Anticline

MCD Middleton Common Dome 

MBA Matlock Bridge Anticline 

MIA Middleton Anticline

NRA Norton-Ridgev/ay Anticline

OMS Offertcn Moor Syncline

PD Peak Hill Dome

PS Prlestcliff Syncline

PPA Pigtor Pipe Anticline

RHA Rob in Hood Anticline

SA Smerrill Anticline

SHS Shuttle Syncline

STS Stanton Syncline

TA , Tideslow Anticline 

TMA Totley Moss Anticline

TS Tansley Syncline

WA Warrencarr Anticline

W> Watersaw Dome

WÏA Wirksv.'orth Anticline

WPA Wingfield Park Anticline

WS Wormhill Syncline

YRM Yokecliffe Rake Monocline

1. . Un-.uamed Anticline

3. Portway Pipe Anticline

5. Drakes Pipe Anticline

continued)

MB Monyash Basin 

MD Masson Dome 

MHS Moat Hall Syncline 

MOD Mogshawe Dome

■OHB Over Haddon Basin

PFD Peak Forest Dome 

PIS Pilsbury Syncline

SHA Shottle Anticline

88 Smorill Syncline

SWS South Wingfield Syncline

TDA Taddington Anticline 

TMS Totley Moor Syncline

WB Wardlow Basin 

WEA Wessington Anticline 

WIS Wirksworth Syncline 

WRD White Rake Dome

2. Cowclose Pipe Anticline

4. Plackett Anticline

0. Yatcstop Pipe Anticline
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(b) Detailed Description of the Major__ Fold.s 

The Hope Valley_Anticline

This apparently does not affect the outcrop of the limestone. The 

fold develops about 1 mile east of Pindale (175825) and increases eastwards 

towards Hathersage (235815), for three miles, where it has a maximum 

amplitude of about 250 feet, and a width of 1§ miles. At Hathersage a 

branch to the southeast is the plunging Hathersage Anticline, which dies 

out after 1^ miles. The covergence is the Hathersage Dome, a site favoured 

for mineralisation at depth in the limestone (Schnellmann and V/ilson 194.7) .

The Hope Valley Anticline continues east of here as a western extension 

of the Norton-Ridgeway-Whitwell Anticline which may be traced to the east 

for many miles across the coalfield (Fearnsid.es 1933) , A mile east of 

Hathersage, this fold throws off a low amplitude spur to the south-east 

and three miles further east, the strong asymmetric north-south Totley 

Moss Anticline splits off to the .south. The two branches noted above 

coalesce and become the east-trending Briniington Anticline which also may 

be traced across the coalfield (Pearnsides 1933), The junction of the Totley 

Mo.ss and Norton-Ridgeway Anticlines may well be an area favoured for 

minerali.sation in the limestones at depth. The Norton-Ridgeway Anticline 

is coincident with a major fault zone (Pearnsides, 1933) which could have 

been one of the major feeders of mineral solutions to the orefield to the west.

The Bradwell Anticline

This is a somewhat diffuse structure at, outcrop. It develops along 

the line of the Moss Rake Fault and becomes more distinct to the northeast 

under the shales. Here it has an amplitude of 100 feet and. is half-a-mile 

Y/ide. After a mile, it splits throwing off a branch to the southeast about 

1 mile long. Both splits die out into the Abney Syncline. Associated 

with the structure but lying to the south, is the eoutheast-trending Pic 

Tor Anticline with an amplitude of 100 feet and a width of about a third
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of a mile. The amplitude is accentuated by reefs and the structure only 

persists for 1 mile, plunging into the Abney Syncline and apparently 

dying out.

One mile north of these lies the minor Bradwell Moor Anticline. This 

has an amplitude of 50-100 feet and can be followed for three miles, dying 

out to the northeast before the shale boundary.

The Hope Valley Anticline lies to the north of these features and is 

not obviously related to them, contrary to Pearnsides (1933) map.

The Abney Syncline

The northern boundary of this is the Bradwell and Hope Valley Anticline, 

whilst the southern boundary is the Hucklow Edge Monocline. The syncline 

has a complex structure due to the incursion of numerous anticlinal spurs 

which die out into or lie within the syncline. (See the section on the 

Bradwell and Hope Valley Anticlines for spurs from the north and west). To

the south, the principal intruding spur is the north-northeast trending,two 

mile long Bretton Clough Anticline. This has an amplitude of 150 feet 

and a width of two-thirds of a mile. West of this, lies the north-northeast 

trending Abney Low Syncline»which runs into the east-west Offerton Moor 

Syncline to the north. East of the Bretton Clough Anticline, the syncline 

is disturbed by a short minor east-west anticline and the longer east-

west Grindleford Anticline which has an amplitude of 50-100 feet and a

width of half-a-mile. This runs into the Brimington Anticline to the east.

The Hucklow Edge Anticline

The Hucklow Edge Anticline begins on the east side of the Peak Forest 

Dome (107798) and may be continuous with the Beelow Anticline to the west. 

From the Dome the anticline runs east-southeast for 5 miles to Great 

Hucklow (178778). In this section, the fold has an amplitude of 2-300 

feet and a width of 1-| miles. East of Windmill it becomes markedly 

asymmetric with a steep face to the north,down into the end of the Abney
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Low ,Syncline. East of Great Hucklow the fold may split, the northern 

branch continuing the asymmetry i:n the form of a monocline facing north 

along the line of the Euclclow Edge Vein Fault. This monocline marks the 

southern edge of the Abney Syncline. The southern branch runs east- 

southeast with a maximum amplitude of 100 feet and width of 1 mile. The 

monocline emphasises the northern limb of this fold. The fold may be 

followed through a saddle at Foolow (195765) and east for three miles to 

a half dome, open to the south, with an amplitude of 150 feet, west of 

Eyam, Here a north-south fold, the Middleton Dale Anticline, with an 

amplitude of 150 feet and a width of half-a-mile crosses, creating the half 

dome by interference.; East of this, the Hucklow Edge Anticline plunges 

to the east and. dies out (Shirley 1946). Associated with the Middleton 

Dale Anticline is the tight parallel xaorth-south anticline outcropping 

near Watergrove Mine (192750) and a similar trending minor fold in the 

Delph at Eyam (216760) (Beck pars. comiii. ) . The Middleton Dale Anticline 

may continue north to join with the Bretton Clough Anticline. This anti

cline plunges to the north-northeast for two miles from the Hucklow Edge 

Anticline near Bretton (203780). It has a maximum amixlitude of 150.feet.

The fold dies out into the Offerton Moor syncline. The Hucklow Edge 

Anticline may have been active during Dg times, as D^ strata thin rapidly 

north from 1200 feet on the east end of Longstone Edge to only 550 feet 

at the Ladywash Mine on Hucklow Edge (219775),

The V/ardlow Syncline

South of the Hucklow Edge Anticline in the west, lies the Wardlow 

Syncline. This is traceable for five miles eastwa.rds from the Peak Forest 

Doras, where it has an amplitude of 200 feet and a width of l| miles into 

the Wardlow Basin (180757). Here it is crossed by, and terminates i.n, a 

north-south syncline. This is traceable from the Longstone Edge Anticline in 

the south, in which it forms a saddle, to the Hucklow Edge Anticline, in
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the north, where it also forms a saddle, near Foolow. The interference 

of synclines creates the Wardlow Basin, which is 300 feet deep and 

preserves the outlier of Edale Shales at Wardlow Mires. To the east, 

the Wardlow Syncline is terminated by the north-south Middleton Dale 

Anticline, and strata above the Cressbrook Dale Lava thin to the east 

onto the Middleton Dale Anticline, between the Wardlow Mires and Hanging 

Flat boreholes, suggesting that the anticline was active in times.

The Coombs Dale Anticline and Syncline

The east-west Coombs Dale Anticline branches east off the north-south 

Middleton Dale Anticline (19Ô736). It plunges east with an amplitude of 

100 feet and plunges east for three miles. It passes east into the Froggatt- 

Cordwell Valley Syncline. At the junction with the Middleton Dale 

Anticline, the Coombs Dale Anticline forms a dome, whilst the syncline 

forms a saddle between the Dome and the Longstone Edge Anticline to the 

south.

The Longstone Edge Anticline

The Longstone Edge Anticline is traceable froifi the Peak Forest Dome 

in the west, southeastwards and eastwards for thirteen miles. From, the 

Dome to Tideswell Dale <4 miles) it has a southeast direction and an 

amplitude of 300 feet over a width of if miles. A small anticline parallels 

the fold to the south in this section and on it, in Monksdale, are two 

volcanic vents (130754). East of here, over a distance of 2% miles,

the fold gradually trends more east-west. The southern flank of the anti

cline is gradually replaced by a north-hading, reversed fault along this

section. In Tideswell Dale (154740) the fold has a slight, saddle on its 

crest. East of here, it has a slight dome, towards Cressbrook Dale. By 

Cressbrook Dale (172734) the fault throws down 200-300 feet to the south. 

East of Haydale (180733), the anticline becomes markedly asymmetrical, as
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part of the reversed motion on the fault is taken up in a steep southern 

limb. The section east of here is often called the Longstone Edge Mono- , 

dine, for this reason. Around Haydale the anticline has a second saddle 

in its crest, partially created by interference with the north-south branch 

of the Wardlow Basin and partially by a down-faulted block. In this section, 

the anticline has an effective amplitude of 400 feet over a width of two 

miles. East of here, the anticlinal crest is a dome - the Watersaw Rake 

Dome (195733), followed by a saddle at the crossing point of the Great 

Loadstone-î’oolow Road (205732). East of here is a third elongate dome, the 

Bentney Cop Dome (210734). East of this, the markedly asymmetric anticline 

with its steep limb facing south gradualism turns east-northeast with a 

fourth elongate dome on its crest, the Bleaklow Dome (220735). South of 

here, the minor Bleaklow Anticline splits off to the south-southeast :£>r l| 

miles, before dying out into the Chatsworth Syncline. The northern branch 

of the main fold continues the asymmetry to the east-northeast. Here the 

fold has an amplitude of 300 feet but this decreases as it plunges below 

the shales and gritstones east of Calver Peak (230750) and it dies out after 

2 miles. It throws off a south-east branch, traceable as the Robin Hood 

Anticline, which runs for three miles before dying out into the Baslow 

Syncline. The base of the Dg strata overlap onto the D^ beds to the south 

of Cressbrook Dale, suggesting that the Longstone Edge fold was active at 

this time. It is not possible to trace the Longstone Edge Anticline south 

to Ashover as Pearnsides (1933) suggested. A distinct syncline cuts off 

the Robin Hood Anticline from the northwestern extension of the Ashover fold.

General Notes

Parts of the Hucklow Edge Anticline, the Wardlow Syncline, the Coombs 

Dale Anticline and Syncline, and the Longstone Edge Anticline have been 

described by Shirley (1945). TOiilst his work defined the east-west trends 

he failed to recognise the importance of north-south trends and the interference 

patterns of domes, basins, saddles and ridges, created by the intersections 

of the two trends.
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T i l Chatsworth Sync 1 ine

South of the east-west Longstone Edge Anticline and north of the 

Taddington-Alport Anticline is a generally synclinal area, the Chatsworth 

Syncline. This begins in the west in the narrow Wormhill Syncline, south 

of the Peak Forest Dome, where it has an amplitude of 200 feet, and a width 

of one mile. From here it extends south-east into the Priestcliffe Syncline 

(136720) where it has an amplitude of 450 feet and a width of 2 miles, East 

of here the floor of the syncline is expanding in width, so that at the 

foot of TaddingtOîi Dale (170706), it is over 2-| miles wide. Here the floor 

of the syncline is complicated by the Lees Bottom Anticline which plunges 

south-east for l| miles with an amplitude of 100 feet. This minor fold 

was forming during sedimentation as strata thin onto it from the north and 

south. East of this the floor of the syncline is very wide and made up of 

two downfolds, the northern one trending east as the Longstone Syncline 

and the south one continuing as the Priestcliffe Syncline, southeast 

towards Bakewell (210680), The two synclines are crossed by a north-south 

syncline, extending from Longstone Edge to south of Ashford and this creates 

the elongate Ashford Basin by interference. The tv/o branches of the Chatsworth 

Syncline cross to the east a north-south complex of folds known as the 

Bakewell Anticline and the Churchdale Anticline. This creates two sets 

of saddles in the anticlines, one in the north near Hassop (210710) and 

one immediately south of Bakewell (210680). These north-south anticlines 

have an amplitude of 200-300 feet to the north of Bakewell and can be 

traced northwards in association with faulting onto Longstone Edge, where 

they may be the cause of the Bentney Cop Dome, and they could be the same 

fold as the Middleton Dale Anticline (see above). To the south of Bakewell, 

they may be traced as a line of fold-fault disturbances iiïto"-Lathkill Dale, 

at Over Haddon (205665), and soutlwards towards Youlgreave (200638), where 

in Bradford Dale, an inlier of toadstone outcrops in a relatively tight anti

clinal core. On the crest of the anticline, north of Bakewell, the Cracknov/le
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Volcanic Vent occurs. Here, Brown (1974) has shown the strata to thin onto 

the anticline indicating that it was active during sedimentation.

East of the Bakewell Anticline, the main Chatsworth Syncline is split 

into two parts hy the east-west Endsor Anticline. This trends east-west 

for three miles from the northern end of the Bakewell'Anticline, near Hassop 

Station (218707).

At the east end of the Chatsworth Syncline is the north-south Chatsworth 

Park Monocline which drops the strata down to the east. The syncline is 

almost crossed and terminated by the northwest to southeast . Rohin Hood 

Anticline (branching off the Longstone Edge Anticline) and the north end 

of the Ashover Anticline but there is a three mile synclinal gap. The south 

side of the syncline is emphasi.9ed by a long eystem of faults throwing down, 

to the north traceable from near- Wormhill (115737) to Ditch Cliff (215667) 

south-east of Bakewell..

The lh.ddington"’Mport__ Anticline

The Taddington-Alport Anticline lies south of the Chat.sworth Syncline.

It splits off the Great Rocks Dale Anticline (100730) and can be traced via 

the Calton Hill Vent southeast towards Sheldon (170690), a distance of eight 

miles. It has an amplitude of 500 feet and a width of two miles. At Sheldon, 

the anticline has a saddle in its crest. Southeast of here is the Mogshav/

Dome (185678) which has a steep, almost monoclinal, northeast face which is 

faulted down to the northeast, along the northwest trending Arrock Fault.

The Mogshaw Dome forms by the interference of the main fold with t]ie north- 

south Calling Low Anticline, which cross the Lathkill Syncline to the south 

and has an amplitude of 100 feet. East of Mogshaw (205675) the main fold is 

indistinct in very disturbed ground where the north-south Bakewell Anticline 

crosses the axis (see above). It is next seen clearly as a dome again with a 

monoclinal northeast face to the northeast of Over Haddon (210667). The fold 

dies down to the southeast of here towards the Long Rake Anticline where it has
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a maximum amplitude of only 50 feet (225655). It picks up again to the 

southeast of tlis as the Alport Anticline. This has an amplitude of 200 

feet and can be traced tv/o miles southeast of the Long Rake Anticline before 

dying out into the Stanton Syncline. The overall length of the anticlinal 

system is twelve miles. The Taddington. section of the anticline was described 

by Cope (1937).

The Lathkill Syncline

The Lathkill Syncline lies south of the Taddington-Alport Anticline 

and north ox the Long Rake Anticline. In the north-west the Great Rocks 

Anticline dies out southeastwards into it (120700). The northwest-ts/ending 

Taddington Moor Syncline, amplitude 100 feet, lies to the north, while 

the east-west Lathkill Syncline, amplitude 50 feet, is to the south. The 

two synclines merge at Flagg (136685) and the axis of the Lathkill Syncline 

continues southeast and then east along the River Lathkill, where it has 

an amplitude of 300 feet. To the west of Over Haddon it is crossed by the 

north-south Calling Low Anticline (180655) which creates a saddle west of 

Over Haddon, dividing the syncline into the western Monyash Basin and tlie 

eastern Over Haddon Basin. The Calling Low Anticline has an amplitude of 

100 feet and is three-quarters of a mile wide, extending northwards from 

the Middleton Moor Dome (175635) on the Long Rake Anticline to, and creating 

the Mogshaw Dome on the Taddington-Alport Anticline. The Lathkill Syncline 

continues eastwards to Over Haddon where it crosses the southern extension of 

the Bakewell Anticline as a shallow saddle (200660) (see above). It then 

turns southeast to cross the Long Rake Anticline again s,s a shallow saddle 

(220655). To the southeast the fold becomes more pronounced as a fairly 

tight (GO feet deep) syncline dying out into the Stanton Syncline and 

complementing the Alport Anticline. Shirley (1959) described the southern 

part of the syncline but failed to recognise the north-south Calling Low 

Anticline and the southern end of the Bakewell Anticline.
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The Long Hake Anticline

This begins in the Middleton Common Dome (175635) in the west which 

1? formed by its intersection with the north-south Calling Low Anticline.

Here the Long Rake Anticline has an amplitude of 400 feet and plunges 

steeply to the east. The plunge is reduced to almost zero where it is 

crossed bj/ the Bakewell Anticline, one mile west of the River Lathkill.

The amplitude is low to the east, so that at the Lathkill River, where it 

is crossed by the Lathkill Syncline, it is barely noticeable and it continues 

east as a very low amplitude structure across the Taddington-Alport Anticline. 

However, towards Pickery Corner (240688) the 'amplitude Increases to about 

150 feet and this continues east through Rowsley (255658) as a broad, 

elongate ridge up to 2& miles wide and with an amplitude of 200 feet. This 

separates the northern end of theTansley Syncline from the southern end of 

the Chatsworth Syncline. Four miles east of Pickery Corner, it is crossed 

by the continuation of the Tansley Syncline which makes a broad saddle, and 

one mile east of this intersects the north end of the Crich-Ashover Anticline, 

The structure east of Rowsley is coincident with a series of east-west 

faults which are perhaps the eastern continuation of Long Rake, and which 

could be well mineralised in the limestone. The Long Rake Anticline was 

described by Shirley (1989), although he did not recognise the continuation 

of the structure east of Pickery Corner. He also failed to detect the 

Alport Anticline, mainly because he had limited access to old mine records.

The Stanton (lyncllne

The Stanton Syncline lies to the south of Long Rake Anticline and 

north the the Bonsall Fault and the Matlock Anticline. It is separated from 

the Tansley Syncline to the east by the north-south Millclose Anticline and 

Pilhough Dome. The syncline has quite a complex minor structure. Its north 

limb is characterised by anticlines plunging southeast. The main one of 

these is the Alport Anticline which plunges south, almost crossing the
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syncline and divides it into eastern and western basins. The southern rim 

is characterised by north-ijl’anging minor antieliises of a maximum amplitude 

of 50 feet. The syncline therefore ha,s a crenulated form. These folds 

are described in section 4 below. In addition the southern limb of the 

syncline is complicated by an east-plunging, north-facing, monocline along 

the Coast Rake. T]ie main syncline 3ias an amplitude of 600 feet. Shirley 

(1959) described the syncline as relatively flat bottomed, but this is clearly 

not so from the above details. He did not detect the minor north-south 

folds which are so important in contx'olling the position of pipe orebodies 

along the south rim of the syncline, the prime example being the anticline 

along much of the Millclose orebody. This shows that even the Millclose 

orebody lying 'exceptionally' in a syncline, in fact, is controlled by an 

anticline, as are most of the major Derbyshire veins.

The Matlock Anticline

The Matlock Anticline is a double crested elongate dome with an 

amplitude of about 600 feet, relative to the Stanton Syncline to the north.

To the south i.ts amplitude is less as along its southern boundary is the 

Bonsall Fault. This acts in part as the southern limb of the anticline, 

dov/nthrowing the strata by several hundred feet to the south. There is no 

complementary fold to the south of the fault. The more westerly of the 

two domes is at the north end of Bonsall Moor (255595) and the eastern dome 

is on Masson Hill (286586) where the Bonsall Sill intrudes the core. The 

western dome is a result of the intersection of the east-west Matlock 

Anticline with the north-south Millclose Anticline. The eastern dome is 

at the intersection with the Matlock Bridge and Tansley Anticlines. These 

latter plunge and die out the northeast and east I’espectively, after a couple 

of miles. The so'uthern margin of the eastern dome is a highly asymmetric 

east-west fold - the Great Rake Monocline - which plunges to the east and 

dies out. It is continued to the east as the Riber Anticline under the 

shp.les. The main Matlock Anticline swings from east-west to northwest.
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southeast here, Its southwestern limb la effectively the Bonsall Fault, 

which also changes direction in sympathy. Towards Scarthin Nick, the 

anticline bends off to the east along the line of the Moletrap Vein (296575) 

and the amijlitude decreases. Under the shales, to the southeast, the Matlock 

Anticline is traced as a long ridge, fault-bounded on the south-west side. 

This is about one mile wide and has an amplitude of 400-600 feet. It forms 

the southern boundary of the Tansley Syncline, which it divides from the 

Whatstandwell Basin to the south. The anticline continues to Crich (345555) 

which is a dome-like culmination formed at its intersection with north- 

south Ashover-Crich Anticline. The description of the area southwest of 

Scarthin Nick is based on the structural contour map in the Institute of 

Geological Sciences Chesterfield Memoir. This, and Shirley's 1959 structural 

map, adequately describe the main structux'es of the Matlock District, but 

they do not show some of the secondary details.

The Ashover-Cr ich Ant i d  ine

This begins as the north-south Belper Anticline six miles south of 

Crich, where it has an amplitude of 200 feet increasing to the north. At 

Crich, it intersects the northwest to southeast Matlock Anticline, which 

is continued southeast of Crich as the steeply plunging Wingfield Park 

Anticline. The latter has an amplitude of 100 feet increasing to the 

northeast. This intersection, is the cause of the Crich Dome, which has an 

amplitude of about 1000 feet. North of Crich the fold turns northeast, 

and a branch of the Tansley Syncline crosses it making a col. Here the 

amplitude is reduced to 300 feet. North of this the fold intersects the 

north-south Wessington Anticline. This has an am.plitude of 500 feet. From 

this junction, the main fold axis turns north again to Ashover (350630), its 

amplitude rapidly increases to 900 feet. At Ashover, a northwest fold 

intersects the axis, giving rise to the Ashover Dome. The north-south 

fold conti.tuies for about only one mile, with an amplitude of 200 feet and 

then swings and plunges steeply north-east and dies out. The northwest
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fold becomes the dominant trend. It throws off a north-northwest branch 

at the north end of the dome, with an amplitude of 150 feet. This gradually 

swings north-south, plunging and dying out into the liolymoorsidG üault/ 

Monocline (320690). The main northwest fold continues with an amplitude 

of 600 feet decreasing northwest to Join the eastern end of the Long Rake 

Anticline (315600). Across this, it is continued by a broad, short, north- 

south fold, which plunges and dies out after one mile. This fold is only 

three miles from the Robin Hood. Anticline, which branches south-east off 

the Longstonc- Edge Anticline, but they do not connect as a strong synclinal 

area lie^ in between. The whole of the Asho'ver/Crich Anticlinal system 

north to the Holyraoorside Monocline, is a markedly asymmetric feature with 

a steeper and longer limb on the eastern side. Superimposed on the regional 

dip, it i.s therefore one of the principal structures, which brings up the 

Carboniferous Limestone to outcrop in the massif, a few miles to the west.

It may represent,a fault-sone in the basement at depth.

(Note: Amplitudes on the Crich-Ashover fold given above, refer to the

western side rather than the steeper and higher eastern limb.

The description is based on the structure contour map in the 

Institute of Geological Sciences, Chesterfield Memoir).

The Middleton Anticline

This runs down the core of the Gulf Fault-Bonsall Fault graben. It 

trends and plunges southeast with an amplitude of 150 feet. Under Hiie 

shales to the south, it splits to give two vaguely outlined anticlines, 

the Alderwasley Anticline continuing east-southeast for two miles, and 

the Shottlfi Anticline trending south for two miles before plunging and 

dying out. Parallel to the Middleton Anticline lies the i&'iËOr Wirksworth 

Anticline and Syncline traced in the limestone west of the Gulf Fault 

with an amplitude of 50 feet.
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The Southern Margin of the M assif

This is formed by a south-facing Yokecliffe Rake Monocline which 

terminates the outcrop from. V/irksworth (286540) to Carsington (252534) . On 

it, at Hopton (258533) is a large volcanic vent. At Godfrey Hole (274537) 

a roughly north-south pair of sinuous anticlines bring up limestone south 

of Yokecliffe Rake. These merge and plunge southeast below the shales 

forming the Idgridge-Hay Anticline with an amplitude of 200 feet. This can 

be traced to a saddle after two miles, south of which it is seen as a north- 

northeast trending and plunging fold. West of Carsington, the southern 

margin of the massif is an east-west reef belt which is crenulated by 

probably .syndepositional north-south folding and faults. At Bradbourne, 

the area is strongly folded on north-south lines. The main fold continuing 

south of the reef belt as the axis of the Kniveton Inlier. The reef belt 

may be followed west to Alsop-en-le-Dale.

The Area between the Southern Margin and the Bonsall/Gulf Fault

This is an area of massive limestones. It is heavily faulted along 

north-south, east-west and northwest to southeast lines, but there are 

few large folds. What folds have been discovered are slight rolls along 

north-south and east-west lines. In general across the area the beds dip 

gently east, or north-east, so that the oldest strata outcrop between 

Kartington and Alsop-en-le-Dale in.the southwest.

The Southwestern Area

Hero the main folds are no].'th-south and are the Dove Valley Anticline

and the Manifold Valley-Iicton Anticline. In the extreme southwest is

the northwest trending Weaver Hills Anticline. Much of the area is basin

limestones with shales which give rise to many tight minor folds on the
Saa Ludforcl P'ra.ni-ic-a

limbs of the main anticlines. The area has not been studied in anĵ  detail

by the author.
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The Axis of the Massif

This runs from a culmination in the Hartington Dome, north to the 

High Needham Anticline and from this further north is poorly defined in 

a series of north-south anticlines including the Covvdale Anticline, the 

Long Hill Anticline with its southern extension - the Grinlow Anticline - 

which make The axis a broad zone of folds. These folds lie outside the 

area studied by the author.

To the east of the Cowdale Anticline is the Great Rocks Dale Anticline. 

This is north-west, south-east in its southern part where it divides and 

dies out into the west end of the Lathkill Syncline. It gradually swings 

north-south to the north, and merges with the Taddington Anticline, Hero 

it has a culmination which forms part of the axis of the massif. From here 

the axis of the massif continues north to the Peak Forest Dome which lies 

at the junction of the Hucklow Edge, Longstone Edge and Beelow Anticlines 

and is formed by,the interference of these features. It is a broad 

culmination from which the folds splay radially. The Beelow Anticline is 

a short east-west feature extending west for two to three miles from the 

Peak Forest Dome, plunging steeply below the shales as it does out to the 

west.

The so-called axis of the massif is not a fold in its own right, but

rather a line joining a series of culminations in which older strata

outcrop. Generally the strata to the east dip east and those to the west

dip west.

(c) Faults. Fractures and Mineral Veins

(i> The Fault Structure of the Orefield

The principal faults of the massif run in a spread from east-northeast 

to east-southeast, and in a northwest to southeast direction, as shown on 

Figure 8. A subsidiary set run in a spread from north-northeast to north-
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M^fchoc^of Construction of the Fault/Mineral Vein Map___ (Figure llA)

Aerial photographs about 6 inch/- mile were studied and visible 

lines of dumps and other lineations were plotted on 6 inch: 1 mile maps 

for the whole orefield. These were checked with published maps of the 

Institute of Geological Sciences for sheets 99 and 112, Chesterfield and 

Chapol-en-le-Frith. In addition worked veins were plotted, from the 

Barmaster's 25 inch ; 1 mile maps. In some areas with the Institute of 

Geological Sciences map coverages, the veins were checked again in the field 

and the pattern amended and extended in conjunction with the aerial plioto™ 

graphs. Areas not covered by Institute of Geological Sciences maps were 

surveyed on t.he ground. Whenever possible the veins shown on old plans 

were incorporated after chocking in the field. In all some fifty old plans 

were studied. The resulting maps wore drawn on tracing overlays and photo- 

reduced to a scale of 1 inchrl mile. There were retraced as montage to 

give the map shown on Figure 11.

A 1 inch to one mile verison of Figure 11 may be found in the wallet at 

the end of the thesis, together with a map naming the principal veins,
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northwest hut ai’e generally of minor displacement , Although northeast 

mimerai veins and. joints occur, few can be shown to be faulted. .In the 

southwest In the basin area, the principal faults are east-west and north- 

south with northeast and. northwest mineral veins. Whilst southwest of 

Buxton the faults are dominantly north-south. In general, where a movement 

can be proved, the faults show vertical displacement, but horiaonal 

slichensIdes. All the faults seen by the author are mineralised to some 

extent.

The principal fault of the massif is the Bonsall Fault zone which can 

be traced generally northwest across the orefield from near Buxton to Crich. 

North of Grange Mill (243576) the fault has a dominant northwest tread, 

but the section from Bonsall (279582) for three miles westwai'ds to 

210594 on Bonsall Moor, is more east-west. Gower (1870) has suggested, 

that the east-west Great Rake Monocline is an eastern continuation of 

this trend. Here the fault runs along and acts as the southern, limb of the 

Matlock Anticline with a displacement of 200 feet down to the south. The 

Matlock Anticline is folded against the fault on the south limb. No 

complementary syncline occurs to the south. The fault zone gradually 

becomes west-northwest to the west and is more complex, being paralleled 

by four or five faults in a three-quarter of a mile strip to the south, 

for several miles, in the Aldwark area. These parallel faults may well 

continue west-northwest, fanning out across the Hartington Anticline and 

reaching the western limestone boundary. The main Bonsall Faui.t swings 

to the noi'thwe.st and breaks up into several branches which intersect the 

west end of the Long Rake Fault system. The northwest trend continues to 

Earl Sterndale, where the Bonsall Fault dies out into the area of north- 

south faults south of Buxton. It i.G interesting to note, however, that 

if the general .northwest trend of the Bonsall Fault is projected into Upper 

Dovedale, it coincides with the back of the Reef belt from Crowdecote
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(.100654) to the northwest and early strong pre-Namur inn faults do occur 

here, with northwest trends. Perhaps the trend of the reef belt here is 

the result of fault control.

The Bonsall Fault Zone continues southeast of Crich across the coalfield 

towards Nottingham, perhaps to join with east-west faults along the northern 

margin of the Widmerpool Gulf. The fault separates areas of different 

structural pattern. To the northeast, the coalfield has a regular pattern 

of northwest and northeast faults.with east-west, north-south and northwest 

folds, but to the southwest, northwest and north-northwest faults, in a 

slender reversed 'S' form, and north-south folds predominate. In the ore

field, the area to the north is well folded and faulted along east-west 

and north-west lines with occasional north-south structures. The area to 

the southwest is folded only by slight rolling folds, but has many west- 

northwest , east-west and north-northwest faults. The Bonsall Fault, 

probably represents some fundamental line of weakness in the basement of 

t.he area and may separate areas of different basement rigidity. Thus the 

area to the south of the fault is rigid and yields by faulting rather than 

folding, whilst that to the north is more ductile and is well folded.

North and east of the Bonsall Fault some fault.s can be in part 

related to folding. This includes the Bonsall Fault along the east-west 

section, wherelt acts as the southern limb of the Matlock Anticline, along 

which the fault has an appreciable displacement down to the south. It may, 

iu part, be a high-angled thrust dipping north along this fold (see Part 6).

The Hucklow Edge and Old Edge Vein faults probably occur along an 

east-west north-facing monocline. The faults hade south and are reversed, 

which suggests they are genetically related to the folding. Similarly 

the nigh Rake on the crest of the asymmetric south-facing Longstone Edge 

Anticline, is north-hading and reversed, as is a fault inferred at the foot 

of the Edge. The Monocline passes west into a reversed fault with a 200, 

foot throw to the south, The Long Rake, on the crest of the weaker Long
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Rake Anticline, is also reversed, hading north at least in the section 

east of Raper Pit, although to the west the hade reverses with depth.

Similarly, the Great Rake, at Matlock, on the crest of the Great Rake 

Monocline is also a reversed fault perhaps the continuation of the east- 

we,St section of the Bonsall Fault to the west. There is evidence that 

these folds were forming during sedimentation so it is possible that some 

of the faults could be of similar age, although it is more likely that they 

relate to the end stages of tightening of the folds during the Kercynian 

Orogeny. This theory is supported by the occurrence along ether east-west 

faults of large dyke-like dolerite intrusions, dated as Naraurian to 

Westphalian (Stevenson and Gaunt, 1972), however, some faults are of pre- 

Naraurian age (see Chapter on Structural History).

T2ie hade and throw of many of the faults in the interior of the 

massif is unknown as they are traced only as zones of smashed and disturbed 

rock across country and are rarely exposed in the vertical plane. The 

faults west of Wlrksworth and around Aldwark, trending east-west, northwest 

and nortli.",south, appear to all be normal faults as do those mapped by Sadler 

and Wyatt (1966) in a northwest direction at Hartington and the north- 

south faults mapped by the Institute of Geological Sciences (1976) around 

Buxton. Similarly, the east-west and northwest faulting exposed in the 

Great Rocks Dale quarries and around Tideswell also noted by the In.stitu.te 

of Geological Sciences, is also normal with the exception of the west 

extension of High Rake and the Hucklow Edge Vein.

Some of the least of the,se normal fault.s, such as Dirtlow Rake and 

the Arrock Fault near Sheldon, parallel the local fold trend. These then, 

may in. part be the result of po.st-compressional relaxation of the folds.

The area between the Gulf and Bon,sail Faults at Wirksworth‘is a graben 

with an anticlinal core with marginal downthrows of 200-400-feet. Within 

this is a second graben between the Gulf and Ranter Faults. Grabens suggest 

a tensional origin and the collapse of an uplifted structure in post-compres,siona.l 

relaxation.
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Many o;C the east-west mineral veins show little vertical displacement, 

but much horizontal slickensiding. This is true for most of the veins north 

of the Hucklow Edge Vein, escaptthe Dirtlow Rake at Gastleton, which is 

known to be a normal fault with a throw of gkkUAXA hundred feet down to the 

south, but which still shows horizontal slickensides. Indeed many of the 

veins further south, such as those on Longstone Edge, and the Dirtlow and 

Mogshav/ Rakes and even those with appreciable vertical displacemsxits such 

as the Lathkill Dale Rake and Long Rake, show dominantly horizontal 

slickensides on the walls and cutting through the mineral fill. These.must 

be the result of a late phase of lateral compression, superimposed on the 

early normal comprossional and tensional phases which, created the fault 

displacements. This lateral compression took place during and after 

mineralisation as t.he veins show brecciated and recemented infills which 

are cut through by horizontal slickensides. Further details of the 

faults and their infills are doo.lt with in the section on mineralisa.tion 

below.

(ii) The Pattern of Mineral Veins

The mineral vein map (Figure llA) was divided into sub-areas with 

different patterns by visual inspection. A rose diagram of length against 

direction was plotted for .each sub-area. The results are presented on 

Figure IIB and described below;

Area 1: Bradwel1-Castleton; This is dominated by veins trending between 

05c/̂  and 090^. The main directions within this are 070^ to 075° and 080° 

to 085°. By inspection of the map a persistent set of veins on 050° is 

seen. Minor trends are present on 110-115°, 125-130°and 145-150°. The pipe 

deposits in the area develop on trends of 095-110° and on 150°. By inspection 

of the map, the pattern is seen to become dominated by east-west and west- 

northwest trends in the west, where the pattern is more like the Peak Forest 

area to the southwest.
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Area 3: Peak Forest : The dominant vein trend lies between 060 and 100
with a peak at 085° to 090°. A secondary peak is developed from 105° 

to 110°. Minor trends are present on 005° to 010°, 025° to 030°, 050° to 

055°, 110° to 115°, 125° to 130°, 145° to 160° and 170° to 175°. The 

majority of these mineral veins in the Peak Forest area can be shown to be 

faults.

Area 3: Longstone Edge-Hucklov/ Edge: The dominant trend is 085° to 090°

and secondary trends occur on 075° to 080° and 095° to 100°. The majority 

of these three trends are faults. The elongation of these trends along 

which the fault-veins occur reflect the east-northeast to west-northwest 

trends of the folds of the area. Other trends occur on 050° to 055°,

060° to 065°, 135° to 130° and 145° to 160°.

Area 4: Buxton: The dominant trends are 160° to 165° and 170° to 175° 

paralleling the dominant fold trend of the area. Secondary trends occur 

on 050° to 055°, 075° to 080°, 085° to 090°, 110° to 115°, 125° to 130° 

and 145° to 150°. Minor trends are developed on 035° to 04.0° and 000° to 

005°.

Area 5: Lathkill: The principal trends are 065° to 070° and 120° to 125°.

Secondary peaks are developed on 110° to 115°, 135° to 140°, 145° to 150° 

and 030° to 035°. The strong south-east trend reflects tension over the 

main southeast folds of the area as perhaps does the 110° to 115° peak. 

Pipes are developed on the 145° to 150° and 165° to 170°,

Area 6: Alport: The principal trends are 055° to 060° and 13.0° to 135°.

These appear to be equivalent to the dominant trends of the Lathkill 

area, but lie at a less acute angle. Trends are also developed on 075 to 

080°, 085° to 090°, 095° to 100°, 115° to 120°, 120° to 125° and 010° to 
015°. The 085° to 090° trend and the 130° to 135° trend parallel the local 
folds. Pipes are developed on the 095° to 100° trends. .
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Area 7: ■ Carsington-Aldwark; The dominant trends are 090° to 095° and 

105° to 110°. Secondary trends are developed on 045° to 050°, 060° to 065°,

070° to 075°, 140° to 145° and 160° to 165°. The 125° to 130° trend,

present in all areas to the north and east is absent and northeast trends 

are poorly developed. The presence of the 160° to 165° trend suggests 

some affinities within the Buxton area. The Golconda pipes are developed 

on this trend.

Area 0: Southwest : The principal trends are on 090° to 095°, 105° to 110°,

120° to 125°, 130° to 135°, Minor trends are present on 035° to 040°, 055°

to 070°, 075° to 080° and 160° and 165°. The 145° to 160° and the 125° to

130° trends of the areas to the north and east are replaced by the 130° to 

135° and 130° to 125° trends in this area.

Area 9: Matlock: The principal trends are 120° to 125°, 140° to 145°, 165°

to 170°. These reflect the north-west and north-northwest fold trends of 

the area. Other minor trends are developed on 005° to 010°, 025° to 030°,

036° to 040°, 055° to 060°, 060° to 065°, 075° to 080°, 085° to 090°, 100°

to 105°, and 115° to 120"’. This is a very complex joint pattern and to some 

extent it is a combination of the Lathkill pattern and the Buxton pattern.

Pipes are developed on 130°, 145° and 025° trends.

Area 10 : Middleton-Vfirksworth-Cromford: The principal trends are developed on

045° to 050° and 145° to 150°. A secondary trend is developed on 085° to 080°. 

Other trends are developed on 000° to 005°, 010° to 015°, 055° to 060°, 065° 

to 070° and 110° to 115°. The general pattern is quite similar to the Lathkill

Area 11: Ashover: This area has been dealt with in detail by White (1970)

and the present author has made no further observations. White showed veins 

to occur on east-west,north-west and north-east trends. Two phases of 

compression were involved, related to two phases of mineralisation.
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Area :__Crich.: The number of mineralised joints measured here are too

small to justify any conclusions about trends.

Area 13: Ecton and Bincliffe: The .number of .mineral veins measured here

is too small to justify many conclusions. It is clear, especially at Ecton, 

that 160° to 170° trends are developed parallel with the main local folds.

At both Ecton and Bincliffe, sosne east-west, northwest and southeast mineral 

veins are also present.

Bummary of Vein Pattern Analysis

The pattern of mineralised fissures appears to reflect the local fold 

structure to some extent. Thus on the Longstone Edge and. Hucklow Edge areas 

the east-no.i-theast, east-west and the west-northwest trends are elongates,I, 

parallel to the main local folds. In the Lathkill-Alport and Wirksworth- 

Middleton-Cromford areas,.northwest trends are elongated, again parallel to 

the local folds. On the Matlock Anticline, where northeast, north-northeast 

and north-northwest minor folds are developed, joint trends develop parallel 

to these directions. In the Buxton area, the dominant north-northwest 

faulted mineral veins parallel the local fold trend.

There is a general overall pattern to the mineral veins in the orefield. 

This consists of sets of northwest, east-v/est and north-east veins which are 

developed to varying extends in each area. The pattern of the Bradwell- 

Castleton area contains these trends, but is made distinctive by being 

dominated by northeast trends. The Buxton area forms another distinctive 

unit with strong north-northwest trends which dominate the basic pattern 

noted above. The Carsington-Aldwark area and the southwest area .are dominated 

by east-west and west-northwest trends. The presence of north-northwest 

trends,suggest some afficinities with the Buxton area. However, to the south 

in the V/irksworth-Cromford-Middleton area, the basic pattern is again 

expressed.
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Without thorough Joint analysis in the field, it is impossible to 

know how representative the located worked mineral veins shown on the map 

are, of thetotal joint pattern. It is not possible to know how many trends 

of uneconomic veins have never been worked in a given area. It does, 

however, seem reasonable to suppose that in the more intensely worked areas 

of the orefield, representatives of all the veins are present and have been 

mapped. In many cases, the major veins are faults, but it often is 

impossible to know whether an individual vein is a fault or a joint. The 

author is convinced that it is impossible to give a proper tectonic 

interpretation of these mineral vein rose diagrams without first establishing 

the overall joint pattern of the area concerned and deducing the tension 

and shear directions from their surface morphology. This is a major research 

task which is becoming necessary.

(3) Structural Conclusions

From the foregoing detailed description of the folds, the area is 

seen to be a complex interference pattern' created by the intersection of 

north-south, east-west and northwest to southeast folds. These create domes, 

basins, saddles and ridge fold forms on the main anticlines and synclines. 

Clearly the description of the area as a whole as the 'Derbyshire Dome' 

grossly over simplifies this situation and the use of the term 'Derbyshire 

Massif is preferable.

The area is shown to lie on a ndatlvely shallow east-tilted basement 

the subsidence of which has on the gross scale, controlled sedimentation.

Throe phases of folding and five of uplift and erosion are deduced for 

the structural history of the area, beginning in mid-Dinantian times. It 

is concluded that the present surface of the limestone is only 300 feet or 

so below its position at the end of erosion in pre-Namurian. times and 

that this surface with a progressively more discontinuous shale cover, has 

been repeatedly re-exposed to the effects of sub-aerial erosion during ensuing
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periods.of uplift. It is concluded that uplift and erosion in pre-Namurian. 

times probably i.n.itinted some of the joint and fault pattern of the massif 

and that this was accentuated and extended during the uplift and re-emergence 

of the limestone in both the post-ïïercynian, Permian and later, Triassic 

erosion phases. Some unmineralised joints may belong to the Tertiary uplift 

and erosion phase.

Two types of fault may be related directly to the folding. The first 

are reversed faults parallel to and along the crests of asymmetric, anti

clinal or monoclinal axes. These probably formed during folding towards 

the end of the Hercynlan orogeny. The second type of fold-related fault 

is normal faults parallel to anticlinal axis, the result of post-compressional 

relaxation. Some faults may be shown to be Lower Carboniferous in age, 

w.hilst others are Namurian or Westphalian. The early faults referred to above 

have been reactivated by lateral stresses during and after minerali sat ion but 

some of the calcite therein, relates more to the early movements than to 

the later mineralisation.

The area may be divided into four sub-areas on the basis of its fold, 

and fault pattern. North of the Hucklow Edge Anticline is an area of east- 

west, north-east and. east-northeast, mineral vein faults with few folds, 

where only the Dirtlow Vein shows significant vertical displacement. South 

and west of this, to the Bonsall Fault, lies an area of east-west and north

west folding and faulting with occasional strong north-south trends, such 

as in the Crich, Ashover and Bakewell Anticlines. South of the Bonsall 

Fault is an area where north-northwest, east-southeast and east-west faults 

are dominant, with only broad low amplitude rolling folds of similar trends, 

present. Along and to the west side of the massif is an area where north- 

south fold and fault trends with seme east-west faulting are: dominant.

If these four sub-divisions are compared with the geophysical work 

of Maroof (1974) on the basement of tho area, it would appear that the 

central folded belt lies over the western end of his central basement graben



whore the sedimentary cover is thickest. The relatively unfolded zones 

to the north and south lie over areas of shallower basement and thinner 

sediments, whilst the north-south trends in the west lie over the north- 

south shallow western edge of the blocks.

If the trends of the fold-fault features are considered it appears 
that the north-south trends are generally confined to the south and west 

of the area, where perhaps the Carboniferous lies on a north-south fractured 

Malvernian, or Charnian type of basement. To the north and east, the dominant 

trends are east-west and northwest with fewer north-south features. This 

is a pattern similar to the coalfield to the east. Perhaps here the Charnian 

is overlain by a sequence of lov/er Palaeozoic slates as proved in the Eyam 

borehole (Dunham, 1973) damping the effects of the north-south trends of 

the basement below.

The fold-fault pattern of the ore-field, therefore, reflect those of 

adjacent regions. Derbyshire is a nodal point for three styles of faulting 

and folding. In the west and north-northeast to north Malvernian trends 

of the West Midlands converge with the north-northwest to north Charnian 

trends of the East Midlands and these trends are' reflected in the structure 

of the ore-field west and south of the Bonsall Fault. To the nox’th and east 

of the fault the orefield has more the style of the coalfields to the east.
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PART 4

Fluo.vlto Mineralisation of the South Peaiiine Orefield

1 .

:i.n this Chapter the distribution of fluorite is described in outillée 

by vein and area, from north to south, for the eastern part of the massif. 

Outlying deposlts in the west of the massif are also described. Greater 

details of some of the individual ore bodies can be found in Part 6 , Known 

occurrences are shown on Pig. 12.

In 1908, Wedd and Drabble shov/ed; that fluorite occured in a %one along 

the eastern edge of the orefield. Known deposits were thought to be restricted 

to the strata above the highest local toad'stone. In 1945, Shirley and 

Horsfield demonstrated that within the Eyam part of this zone most, but not 

all, of the principal veins occurred along the crest of anticlines. In 1952, 

Dunham produced a zonal map of the orefield with fluorite, barite and calcite 

zoneo which he believed were thermally controlled. In 1952 and 1954, Mueller 

produced a subdivision of the orefield, based on zones of fluorite, barite 

and calcite from east to west and also related this to a decreasing temperature 

of formation. He further subdivided the fluorite zone into a high temperature 

pyritic zone in the east, followed by an intermediate temperature clear 

fluorite zone and a low temperature purple fluorite zone in the west. He 

considered the temperature and formation of the deposits to be around 300*^C.

His subdivision of the orefield ha,s been much used as a basic reference by 

subsequent authoris, although that of Dunham appears to have been more accurate 

in representing the situation known at that time.

Roedder, in 1969, working on fluid inclusions, was able to demonstrate 

that the temperature of formation of the fluorite was more in the .order of 

].00"c. Firman and Bagshawe, in 1974, showed that there are so many exceptions 

to the Mueller zonal system, that the concept of subdivisions of the fluorite
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zone should be abandoned. They showed that the concept of the three zones, 

calcite, barite and fluorite, needs to be reconsidered in the light of :tiev/ 

deposits of fluorite found since the 1950's; they also showed that different 

phases of minéralisation either overlap or do not, and that local structure, 

at least to some extent, controls the distribution of the deposits. They also 

noted that Wedd and Drabble*s assertion that fluorite tended to occur above 

the highest local toadstone was invalid. Since their 1908 survey, many 

deposits have been proved to carry fluorspar below one or more toadstones.

The aim of the following account is to describe the present occurrences 

and workings for fluorite and to discuss some of the details of the effects 

of structures, dolomitisation, karst features and the facies of the limestone 

on the development and distribution of the orabodies and occurrences.

2. Details of the Fluorite Mineralisation of the Orefield

This section is a brief outline of the geology and extent of fluorite 

mineralisation in the main veins and flats of the orefield.

Odin Vein (135834 to 123832)

This east-west vein occurs in limestones of reef facies immediately 

below the shale unconformity. The vein has been worked for galena over a

distance of two miles, mainly below tho shale cover, which plunges steeply

to the east and west. The principal gangue is fluorspar which can be seen

underground and in the old dumps at the Odin Gorge and to the west along the

flank of Mam Tor. Substantial reserves must be present, but it is unlikely 

that they can ever be worked.

Treak Cliff Caverns (1-36831)

These are pipe deposits developed in reef limestones and in a. 

boulder bed immediately below the shales. The fluorspar lines karst cavities 

in the reef and gaps between boulders in the boulder bed. It was probably 

fed at. least in pa.rt from the Odin Vein.
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Veins between Odin Vein and Dirtlow Rake

These veins are dominantly calcite although near the west end of 

Oxlow Rake, in Jack Pot, small veins with fluorite are present. East of 

Eldon Hill the Portaway Mines have been worked for barites in the dumps.

The veins are in limestones generally of massif type, although close to 

the shale boundary they enter reefs.

The Dirtlow Voin (097812 to 161835)

This is one of the major fault-veins of the orefield throwing down to 

•the south by about 100 feet. There is evidence that it was active in Lower 

Carboniferous times offsetting the reef belt at its east end (Stevenson and 

Gaunt, 1973). The vein is traceable under various names from Perry Foot 

(Coalpit Hole Rake) where it trends west-northwest, to Pindale where it is 

east-northeast. This latter trend is continued to the Peak Forest area by 

the Oxlow Rake branch to 115795. The vein is dominantly calcite, but east 

of, and at. Hazard Mine (1.39813) some fluorite and barite occurs. At the 

east end, in Pindale, in reef limestones, where the vein breaks up into 

several-parallel veins, it i.s fluoritic and much small scale opencasting has 

occurred. The dumps and fluorite-rich lenses in the vein have been worked 

for fluorspar and barites as far west as Hazard Mine. The Oxlow Hake branch 

has been worked for calcite east of Peak Forest and some fluorite occurs 

here as well. The vein is principally in D., massif limestones, but a short 

section from Hazard Mine, east to 153832, is in D̂ , massif limestones at 

surface.

Veins between Dirtlow Vein and Moss Hake

To the south of Dirtlow Rake is a large area of silicified and 

fluoritised blocks representing a replaced bed. of limestone let down bĵ  

solution collapse and which was probably fed from the Dirtlow Vein. In 

Earle's Quarry, a series of northeast fluorspar veins cause problems with 

quality control in the plant. These veins become calcitic to the west of
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Bird Mine (156813). This system of northeast fractures is crossed by the 

northwest Smalldale Pipe at Bradwell. This is a linear system of cavity 
linings and marginal replacements of coarse, crinoidal limestone along a 

north-west joint system. One of the ca.vities at 165814 contains shales 

perhaps let down by solution subsidence, but possibly sedimented in a pre- 

Namurian ; pre-raineralisation, karst cavity. The pipe may be followed for 

2i-miles northwest of Bradwell, in massif type crinoidal Monsal Dale Beds 

(173813-160817).

Moss Hake (175010 to 110792) (see Report 5 in Part 6 )

The main vein is east-northeast, and is dominantly massive columnar 

calcite. Fluorite stringers occur near the walls which are fluoritised in 

places. Fluorite was clearly deposited later than the calcite, in which 

fluorite lines cavities.
West of Eidson's plant (150803) some parallelveins and an east-west 

branch are principally fluorspar with some barite. The veins have been 

worked for l^-mllea to the west, over the crest of Bradwell Moor and are 

in massif type limestones above the Upper Miller's Dale Lava.

Harthill Rake (170805 to 158801) (see Report 5 in Part 6)

This is a calcite-fluorits vein, traceable from Bradwell Dale west to 

the boundary of Haalobadge, a distance of two miles in D^ limestones of 

massif type. Here it coalesces with the Earl Rake system. At 168804, to 

the south of the vein, a reffacement deposit of fluorspaj^ occurs in a north

west joint system in off-reef and reef Eyam Limestones.

Earl Rake (176804 to 147794) (see Report 5 in Part 6)

This is a major east-west calcite vein in limestones of massif type, 

carrying some fluorite in places. At the crossing with Pic Tor Pipe in the 

Cawdor reefs (172804) it is fluoritic and occasional fluorite can be seen 

westwards towards the junction with Harthill Rake (158801). West of here 

the vein carried ribs of fluorspar up to three feet wide in otherwise
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calcitic veins. These have been worked by drag-line. The vein gradually

merges with Shuttle Rake to the west at 147794.

Shuttle Rake (173798 to 111787) (see Report 5 in Part 6)

Shuttle Rake and associated veins have been worked for fluorspar west 

of the junction with Earl Rake. Here the vein carries much calcite, but 

residual de-calcitised gravels and some fluorspar rib.s have been worked 

extensively in the D» massif limestones as far west as the outcrop of the 

Upper Miller's Dale Lava. Below the lava, west towards Peak Forest, in 

massive limestones, the vein is calcitic, or is barren in toadstones.

East of the split-off, of Earl Rake, Shuttle Rake becomes a zone of tight 

fractures which have been intermittently and shallowly opencast for fluorite. 

In Intake Dale (164798) large fluoritic washing dumps have been removed.

East of Hazlebadge Farm (172800) on the Lawrence Grove section of the vein, 

large dumps of fluorspar from mines below the shales have recently been 

worked. These workings are associated with the intersection of the south

east end of Pic Tor Pipe in the Eyam Reef Limestones.

Pic Tor Pipe (175800 to 172805) (see Report 5 in Part 6 )

This is a fluorite rich cavity lining and marginal replacement deposit

in Eyam Beef Limestones. Large caverns are present, some of which are pre- 

mineralisation in age, whilst others of recent origin. The pipe cavities 

appear to be developed along a series of north-west joints. The cavities 

are infilled by layers of barren mud with layers of sandy and gravelly 

fluorspar In places. These are often covered with layers of collapsed 

limestone blocks and subsided shale masses. Pleistocene animal remains 

are found from time to time. The deposits extend to a depth of 180 feet

and appear to plunge to the southeast beneath the shales. They are crossed

by the Earl Rake calcite vein. The deepest workings may extend down into 

the top of the massif type Monsal Dale Beds.
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Veina between Shuttle Rake and Hucklow Edge Vein (see Report 5 in Part 6)

At Nether Water Farm (172791) trials were made in the 1950's along an 

east-west vein in Eyam Reef Limestones. The objective was to discover pipe 

and flat deposits similar to Pic Tor Pipe, but underneath the shales. The 

trials were unsuccessful, but some limited stoping for fluorspar was 

carried out. The vein has been worked from a shaft just to the west of the 

Tideswell-Bradwell Road at 167788 in massif type Monsal Dale Beds. At 

158793, a parallel vein has been opencast for fluorspar on a small scale, 

in massif type Monsal Dale Beds. Further south Maiden Rake, the continuation 

of the Netherwater vein, west of Great Hucklow has been worked on a small 

scale (155755). Below Hucklow Edge, dumps on the May Mine, worked below 

the shales, carry much fluorspar (172787).

The Hucklow Edge-Old Edge Vein gystems (122786 to 244773)

This vein system is one of the principal fluorite producing veins of the 

orefield. Production has been continuous since the 1940's. A total length of 

.about 3 miles has been developed and stoped for fluorsar, in the Dg limestones 

above the Cressbrook Dale Lava and below the shales. The surface dumps v/ere 

worked and removed for gravel-fluorspar in the 1920'.s. Towards the east 

end of the Old Edge Vein (225770) the veins are said to become calcitic and 

are dying out (Ridgeway - personal communication 1975). Fluorite has been 

proved in the Dp limestones below the Cressbrook Dale Lava by boreholes.

To the west of Slater's Engine Mine (195779) the vein becomes calcitic 

and although it has been worked for fluorspar at outcrop, west of Little 

Hucklow, as far as Wash House Bottom (161779) the workings have been 

intermittent and very selective. To the west, over Tideslow (150780), the 

vein is largely calcite above and below the Litton Tuff in massif type Monsal 

Dale Beds, but in and below the Miller's Dale Lavas, a vein of very high 

grade fluorspar was discovered in the 1860's at 144782. This occurrence 

well to the west of most deposits is quite anomalous. However, many of the
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veins mentioned above lying to the north, pass through the same stratigraphical 

situation and these should also be examined for fluorspar. West of the 

deposit, the vein is once again calcite in massif type Miller's Dale Beds.

Little Pasture Vein-Crosslow Rake-Middle Field Rake (315767 to 180767 -
General Reference)

These veins have been worked for fluorspar underground from the Glebe- 

Ladyv/ash Mine and the Black Hole Mine. Opencasts have taken place on the 

Crosslow Rake from near Dusty Pit Mine (205772) towards Foolow (193768) and 

high grade fluorspar has been worked for l^-miles to the west of Foolow to 

180767. The east-west Middle Field Rake and associated replacements at 

its east end (315766) were worked from Glebe Mine in the 1940's and have been 

opencast across the fields for 1 mile east of Eyam to 200767.

Btreaks Vein. (232757 to 196762)

This east-west vein is worked for fluorspar in the Hanging Flat Mine 

(204780) which produces a 60% fluorspar ore, Near the head, of Stoney 

Middleton Dale, an opencast has produced fluorspar intermittently on this 

vein at 195762. At the east end at the junction with Main Rake (222757) a

replacement deposit has been worked underground.

Main Rake-Dirty Rake (222757 to 205753)

This east-northeast vein has been worked for fluorspar in a replacement 

deposit at the junction with Streak's Vein, in Middleton Dale. It has also 

been opencast amongst the cliffs on the south side of the Dale. Several 

medium scale opencasts for fluorspar were developed in the 1960's, on the 

Dirty Rake section of the vein, towards the site of Laporte's Cavendish Mine.

White Rake (214746 to 170751)

This vein has been worked by small-scale opencasts for fluorspar as far 

west as Seedlow Mine (194747), but west of here it becomes calcitic. It 

runs along the coyest of the Coombs Dale Anticline and the change to calcite 

occurs snore or less at the crossing point of the north-south Middleton Dale 

Anticline.
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Blagden Great Vein and Caaklemackle Mines (205740 to 190740)

Small opencasts for fluorspar have taken place from time to time on 

these veins.

Longstone Edge; Deep Rake! High Rake, etc. <237744 to 135743)

This long system of veins is the second most important fluorspar deposit 

of the orefield. It has been worked in the D̂ , limestones mainly ox basinal 

type. The principal vein is the High Rake-Deep Rake system. This has been 

worked opencast, for fluorspar from the 1940's. A total length of 5 miles 

has been opencast, from Cross Dale Head Mine (183733) in the west, to the 

Red Rake Vein (237741) in the east. The Red Rake Vein was worked for fluorspar 

underground in the 1920's. More recently, the Ballet Hole Drift was driven 

south into the vein at a higher level from Coombs Dale (223744). The vein 

has been stoped out for about |— mile either side of the adit intersection 

and some of the branch veins have been stoped out for a short distance.

At Bow Rake (214735) where a large rider breaks the voin, a major replacement 

has been worked. Fluorspar has been proved below the toadstone in the east 

half of the mine and by both deep drilling and a development incline and .sub- 

level. To the west, the base of fluorite mineralisation appears to ri.se and 

it has been possible to work out the full depth of fluorite mineralisation 

by a 220 foot deep opencast at 206732. West of there the vein splits. The 

northern branch, V/atersaw Rake, has been opencast by dragline to a depth of 

100 feet to 192735. By Crossdale Head Mines, the vein is calcite and was 

worked for this mineral by an ornamental stone company, in the 1920's.

The southern branch (High Rake) hades steeply north and descends the 

escarpment to the foot of the Edge (197728) where it intersects the Ash 

Nursery vein. - It then re-ascends the Edge, still hading steeply north, to 

the Crossdale Head Mine. The deposit on part,s of this section is poorly 

defined, being a linear stockwork of fluorite stringers. Several similar 

veins run east-west along the face of the monocline between High Rake and
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V/ateraaw Rake. Below Longstone Edge, the Ash Nursery Vein has been opencast 

by Turners of Great Longstone, for fluorspar (200727 to 2X0726). Further 

east the Harry Becca Mine worked fluorspar underground at the foot of the 

Edge (22.3732) . V/est of Haydale (179733) , the main High Rake vein is calcite 

and hades steeply north. West of Cressbrook Dale, it is a reversed fault 

and this has been worked for calcite at 170734. The vein may be traced as a 

fault-carrying calcite, as far west as Monk's Dale. To the west of Haydale, 

a north-west vein branches off and crosses Cressbrook Dale towards Litton.

This carries fluorspar which in the absence of Upper Miller's Dale Lava,

extends down into the massif type D^ limestones and this has been opencast

to the south of Litton in the 1960's (168738).

The Bull Tor Vein (173734 to 148723)

This vein branches east, south-east off the High Rake system in Crossbrook 

Dale, It crosses Cressbrook Dale and the River Wye in the massif limestones 

where it is dominantly calcite. At Bull Tor (154725), the vein has been

worked for fluorspar and barites by opencasts which extend towards Priestcliffe.

These are high in the strata which are of interdigitated massif and 

basinal type.

Putwell Hill-Grove Rake Vein (212724 to 098700)

This east-west vein is traceable from east of Great Longstone, westwards 
to a point west of Chelmorton. The author has not examined the east end

of the vein, but in Monsal Dale, at Putwell Hill Mine (178718) in the

basinal strata, the vein was worked for calcite, in the 1920's. However,

there are many stringers of fluorspar in the wall rocks. West of Taddington,

on the Wham Rake section of the vein, above the Upper Miller's Dale Lava, the

hillocks have been washed for fluorspar and barites. Near.Chelmorton, low

down in the massif type D^ beds, below both Miller's Dale Lavas, the vein

has been worked for calcite (098700).
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The Arrock"Tad.dington Dale-Priestcliffe Fault (115737 to 209674)

This 8 mile long northwest fault system is principally calcite. It 

can be traced from Flagg Dale (115737) southeast for 8 miles to a point at 

its junction with the Mogshawe Vein, south of Bakewell (209674). West of 

Ashford, it has been, worked for calcite and a short stope occurs (184699),

Dirtlow Vein (162700 to 198683) (see Paper on Geology of Magpie Sough 
and Mine)

Northwest of Sheldon, in Deepdale (IG4698) and also to the north of 
Sheldon, in Magpie Sough (177691) the vein is calcite. However, east of 

Sheldon, near Kirkdale (182688), in opencasts, the foot-wall of the vein 

is calcite, while the hanging wall is fluorspar and has been worked by drag
line. East of Kirkdale to 188687, trial opencasts proved some fluorspar, 
but the vein is dominantly baritic here. The vein occurs in D» strata of 
basinal type.

Mogshav/eVein-Magpie Mine-Hard Rake (209674-157682) (see Report 14 in Part 6 
for details and plans)
This vein has been worked extensively for lead lathe 19th Century. On 

The Mogshawe section of the vein (203676 to 173678) the gangue is fluorspar 

and barite in strata of basinal type. Above the first toadstone barite 

increases along the vein to the west. Fluorite grades of up to 60% have been 

obtained from deep opencasts for 1 mile west of Green Cowden Farm (196678) 

and fluorite can be traced in old workings for i-mile east of Green Cowden.

The Mogshawe section of the vein is thought to have mining potential for a 

mixed fluorspar-barites ore. West of the Kirkdale Road (178678) the 

hillocks have been worked for low-grade fluorspar and barites towards Magpie 

Mine (173682). In this mine, at 560 foot level, the vei“n'"is calcitic, but 

reports from workings in the 1950's suggests that as the workings proceeded 

east towards Trueblue Mine (178680), rises up off the 560 foot level, 

intersected a good fluorspar vein in D„ basinal strata. Some of the shallower
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workings on minor veins around the Magpie Mine, carry fluorite. The main 

Mogshawe-Hard Rake vein appears to pass south of the Magpie Mine, splitting 

into a vein complex to the west and eventually becoming Hard Rake and 

associated parallel veins. At the west end of Hard Rake Plantation, 

fluorspar was worked from an incline put in during the 1950's (157682).

In all, a total length of 4 miles is known to carry at least intermittent 

fluorspar in strata. Traces of fluorite occur in strata, but no ore 

is known. The author's detailed account 'The Geology of Magpie Gough and j

Mine' was published in 'The Bulletin of the Peak District Mines Historical I
I

Society', vol.6 , No. 2, October, 1975, and is submitted as part of this j

thesis. j

The Mandais Vein (IGOYCWto 195660) I
This north-west vein is traceable for 3 miles from Lathkill Dale towards 

Hard Rake. The vein is dominantly barites, but fluorspar occurs. A mixed j

low-grade fluorspar-high barites residual ore has been opencast from the vein, -
!

near Hadden Grove (184666) although at depth the vein is principally calcite ;

and barite. The vein occurs in Dp limestones of basinal type. |

I
The Lathkill Dale Vein (182658 to 207664) j

This east-west vein is dominantly calcite with haematite and ochre in |

Lathkill Dale. From a point just west of Over Haddon (199660) it becomes |i

fluorite bearing and this may continue to the east, where in Haddon Fields, j

the vein has never been worked. The change to fluorite occurs at the crossing j
ipoint of the east-northeast Bakewell Anticlinal system. The vein occurs in |

D„ limestones of basinal typo. |
!

other Fluorite Occurrences^in the Lathkill Drainage Basin |

Fluorite-rich silica rock boulders have been ploughed up along a north- |

west vein, to the northwest of Over Haddon (198688). '

Low grade fluorspar barites ore has been worked on Crotie Rake near 

Wheel 37arm, on a series of northeast, veins (153697). On the Hubberdale Pipe,
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a northeast cross vein at 137704 proved a rib of fluorspar in an otherwise 

baritic vein. Recent exploration show that fluoritisation of the wall of 

the pipe could be very extensive. The pipe occurs below wayboarrts, but 

above the Upper Miller's Dale Lava in the Dp limestones of massif type.

Near Monyash at 148077, an east-northeast vein carries fluorite which is 

exposed in a small quarry in the Cawdor Reef limestones. In Hicklow Quarry 

(165663) in Cawdor reefs, a pre-mineralisation solution cavity largely filled 

with calcite and calcite sand, contains a 1-inch purple fluorite layer. West 

of Monyash around the Whin 137G66 and 137674, east-northeast calcite veins 

carry a little fluorite in the dumps. These occurrences are in the Dg 

limestones of massif type.

The Long Rake Vein System (270665 to 132646) (see Reports 1, 2, 3, in
Part 6 for details)

This is the longest vein system of the orefield, traceable for 12 miles, 

from east of Rowsley westwards to Coates Field Farm near Parsley Hay. The 

vein is dominantly fluorspai’ in Dg Cawdor limestones of reef and basinal 

type from its emergence from beneath the shales at Pickery Corner (240658) 

v/estwards to Conksbury Pit (207650) north of Youlgreave. Here, and at Raper 

Pit (217654) the vein and associated replacements have been worked for 

fluorspar in Dg limestones above the Alport toadstone in large scale open; 

casts (see Report 3 in Part 6). At Conksbury Pit the vein splits throwing 

off a southwest branch which carries fluorite for li-miles. The main vein 

continues west-southwest carrying fluorspar for about 1000 feet from, the 

junction. The vein gradually breaks up to the west of the pit into several 

branches still carrying fluorite. For 3000 feet to the west of these, the 

vein has never been worked and then the east end of a series of opencasts 

and 8topes for calcite and lead are intersected (190647). West of these 

the vein has been worked for calcite at the Long Rake Mine (182640) in the 

oast, and the Arbor Low Mine (172640) in the west, for a length 3 miles and 

to a depth of 400 feet. The change in the vein from fluorite to calcite
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ooouTQ at the crossing of the north-south Bakewell Anticline in the unworked 

section of the vein. All the known fluorite occurs above the Alport toad

stone which dies out to the west in the unworked area west of Conksbury 

Pit. Whether the vein is calcite or fluorite below the toadstone, east 

of, and under, Conksbury Pit, is unknown. West of Arbor Low Mine, the vein 

throws off a northwest branch (165640), This carried fluorspar and barites 

and after 1 mile intersects a major east-west calcite vein (152646) which 

can be traced for 2^-miles to the west of Cotesfield Farm. Some fluorite 

replacement occurs In dolomitised wall rocks at 134646, The main Long Rake 

continues west of Arbor Low Mine for 1 mile before swinging north-west to 

intersect the same calcite vein at 138647, A few showings of fluorite are 

present, but it is mainly calcite here. West of Raper Pit the workings are 

in Dp Monsal Dale Beds, principally of massif type.

The Alport Mining Field (see Report 4 in Part 6 of thesis for details and plan) 

This is an area of northeast, northwest and eastwest veins and pipes.

'Many of these carry fluorite above the Alport toadstone but the nature of the 

veins in depth is unknown. Fluorspar has been worked from the dumps of the 

Blythe Mine (225643), Guy Vein (221639), Harthill Dale Pipe (218644),

Pynet Nest Shaft (216638) and Kirk Meadow Shaft (234644) to the south of 

the rivers Bradford and Lathkill. North of the Bradford towards Long Rake 

and north of Youlgreave, several northwest and one northeast vein have been 

worked for fluorspar by small scale opencasts around 213647. The various 

workings are in Cawdor limestones of reef and basinal type and in the upper 

Monsal Dale Beds of massif type.

Middleton by Youlgreave

The southwest vein off the Long Rake, at Conksbury Pit, carries fluorite 

into this area as far as 194639. This is in Upper Monsal Dale Beds of massif 

type and Cawdor reef limestones. Parts of the Cawdor limestone reefs at 

188636 are fluoritised from minor veins. To the west on Middleton Moor, several
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minor fluorspar deposits occur as stockworks and replacements in dolomitised 

Monsal Dale limestones near Mere Farm (180630, 168030 and 173027) and at Green 

Lane Pit (166626). Fluorite stringers are known in similar dolomitised 

strata at Kenslow Pit (183616), Near Smerril], small north-east and north

west veins carry fluorite around 198623 in massif type. Monsal Dale beds.

The Tiinperley and Wenley Hill veins carry fluorite east of the River 

Bradford in Cawdor reef limestones (203635, 208G37 respectively).

The Coast Rake and Associated Pipes (246616 to 202613) (see Fig. 13 for plan)

This east-northeast vein carries fluorite from east of its intersection 

with Yate Stoop Pipe (246616) (east of here the vein dies out) to west 

of Gratton Dale (202613), a distance of 4 miles, in Dg limestones of 

massif and basinal type. On the east end, east of the Portway Pipe inter

section (230613) the Allied Chemical Company has proved a major fluorite 

ore body stretching below the upper toadstone (the Matlock Lower Lava). The 

vein ia probably fluoritic through Elton village (225610) to Gratton Dale 

(210610) although this section has not been examined by the author. On the 

west side of Gratton Dale, trials have proved a strong fluorite vein above 

the Matlock Lower Lava and this can be followed as a northwest branch of the 

Coast Rake for 4-mile to a shallow open pit worked for fluorspar at 202613. 

Here the vein is only a series of stringers. To the south of Coast Rake, 

in Gratton Dale, a series of northwest minor veins carrying fluorite cross 

the dale. At the north end of the dale, the hilltops on either side are 

intensely dolomitised while the lower slopes are limestone.

Passing south up the dale, the dolomite descends abruptly to the valley 

floor along a small vein at 205603. Here on the north side of the valley 

a fluorite flat is exposed in the Dp dolomite. Extensive drilling and 

trenching by Alcoa on the hilltops to the northv/est of the dale, proved 

many showings of fluorite replacement in dolomite, but failed to locate 

an ox'ebody. East of Gratton Dale, on tJie flat hill tops of Elton Moor, are
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a swarm of northwest veins, which need, to be tried for fluorite especially 

below the Matlock Lower lava.

. Running south-southeast, updip off the Coast Rake, are a series of pipe 

ore bodies. These h-e above the Matlock Lower Lava, possibly at the base of 

dolomitisation. They include Coweloso Pipe (225609), Alderman's Pipe 

(228610), Portway Pipe (230613), Placket Pipe (239612), Drake Pipe (.242610) 

and Yates Stoop Pipe (243615) from west to east. They were all rich galena 

orebodies. Only the Portway, Placket and Yates Stoop Pipes are known to 

carry fluorite. Portway Pipe was described by Dunham (1952) as having a 

baryte core and fluoritised margins on the 360 foot level of Fisher's 

Portway workings. Some fluorite epimorphs can be found on the dumps to the 

south at 230600. The dumps at Placket Mine have been worked for fluorspar.

At Yates Stoop Mine, dumps on. the old dressing floor at 244613 have been

found to contain some fluorspar.

White Low Rake (234505 to 226604) (see Report 6 in Part 5 for details and 
plan)

This northwest vein is baritic in dolomite above the Matlock Lower Lava

but below it for a distance of i-mile above the Winster Moor Farm Lava, in

dolomitised ground, it contains high grade fluorspar. In the toadstone the 

vein was calcitic. Its content below this second toadstone to the south

east is unknown.

Sacheverall Farm (230594)

Here a zone of many narrow parallel veins in dolomitised ground, 

carries fluorspar, which replaces the walls in places. The deposit bottoms on 

limestone and lies immediately below the Winster Moor Farm Lava in 

limestone.

Moor Farm (250594)

Here the walls of a zone of parallel north-west veins are patch!lly 

dolomitised in two places (see Figs. 14, 15 for plan and section). The deposit
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consists of fissure fillings and marginal replacements and cavity fills of 

fluorspar in the dolomite. Adjacent limestone areas ere weakly mineralised. 

The deposit lies immediately below the Matlock Lower Lava and above a 3 foot 

thick, wayboard, 30 feet above the Winster Moor Farm Lava. It is probable 

that similar ore bodies lie to the west towards the Whitelow Rake fluorspar 

deposit which is at the same horizon.

Blakelow Lane-Beans and Bacon Mine (262593 to 255593)

A network of east-west and north-south tight veins and ramifying 

stringers carry fluorspar here in silicified limestones. The deposits include 

some toadstone clay and are calcitic in places. They are in probably 

limestones below the Matlock Lower Lava and above the Winster Moor Farm Lava.

Tearsall (264601)

A replacement fluorite ore body is developed amongst and is capped by 

wayboards, half-way between the Matlock Upper and Lower Lavas. The deposit 

occurs on an intersecting north, northwest and northsouth minor fault system 

on the crest of a north-trending and plunging minor anticline (see Fig. 16 

for plan). The deposit is also developed at the base of dolomitisation.

The basal Matlock beds here, are very dark, bituminous basinal limestones. 

These have not been replaced on top of the Matlock Lower Lava, as at the 

Masson Flat, where in contrast, the basal Matlock beds are coarse, white 

calcarenites, receptive to replacement. To the west at 259601, a similar 

deiaoslt occurs but here only surface dumps have been worked. Extensive dumps 

of low grade fluorspar at 256607 suggest that there may be deposits at 

depth here, below the Matlock Upper Lava. One high grade fluorspar vein 

trending north-south occurs to the south of the Big Dungeon (259607) above 

the Matlock Upper Lava. These ore bodies lie updip of the Mïîiclose raanto. 

This deposit however, lay above the Upper Lava, whereas most of the Tearsall 

deposits lie beneath it. To the north-east of Tearsall, at 267605, west of 

Northern Dale, a swarm of north-east veins and pipes have been worked for
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fluorspar in narrow opencasts in Cawdor reef limestones, Further east along 

the crest of the hill, above the Matlock Upper Lava, large dumps carry 

fluorite at the junction of north, northwest and northeast veins (272598).

The Millclose Mine (258617 to 249650)

Large dumps of low-grade fluorite ore occur at Watt's Shaft (268617) 

probably derived from workings to the north above the Matlock Upper Lava.

To the south of the brook, large dumps with fluorite occur towards Wensley.

A system of fluorite-rich pipes of north-south trend is known here below 

the shales and above the. Upper Lava. Recently, the major tailings ponds 

from the main Millclose workings at Warrencarr Shaft, have been reprocessed 

for an average of 24% fluorspar (263624). Fluorspar was the main gangue 

of the 1920's Millclose workings above the Upper Lava, but below this the 

fluorspar occurred only as a replacement of the wall rocks and calcite was 

the dominant gangue.

Oxclose Mine (276598) '

This worked a flat deposit of £luorspa.r in massif limestones below the 

Matlock Upper Lava and a second one on the Matlock Lower Lava. Extensive 

ramifying workings in pipes and flats extend updip, controlled by northeast 

joints and veins. These outcrop between the Upper and Lower Lavas near Lee 

Wood (275595) and here the dumps carry much fluorspar. Further to the west 

at 273596, a parallel series of veins outcrops between the lavas and these 

too carry fluorite.

Jugholes Mine (279595)

This lies on a series of north-south veins and minor faults. The deposit 

is a fluorspar flat associated in its upper parts with dolomitisation. The 

lower part lies below a 1 foot wayboard about 15 feet above the Matlock 

Lower Lava. This has been worked both by undergound and opencast methods 

and is a replacement of coarse, v/hite calcarenitic limestones.
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Masson Flat (284592 to 289590)

This is a flat deposit varying between a metasomatic replacement and a 

cavity lining. It is developed along the north-west series of joints, many 

of which are minor fault monoclines. These throw down to the north-east. 

Northeast cross joints occur and pipe-like cavity linings extend down dip 

along these at Queen Mine (289592). The flat occurs generally in D» massif 

limestones from 10-20 feet above the Matlock Lower Lava, but some joints 

have wall-like replacements and Joint intersections have chimney-like 

continuations, both of which may rise as much as 70 feet above the lava to 

a thick 1 foot wayboard. The deposit occurs partially at, and below,
I

base of dolomitisation in coarse calcarenites and appear to have been

from the Great Rake to the south-east. It lies on the same zone of fractures

as the Rutland Cavern and Station Quarry veins to the south-east (see below)

(see Fig. 17 for plan).

The Seven Rakes-Slit Rake-IIigh Tor Rake (295610 to 300588)

The north-south Seven Rakes has been worked for fluorspar in massif 

limestones and Cawdor Limestones above the Upper Matlock Lava from Cawdor 

Quarry (295603). The vein was drilled here by Johannesburg Consolidated 

Investments during the 1950's in an attempt to prove fluorspar below the 

Upper Lava, but this was unsuccessful. The vein splits to the south, The 

eastern branch, the Slit Rake was worked for fluorspar above the Upper Lava 

from a shaft at 297593 in the 1950's. The western branch, the High Tor Rake, 

carries a fluorite, but has not been worked.

The Great Rake (305590 to 280585) (see Fig, 17 for details of vein - see
Reports 8,9,10 in Part 6 for details and plans)

East of the Derwent, this east-west vein has been worked during the 

1950's for fluorspar in D» massif limestones and Cawdor Limestones above ^

the Upper Lava at Riber Mine (300588), The vein lies on the crest of an 

east-plunging, south-facing monocline, but this dies out to the east and becomes
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the Iliber Anticline. At the same time the vein breaks up, becomes calcitic 

and is lost. Below the Upper Lava, a trial shaft proved, the vein to be 

calcite. West of the River Derwent the vein has been worked for fluorspar 

in places in D» massif U.mestones, between the Upper and Lower Matlock Lavas. 

Some parts of the vein are very calcitic however. Above the Lower Lava at 

288587, in dolomitised ground to the south of the vein, is a replacement 

deposit, associated with minor faults. Below the Lower Lava, the vein, has 

been worked in massif limestones for high grade fluorspar at Low Mine 

(284586) to a depth of 240 feet,below which the vein is calcitic. Workings did 

not proceed very far to the east, so the nature of the vein there be]ow the 

toadstone is unknown. A recent drilling programme by Bx-Sud Limited, did 

not sufficiently prove the ground here. The base of the deposit is on the 

Bonsall Sill in the west, the eastern extent of which is not known. From 

the sill to Low Mine, the vein has been worked open-cast for fluorspar 

between massive silicified walls to an unknown depth.

Rutland Cavern~Nestus Mine (29.2586) (see Figs 2, 3 in Report 9, Part 6

for details of veins)

This is a series of pipe caverns lined and replaced with fluorite.

They rise up the dip in a northwest series of joints on the face of the 

Great Rake Monocline in D., massif limestones between the two Matlock 

Lavas. It seems to be on the same system of joints as the Masson Cavern 

(but somewhat offset to the east) and the Station Quarry veins east of the 

Derwent. The system is crossed by the east-west Coalpit Hole Vein at 

the foot of the monocline.

The Coalpit Rake (.283586 to 301589) (see Figs. 2,3 in Part 6 , Report 9
for plan and details)

This east-northeast vein runs along the foot of the Great Rake monocline.

It is a relatively tight series of minor fluorspar veins worked in dolomitised 

Dg limestones between the tv/o Matlock Lavas, both underground in the
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Devonshire Cavern (289583) and in opencasts to the west, towards Ember Farm 

(287583). In Devonshire Cavern, fluorite flats are developed amongst a 

group of wayboards, but they become calcitic when followed down the dij5.

West of Ember Farm, bolow the Lower Lava in massif limestones, the vein 

system is continued by the Superfine Vein. This has not been worked. Between 

the Coalpit Hole vein and Greet Rake, on the steep face of the monocline 

above the lower Matlock Lava, a whole series of tight, parallel, fluorite 

veins occur. Some of these are seen in depth at the Longtor Grotto Mine 

(206586) . Below the Lower Lava in D.̂ massif limestones east of Bonsall 

(284584) these veins give rise to a large area of massive, silica rock and. 

fluorite replacement. The ground has been drilled and trenched by Acmin 

and a few rich pockets were found, but the area as a whole proved uninteresting. 

To the east of the Derwent, the Coalpit Hole vein coalesces with the Great 

Rake in Riber Mine and the monocline dies out here. The vein has been worked 

for fluorspar from Riber Mine in D_ massif limestones above the Upper Lava.

The Station Quarry Veins (296533 to 280581) (see Figs. 2,3 in Part G, Report 
9 for plan) ■

Those two parallel veins have been worked for fluorspar in mas.sif 

limestones and Cav/dor Limestones above the Upper Lava from adits in Station 

Quarry (299581) in the 1850's. At this time they were drilled by Johanne.sburg 

Consolidated Investments below the Upper Lava, but no developments resulted.

To the south, towards Moletrap vein a series of northeast, northv/est and 

eastwest minor veins carry fluorite.

The Speedwell Vein (292578) (see Fig, 18 for plan, Fig. 19 for section)

This northwest vein has been sloped for fliiorspar in the Speedwell Mine 

at Upperwood in dolomitised limestone, between the Upper and Lower Matloc.k 

La.vas. The vein is a fault, throwing down 60 feet to the southeast at the 

entra3ICO to the mine, but decreasing to the northwest and southeast.

Northeast of the vein a series of flat replacements have developed on minor
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faults splay ins off t)ie roaiu vein ascl along norctiieast joints, Nearby, 

other small flats have been worked sA: Temple Pipe (293581) and Owlet Hole 

Mine (293580) and small areas of replacement can be seen between these 

ami Speedwell Mine. The flats are confined between the Lower Lava and 

a group of wayboards some 60 feet above it.

Wapping; Mine-Mole trap Vein (292 57 S to 321574) (see .'Reports 8,9 in Part 6
for details and plans)

The eastv;e,st Moletrap Vein can be followed from Lea Mills , (321574) in 

the east, across the gritstone country v/here it is seen as two fault.'?, to 

the New Bullestree Shaft, the easternmost working at 306575, oast of 

Croinford Station. The f an It throws down to the north here, and the vein 

emerges from beneath the shales in the ground,s of Willersley Castle 

(300574). It is reported to be rich in fluor,spar and about 10 feet wide 

beneath the shales. The vein outcrops south of Cat Tor on tlxe east bank 

of the Derwent (297575) as a 20 foot wide zione of fluorite replacernant. and 

silicification between the two Matlock Lavas. The vein t'hrow,s down 60 feet 

north at the river, but displacements decrea.se to the west, so that the throv 

is only 15 feet down to the north at the entrance to Wapping Mine (293574). 

(see l̂ ig,s. 20, 21). Hei'e the vein has been stoped between the Upper and 

Lower Lavas for fluorspar. To the west it breaks up Into a .series of north

west parallel minor faults and between them, o].i the Lower Lav .a, a fluorspar 

flat develops. The vein system is probably the same as the Ball Bye 

Rake, immediately to the west, across the Bonsall Fault and this is probably 

the same vein as the Great Rake of Bonsall Moor to the west. j

The Bonsall Fault Zone

Harp Edge to B all Eye Quarry (292573 to 287575) (see Report 15 in Part 6
for details)

The Bonsai]. Fault Zone is a heavily mi.ne.ralised fault vein trending nort! 

west here. At Harp Edge (291574) to the north of Ball Eye Quarry, several
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parallel veins have been worked opencast for fluorspar in, the Cawdor 
Limestones. Replacement occurs below the upturned Upper Lava in the main 

fault zone. To the west of Masson House (29257.3) a zone of fluorite veins 
30 yards wide, is present below the Upper Lava, in the Matlock Limestones.

In Ball Eye Quarry (288574) Cawdor Limestones are faulted against Matlock 

beds to the north-east and a zone of faulting some 90 feet wide is present. 
The limestones here are dolomitised and a fluorite stookwork with replacement 

is developed. This varies from high to low-grade ore from place to place.

In addition, some high grade veins are present. The ground has been worked 

while removing overburden from the quarry for a distance of %-mile. At 

the northwest end of the workings, Namurian shale can be seen, probably 

not quite in-situ, and let down by solution collapse. The belt of 

mineralisation may be followed to the northwest to Bonsall Village, through 

a series of small fluorspar trials at 285578. Here trenching has proved 

several parallel veins to the northeast, in dolomite. The structure of 

this area is described in report 15 in Part 6 of the thesis.

Bonsall Village (276583)

Here fluorspar has been worked on the Bonsall Fault, which throws toad- 

stone of the Bonsall Sill against Hopton Wood limestones. The,workings 

are now backfilled.

Blakelow Pits (26.3589) (see Figs 22, 23 for plan and section)
An extensive ramifying fluorspar replacement deposit is developed on 

west-northwest joints and minor faults, in Hopton Wood limestones below 

a toadstone,perhaps the Bonsall Sill. This dips to the south here, into 

the adjacent main Bonsall Fault. The fluorspar ore lies below a silica rock 

cap, wliich in places is a fluorite stookwork. Immediately to the southwest 

of the main pit, is a second deposit again lying below the Bonsall Sill, but 

this is a fluorite replacement stockwork in dolomite. It occurs agains a 

faulted, mass of agglomerate. It is probable that extensions of the deposit 
lie to the east and west of the workings.
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Pit to the West of Moor Farm (249590)

This pit lies west of Moor Farm and is a de~cal'citised siliceous 
fluorite replacement below thin wayboards. It is of low uneconomic grade as 

at present exposed. It is reasonable to expect that a siliceous fluorite ore 

body extends to the east to Blakelow Pit, below a thin toadstone on the up

throw side of the Bonsall Fault.

Sacheverell Farm

To the south of this, trials have been made in two fluorite-bearing 
calcite veins in limestones at 226590 and 223588. Only low-grade 

material was produced and the trials were quickly abandoned. These are the 

westernmost occurrence of fluorite known to the author on the Bonsall Fault 
system in the Matlock area.

The Bonsall Fault Southeast of Matlock (307573 to 353540)

The Bonsall Fault trend is taken up by two parallel north-west faults in 
the shales of the Derwent Valley. The more northerly of these is the Crich 

Fault and both throw down to the southwest. They follow the crest of the 
shallowly buried south-east extension of the Matlock Anticline towards 

Crich and they could be fluorite-bearing in the limestone.

Crich

The Crich Dome is mineralised with fluorite mainly at the northern end. 

Here northwest, northeast and north-northeast trending serins form an inter

secting network. The principal vein is the Great Rake which was proved to 

be fluorspar above and calcite below the Matlock Lower Lava at Glory Mine 

(342559) and Old End Mine (346550). Along the western margin of the system 

runs the north-south Vt'akebridge Pipe. It is not clear why only the northern 

area is mineralised. The vein minerals are unoxidised and no dolomitisation 

occurs so that it seems the area has been covered by shales until a 

relatively recent geological period.
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A shovel"

This is characterised by 0. series of northwest; northeast and eastwest 

fluorite veins mainly in the south of the inlier. The most important of 

these was the Gregory Vein (343617) which dipped west under the shales for 

1 mile. As it was worked down-dip it becmne calcitic. Most of the veins 

on being worked down-dip under the shales, became tight and died out. The 

main concentration of fluorspar occurred therefore where the flexure on the 

Dome was at its greatest in the south and southwest. At the northend of the 

inlier is the Town Head-Westedge vein system (344633) which was worked for 

fluorspar mainly below the shales. To the north of this, for three or four 

miles, are several northwest and east-west faults in the shales and grit

stones. It is reasonable to suppose that fnese may carry fluorite in lime- 

stones below the shales, at least along the extension of the Crich-Ashover 

Anticline.

The Ball Eye Mine (286574) (see report 15 in Part o for details and sections)

Three types of deposit occur here in the Matlock beds above the Lower 

Lava. Firstly there is the east-west Ball Eye vein, which is dominantly 

calcite. On either side of this, the Ball Eye fluorspar flat is developed 

on top of the Lower Lava, on a series of north-northwest joints. Finally 

there is the Ball Eye Pipe, a series of purple fluorite-lined caverns, 

descending down the dip of the beds towards the Bonsall Fault. To the north

west towards Bonsall a series a northwest trending pipe caverns is 

developed. These lie above the horizon of the Matlock Upper Lava and contain 

fluorspar.

Whiteiow Rake (Bonsall Moor) (257583)

Tlfs strong east-west vein has been worked, in the massif type Matlock 

limestones, by shafts and opencasts for high-grade fluorspar for a length of 

f}-raile and to a depth of 90 feet. To the west the vein breaks up and becomes
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more baritle. At Shepherd's Pit (264583) a largo decalcitised fluorspar 

replacement deposit occurs at the junction with several northwest vein.

Bonsall Moor Veins (see reports 6, 11, in Part 6 for details)

An intense plexus of northwest and northeast and east-west serins and 

veins have been worked intermittently for fluorspar and barites in massif 

type Dr, Matlock Beds above the Lower Lava. Several larger west-southwest veinr 

cross this system, such as the Great Rake and the Parson's Rake. It is 

probable from the intensity of veins in the centre of the moor that many 

others await discovery in the less intensely worked parts of the area.

Dunham has suggested that a major fluoi-spar flat may be developed on the 

Lower Lava here. The veins are dominantly fluorite-barite above the lava, 

but are calcitic below it, as seen in deep adits driven from Via Gellia, 

such as Thunder Mine (273572). Some fluorite is present below the Lower 

Lava, at Goodluck Mine (270565) and at 277570 on the south side of the Via 

Gellia but generally only calcite-barite serins are developed in the 

Hopton Wood limestones here.

The Aldwark Area (see Report 7, in Part 6 for details)

Three occurrences of fluorspar are known here. In Ivonbrook Quarry

(233583) fluorite occurs in massif type Dg Matlock limestones above the

Lower Matlock Lava on an east-west fault filled mainly with calcite and

haematite. At Greenlow Farm (223581) excavations proved fluorite, a little 

above the Matlock Lower Lava. Excavations at Slipper Low Farm (220569) 

proved fluorite below the Matlock Lower Lava, adjacent to an east-west 

fault.

South of the Via Gellia, East of the Gulf Fault

Structurally this area is the continuation of the Bonsall Moor area, 

but the veins are more baritic. At 274567, some northeast-trending veins 

have been opencast for fluorspar above the Lower Lava. At Bowlpit Mine
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(277570) 2 feet of fluorite is present on à northwest vein, below the Lower 

Lava. Minor fluorspar can be also found in the Goodluck Mine (270565).

At Slixiter Wood (285571) a series of pipes associated with dolomitisation 

occur in the cliffs and are lined with fluorite and barite. These are in 

the Matlock limestones. To the south on the hilltop above the valley, a 

series of east-west veins and associated pipes have been worked for fluorspar 

and barites amongst reef and off-reef Cawdor limestones (285569). Further 

south, fluorite is present on the dumps of the Upper Tenth Here Shaft on 

the Gang Vein (294557) but the gangue is dominantly calcite. Some fluorite 

is present on the vein further west at 286557.

West of the Gulf Fault

Fluorite is known as solution cavity fills in the massif I)̂  Hopton Wood 

limestones of the Middleton Mine (276556). This is associated with east- 

west faults branching off the north side of the Gang Vein which trends south

west here. At Golconda Mine (249552) a little fluorite is known in the 

dolomitised upper levels. Further west at 237557, near Longcliffo a 3 foot 

joint carries fluorite in dolomite. Fluorite is said to occur on Costa Rake 

somewhere on Carsington Pastures.

Yokecliffe Rake (286538 to 252535)

This vein is dominantly calcite, but in limestones north of Godfrey 

Hole, fluorite is said to be present (267537). To the south of Godfrey 

Hole, near Dream Mine, fluorspar was worked briefly in the limestones in 

the 1950's (273529).

Occurrences of Fluorite in the West of the Orefield

Fluorite occurs as late infilling in vughs at Ecton Mines (100580).

Thin stringers are known at the Bincliffe Mines to the south-we.st (117539). 

Fluorite lines vughs at the Mixon Mine (045574). The author has noted 

fluorite north of Alstonfield at 121569. Bagsha.we (personal commun!cation) 

reports fluorite in the dumps around Newton Grange Farm (165535). Fluorite
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occurs as a zone of stringers at 062735 in D« limestones in Buxton, and there 

are reports of a strong vein in the town as well. Fluorite stringers are known 

to the east in 3^ limestones at Great Rocks Dale Quarries on an east-west 

fault at 108739. On Chrome Hill (070674) many stringers of fluorite are 

proscnt in limestones and some of these are associated with a majoi’ 

northwest pre-NamurIan fault to the east of the hill. This is not exposed 

and there could be a major deposit here. To the east, in the quarries south 

of Harpur Hill (079694), fluorite lines vughs in north-south calcite veins in 

the limestones. Further north, west of Buxton, fluorite occurs at Anthony 

Hill in limestones (04.6710) and at Burbage (037737).

3. Types of Fluorite Deposit 

a. ^iit^ducti^on
Historically, the Derbyshire deposits have been divided by the old 

miners into rakes of veins, serins, flats and pipes. Rakes are large, 

nearly vertical, fissures, traceable for one or more miles across country 

and which are 3..nfilled with minerals. These grade down to sci’ins which 

are the narrower fissures, shoi^ter in length. Flats are orebodies of greater
S'e m  I - h o n  ?ontcxl a nd

lateral extent than height whilst pipes are^of greater length than width 

or height. These simple definitions and divisions need some modification 

when dealing with gangue minerals, e.speeially when it is seen that any one 

ore body can show evidence of vein, flat, oi’ pipe development in different 

parts or at different .stratigraphie levels.

The Derbyshire mineral deposits may also be sub-divided in ,a different 

way into four basic types. These are fissure fills, cavity fills, 

replacements and detrital or I'esidual ore bodies. In pa’actice, any ore 

body may again be a combination of all these, one type often being 

dominant in one part of the deposit whilst another is domina.nt elsewhere.
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Fissure fills vary from simple single veinlets to multiphase veins with 

associated wall and rider (wedges of limestone, spiitting a vein) replacement, 

and they include stockwork deposits which may grdde into replacements.

Cavity fills may take the form of the detrital sands on the bottom of the 

cavities or may be encrustations lining-the walls and roofs with or without 

associated replacement. The origin of the cavities raa,y be as pre-existing 

karst, or as caverns created by a pre-mineralisation solution phase, or during 

volume reduction replacement. Replacements vary between 'volume-for-volume' 

types and 'volume reduction' type replacements, where cavities form in the ore 

bodies which may be later infilled, Any of the above deposits may be 

affected by later weathering processes such as décalcification. This gives 

ris.e to fluorspar sand/barites gravel, residual ore bodies, at surface. 

Underground,mineral sands and gravels may be sorted and washed into karst 

cavities in or near the source ore body.

b . Fissure Fills

Mineral veins are often shown as straight lines on maps, but in fact they 

are rarely straight on any scale. The plans of Long Rake and the more detailed 

ones for Great Rake (Fig,. 17 and Fig. 2 in Report 4 in Part 6), make this 

quite clear. The mineral veins are composed of sectors at acute angles to 

each other and within each sector the veins may also be sinuous, both in plan 

and vertical profile. If the variation in hade with depth on passing through 

different strata is also considered, the effect of any net offset of the two 

walls, whether normal, reversed or lateral, is to produce a series of lens

shaped, open areas, separated by lengths of highly fractured rook which acted 

as bearing surfaces. The latter are tight and yield little mineral. If 

the lateral motion has been of a to-and-fro type, with a small net offset, 

as seems common in Derbyshire, then the open and tight sectors will 

alternate, giving a semi-continuous vein with breedated zones of cavity- 

,filling vein material, and replacement areas in the tighter parts (see Pig.24).
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Moreover, at the ends of the bearing sectors of veins, joints or minor 

faults tend to lead off as shown in Fig. 24. These may be virtually un- 

mineralised, but commonly replacement occurs in the acute angle between the 

main vein and the side fracture. This can occur on almost any scale and one

large example of this is the Conksbury Quarry Opencast, where the South-

West Vein branches off the Long Rake (see Report 3 in Part 6), The branches 

may load to the splitting of the vein either side of a rider, beyond which 

they rejoin. This can again be on any scale. Examples of large-scale 

developments of this type are the Bow Rake on Longstone Edge, and the Raper 

Pit on. Long Rake (see Fig. 1 in Report 2 in Part 6). Such riders on the large 

and small scale, form sites favourable for replacement as they become very

broken up during faulting. Riders are also three-dimensional. They may die

out in depth as the two bounding faults converge and coalesce. This is the 

case at Bov; Rake on Longstone Edge, where the 'foot' of the large rider 

is intensely replaced. Such a feature presents an interesting mining 

problem. The nature of a vein is to some extent the result of the strata 

through which it passes. Thus in the thin-bedded dark limestones of the face 

of the Longstone Edge Monocline, some of the veins are broad stockworks of 

fluorite stringers, rather than the usually single, well-defined, vein 

found in more massive strata.

In Derbyshire, mineral vein faults generally show semi-horizontal, 

slickensided walls and multi-phase mineral fills indicative of lateral 

faulting. The fill often show further slickensided surfaces. Many of the 

major veins, however, show vertical displacements of strata across the veins 

and although it is arguable that in inclined beds such displacements are the 

result of lateral movement, it is rarely possible to demonstrate significant 

lateral offsets of cross-veins on either side of the fault. In the only 

case known to the author, the sinistral offset of thirteen yards on the Bowers' 

Rake at its crossing with Long Rake, is not enough to account for the observed
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downthrow further west In. such gently dipping strata. On the Great Rake 

at Matlock, which has a throw of 15-20 feet, to the south, whilst most 

slickensides are semi-horizontal some are steeper than 45° again suggesting 

normal or reversed faulting.

As has been noted above, fluorite can be seen to cut calcite in several

of the major veins of the orefield. The author postulates that many of the

fault veins of Derbyshire originated as normal and reversed calcite and galena

fault veins, and werelater reactivated by repeated backwards and forwards

lateral stresses, during later periods of movement, partially during fluorite
ep igene.V 'ic

mineralisation. Some, at least, of.the early^calcite-galena mineralisation 

could be thus as old as Lower Carboniferous in date.

c . .Flgtt Deposits

These are replacements of receptive horizons of strata gener*ally of coarse 

grained white limestones. In all the deposits seen by the author they are 

controlled by a feeder system of fractures, often minor faults and usually 

with a series of cross-fractures. The fractures may also be economically 

mineralised. Commonly, pre- and post-minerali.sation cavities are also 

developed.

The replacement varies between the volume-for-voliime type which produces 

massive fluorspar rock to the volume-reduction type which creates a fluorspar 

rock with bands cf cavities. Generally replacement appears to have occurred 

from a stockwork of joints into the body of the rock. The degree of 

penetration of the body of the rock appears to be controlled by the facies of 

the limestone. Thus, thin-bedded dark limestones may form no more than 

poorly mineralised stockworks while more massive coarse-grained white 

limestones are often totally replaced. In dolomitised rocks stockworks may 

form and fluorite may then occur in the many pores in the rock, giving 

rise to large low-grade deposits.
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Commonly, replacement may only occur adjacent to the feeder joints or 

faults so that strips of replacement are present on either side of these.

The overall pattern is net-like in form. Walls of replacement may extend 

up the controlling joints whilst chimneys and columns of replacement may 

extend up the joint intersections. Pre-mineralisation solution cavities 

may occur along the fracture system. Their origin may be in a pre-existing 

karst or in solution by early flushes mineralising fluid. These cavities 

may be lined with fluorspar or marginally replaced. Commonly, post- 

minéralisation solution cavities are present, infilled with mineral sands 

and gravels.

Thus s. flat is a complex area of mineralised rock, partially a replacement ' 

of a particularly receptive group of beds, partially a replacement on and up 

joints and partially an infill or marginal replacement of pre-existing 

cavities.

d . Pipe Deposits

These are linear zones of mineralisation with a large proportion of open 

.Cavities. It is clear from old description,s that pipe deposits developed in 

a stratum favourable to solution along a narrow zone of joints or minor 

faults. These joints or faults may have been worked in their own right as 

a vein and only later when the workings reached the favourable horizon did 

the deposit become known as a pipe. This can lead to some confusion in the 

old literature with references to an 'X' vein and an 'X' pipe referring to a 

single geological feature. The cavities are usually lined with minerals and 

may sometimes be marginally replaced by fluorspar (cf. Portway Pipe-Dunham 

1952). Commonly, post-mineralisation solution has taken place along the 

cavities and these are filled with cloys and sands, often containing detached 

galena blocks as a residuum of the former ore. The term ’pipe’ really 

described two features - a linear zone of mineralisation on a favourable 

horizon - the pipe deposit; the other is the pipe cavity - any pre-mineralisation



cavity lined or infilled by minerals. These latter may occur in association 

with a vein, flat or pipe deposit.

e . Residual and Detrital Deposits

Residual and detrital sedimentary infills of cavities in pipes and 

flats have already been noted. These may also occur at surface in the form 

of insoluble residues at the outcrop of a vein. The general effect of 

weathering is to decalcitiso the vein and residual fluorite-barite-goethite 

sand and gravel deposits are formed. The process tends to upgrade the 

fluorite-barite content, which can then be worked. Sulphide are usually in 

the form of carbonates or in the. case galena arsenophosphates a.s well.

Good examples of the types of deposit occur on the Mandale Rake and Shuttle 

Rake.
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PART 5

Factors Controlling the Distribution of Fluorite in the Orefield 
(Conclusion to Part 4 and Overall Conclusion)

1. Zoning

Figure 12 documents fluorite deposits and occurrences in the orefield, as 

known to the author; these have been described in Section 4(2). The 

description confirms that fluorite occurs principally in the east of the ore

field in the fluorite gone first noted by Wedd and Drabble in 1908. However, 

there are many occurrences of fluorite in other parts of the orefield. Many 

of these are just minor stringers or small cavity linings in calcite veins 

but some are deposits of ore grade such as those on Middleton Common.

Others such as those occurrences on Chrome Hill in Upper Dovedale are 

associated with major fault structures and there may be hidden deposits of 

substantial size. Any attempt to explain the origin of the main deposits 

must also take into account and explain these other occurrences.

The author agrees with Bagshawe and Firman (1974) that the western 

boundary of the fluorite zone, if one needs to be drawn, should be further 

west than shovm by Dunham (1952). He defined the western limit of the 

fluorite zone as by the then 50% CaF^ cut-off line. The 20-25% CaF^ line 

would be more suitable to include allihe known worked deposits today.

Mueller's (1954) map purporting to show a fluorite zone with greater than 

10% CaF,^ has so many errors and missed deposits of much higher grade (known 

at that time) as to be regarded as very dubious. The author agrees with 

Bagshawe and Firman (1974) that it is difficult to draw a line for this 25% 

boundary when the exploited grade of a fluorspar ore depends as the method of 

working the orebody,

2 . The s of Structure

The principal fluorite ore bodies - veins and associated flats as opposed 

t o mineral occurrences and small workings - are generally restricted to the.
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crests and flanks of the .main east-west and north-west anticlines of the area, 

often along the more extreme local folds within the generally anticlinal zones. 

Good examples of this structural control are the Great Rake on the crest of the 

Great Rake Monocline, lying on the flank of the Matlock Anticline.; Here at 

outcrop, where the structure shows its greatest amplitude, the vein is 

fluors%)ar, but as the structure decreases down-dip to the east, the vein 

became calcitic. At Ashover, the Gregory Vein was fluoritic on the crest 

of the dome but became clacitic down-dip into the Tansley Syncline to the 

west. Other veine, at Ashover,which have been worked down-dip under the shales 

for fluorspar, are known to die out as they were worked away from the crest.

The Coast Rake, near Elton, lies in part along a monocline, marking the 

southern boundary of the Stanton Syncline and this is a major fluorspar 

vein. The High Rake carries fluorspar along the monocliual section of the 

Longstone Edge Anticline. The important Hucklow Edge fluorspar vein lies 

along a postulated monocline marking the southern boundary of the Abney 

Syncline and becomes calcitic to the east where the fault and possibly the 

monocline are dying out. Other veins h.e on or cross obliquely the crests 

of the major anticlines. This is true of Long Rake which carries fluorite 

along the crest of the Long Rake Anticline. Similarly, the Dirtlow and Mogshawc 

Veins carry fluorspar on the crest of the Taddington-Alport Anticline. White 

Rake, north of Longstone Edge, carries fluorspar at the crossing point of the 

Middleton Dale and Combes Dale Anticlines.

Clearly, many of these major fluorite deposits occur in faults developed 

along areas of folds under tension as noted by Shirley and Horsefield (1945). 

Such areas would tend to be open and receptive to mineralisation. However, 

several of these structui'es are reversed faults associated v/ith monoclines, 

features developed originally under a state of compression. It seems likely 

that later lateral movement on the same faults, for which there is so much 

evidence in the form of horizontal slickensides, created tension due to the
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irregularities in the plane of the faults (see Figure 13). Thus a system 

of opening zones and tight zones with intense fracturing could develop along 

such veins. These could act both as channel ways for mineralisation and as 

sites suitable for infill (the tensional areas) or replacement (the tight 

fractured areas).

Some deposits cannot be readily accounted for as a result of faulting 

related to folding. Notable amongst these are the many deposits along the

Bonsall Fault. It is true that to some extent it does act as the southern

limb of the Matlock Anticline and downthrows several hundred feet to the south 

along this feature. The fault carries fluorite as far west as Aldwark and 

appears to have acted as a feeder for many deposits to the north and south as 

far west as Sachsverall Farm. It may be traced southeast into the coalfield 

and northwest across the orefield separating areas of different tectonic 

style. It may therefore be the surface expression of some fundamental basement 

feature and It is suggested that it may be one of the main feeders of

mineralisation into the massif, updip from the basin and gulf areas to the

south and east. A similar function may be ascribed to the Briraington 

Anticline-Fault system, which Fearnsides (1933) considered so important 

a feature of the coalfield. This appears to terminate close to the end of 

the Hucklow Edge-Longstone Edge fault vein systems which It could have fed.

Many of the sporadic occurrences in the west and south of the area, 

are replacement pipe ore bodies lying on joint swarms associated with 

dolomitisation. Moor Farm is a good example of this on Bonsall Moor. Here, 

at the base of dolomitisation, a replacement cavity lining deposit has formed 

on a zone with very many small stringers. Fluorite is much less common in 

the undolomitised sections of the veins. The dolomitised sections appear 

to have been more open and the rock more porous and hence receptive to 

dispersed fluoritisation. Other similar deposits include the Masson Flat,

Jug Holes, and Tea.v.sall Pipes as well as those west of Middleton-by-Youlgreave.
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Another type of deposit occurs in dolomite as an infilling of pores in 

the rock. This usually occurs where major fluorite veins intersect dolomite.

A complex of fractures branching off the vein affecting the dolomite is 

necessary to feed in the mineral solution. Examples of this occur on the 

south side of the Great Rake on Masson Low, on the Bonsall Fault at 

Pitciunastic ’ s Ball Eye Quarry and west of Elton on Coast Rake near Gratton 

Dale.

In summary it appears that fluorite mineralisation occurs wherever there 

was a suitable open structure to receive it at the time of mineralisation.

This could be in the form of a tensional zone or a sheared zone in a vein 

fault, a pre-existing solution cavity, or in a fractured, porous, dolomite rock. 

Therefore, whilst the fundamental control was proximity to the eastern edge 

of the massif, i.e. to the main sources of the fluids and heat, equally as 

important was the occurrence of an open structure to be infilled or replaced. 

This explains some of the many exceptions to the simple thermal zonal concept 

of Dunham (19.52) and Mueller (1954) .

3. The Relationship of Calcite to Fluorite

If the relationship of calcite to fluorite is examined in the veins, 

it is found that in many cases calcite is cut through by the fluorite and 

therefore pre-dates the latter. This is true for example in Moss Rake near 

Bradwell, Dirtlow Rake near Sheldon, Mandale Rake near Over Haddon, in the 

Tearsall Group of mines near Matlock and the veins in the quarries at Hindlow,' 

south of Buxton. It is thus argued that much of the columnar calcite in the 

veins relates to early phases of normal and reversed faulting preceeding 

fluorite mineralisation (see section on faulting above).

In several cases, for Instance, on the Long Rake west of Conksbury Pit, 

on Lathkill Dale Rake west of Over Iladdon, on the High Rake of Longstone 

Edge west of Crossdale Head mine, and on the White Rake near Seedlow Mine 

south of Stoney Middleton, the veins change rapidly from fluorite to calcite
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on. moving westwards.. This change occurs close to the crossing point of 

transverse (north-south) folds and faults. Thus it can be argued that at 

these points of weakness, fluorine-bearing solutions escaped vertically to 

the Permo-Triassic unconformity along a steep pressure gradient up through any 

Millstone Grit cover. Further, the occurrence of the main, fluorite deposits 

along the main anticlinal areas could be explained by their proximity to this 

erosion surface and hence the increased likelihood of leakage upwards. This 

would tend to draw mineral solutions towards the anticlines as they travelled 

up dip from the east. The shales over the intervening synclines were much 

thicker both due to deposition and the effects of Permian erosion. It is 

probable that the unconformity at the base of the iiamurian was such that 

the Ashover Grit rested on the limestone on the Matlock Anticline. Blocks of 

barite covered grit are known in the workings of the Whitelow Rake at Elton. 

Similar baritic grit occurs at Shottie Edge on the eastern projection of the 

Yokecliffe Monocline.

The author believe,s that the prime example of the effects of pressure 

release is the Mill Close manto. Here solutions travelling from east to 

west deep in the limestone along the Long Rake, have been drawn off along a 

rising pipe system ascending the strata towards the crest of the Matlock 

Anticline to the south (Traill, 1939). This was the most easily penetrable 

structure with respect, to the shales and the unconformity in the south of 

the orefield. A similar effect appears to have supplied the rich north-south 

pipes south of Coast Rake from V/inster to Gratton Dale (the Y ate Stoop,

Plackett, Portway and Cowclose pipes). These trend up dip towards the Bonsall 

Fault, another structure which would allow upwards pressure release of solutions 

to the unconformity. The Coast Rake appears to have been linked to the Mill- 

close System by the Chapel Fault. Pressure release around the southern and 

western sides of the Stanton Syncline helps explain why the Millclose ore 

bodies lay on the up dip side of the main joints or feeder fault.
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On the Matlock Anticline the general disposition of the orebodies is 

consistent with the flow of mineral solutions up dip along joint systems 

towards the crest of the anticline to leak up to the Triassic unconformity. 

The occurrence of fluorspar a,t Low Mine on Great Rake below the Lower Lava 

is probably the result of fluorijie bearing solutions travelling northwest 

along the Bonsall Fault system, held clown by the toadstones and the shales 

on the downthrow side of the fault, being drawn to the east and upwards by 

pressure release on the crest of the Matlock Anticline at Masson Low.

4. Other Controlling Effects (Aquicludes)

Stevenson (1973 - verbal communication) has suggested that many of 

the fluorite deposits lying well to the west of those previously reported, 

did not lie very far below the former position of the base of unconforraable 

Edale Shales and that the existance of this former cap has had an important 

effect in holding down solutions and pushing them to the west. Thus, some 

of these westerly deposits may be as much related to this effect as to the 

presence of toadstones holding down the solutions to the east as often 

invoked in the past.

5. Other Sources of Solutions, West of the Gref

The occurrences of fluorite in the extreme west of the area, at

Buxton, Chrome Hill, Ecton, Mixon, etc., suggest that there may have been a

separate source of mineralising solutions to the west of the massif,

perhaijs in the Cheshire Basin.
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The Occurrence of Haematite in the Orefield - A Short Note

The known occurrences of haematite are shown on Figure 25. The 

haematite occurs in two environments and is generally restricted to the 

south and west of the massif, ■ One set of deposits is associated v/ith the 

southern reef complex, such as the Dog Low Mine (257537) near Hopton Village 

and those near Hipley Hill at Ballidon (210540). The other deposits occur 

in large calcite fault veins. These may be haematite disseminations or pink 

calcite-sand sediments, sometimes with travertine in cavities on the veins. 

It is here considered that these deposits represent the effects of dov/n- 

ward percolation solutions leaching iron from the formerly unconformable 

cover of Permian or Triassic Sandstones. It could then result from desert 

weathering at surface. The origin of the reef association deposits is less 

certain as some where probably under moderately thick shales during Permo- 

Triassic times, but down dip migration of iron bearing solution could have 

taken place in most cases.

The deposits have been mined from time to time as a source of red 

pigment for the paint industry.
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PART 6

Reports on _Certaining Mining Prospects 
in the South Pennine Orefield

General Introduction

The following fifteen reports on the mining potential of various 

areas of 'the South Pennine Orefield were originally submitted to the 

sponsoring company, C.E. Giulini (Derbyshire) Limited, between October, 

1971 and December, 197 5, The research work and compilation was carried 

out by the author. Although co-author to all of them Dr. T.D. Ford 

acted in a supervisory and editorial capacity only. The reports have 

been up-dated to give the situation as known in December, 1975. Together 

they give a description of much of the remaining Fluorspar mining 

potential of the Orefield, excluding Odin Vein and Coast Rake.
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REPORT I
LORG RAKE, NEAR PICKORY CORNER. 14th PECEM3ER, 1971

The course of the rake is clearly marked by a line of old hillocks 
from a, point immediately south of hutseats Quarry, westwards to Raper 
Mine. The most easterly hillocks close to hutseats Quarry appear- to be 
very largely of shale, and there must be some doubt as to whether the vein 

was worked here or whether the hillocks merely follow Black Sough. The 
first hillock to show limestone and vein-stuff is about 150 feet west of 

the quarry» This has a concrete cap and so was probably open until 
recently and if the cap .was removed it is possible that some workings 
might be accessible for examination. If open the shaft will be 120 feet 

deep beneath the cap.
A shaft hollow and mound a few yards to the south of this are 

entirely in. shale and suggest that the vein is here on the line of a fault 
downtbrowirjg the shale to the south, by some 80 feet, as limestone is 

briefly exposed north of the vein. Several other shafts to the west are 
also apparently in shale, and, it seems likely that the "old man" sank his
shafts through the softer shale either to reach the sough or by cross-
cutting to reach the vein, which is said to hade north,

A shorb line of hillocks marks a vein branching north at the crest 

of the rise where there is a large hillock of ..fluorspar and< further west a 
very indefinite line marks the apparent course of Sellers Vein. An open 

shaft (though covered with large slabs;it could be accessible with.a few 
minutes work) is also near the crest. In this the vein is hading north 
at yO°, with the north wall limestone and the south wall of shale. The 
vein is barren probably because of the presence of shales.

Between this shaft and the wood the hillocks contain a substantial
proportion of fluorspar, in contradiction to the findings of Ineson & 
Al-Eufashi (l970).
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The inten/section, with Bowers Rake is in the wood, and it is very 
overgrown. No vein was seen but there are large hillocks containing a 
substantial proportion of fluorspar and four open shafts. Bowers Hake 
trends south eastwards towards the river but little could be seen of the 
vein. An opencut just above the road showed a J.ittle fluorspar in the 
walls, and most of the hillocks contained fluorspar. West of the wood the 
hillocks on Long Rake contain a lot of shale again, though some fluorspar 
was seen. It seems likely that the'bid man" encountered the cover of 
boulder clay (as seen in Shining Bank Quarry) over the vein, and that he 
was only able to work the vein from a few widely spaced shafts.

The intersection with Wheels Rake is marked by a large hillock 
with an open shaft covered by a concrete cap. This has been descended 
about 200 feet to water within recent years, but no details of the workings 
are known to us,

from surface evidence alone it seems that there is a strong vein 
throughout this length. The vein is a, fault throwi.ng down to the south 
and hading north. At the.east end of Raper Pit the vein downthrows 120 
to 140 feet to the south and hades 80° to the north.

A downthrow of 60 feet to the south was recorded at Wheels Rake 
Shaft and the vein hades north. The old Memoir notes a throw of 84 feet 
south but the site of this is uncertain. Reconnaissance mapping suggests 
that a throw of 60 to 80 feet is maintained all along the fault except 
near the junction with Bowers Ralce where the throw is less. This means 

that this height of vein will have shale on the south wall and limestone 
on the north, as in Raper Mine openpit. This will undoubtedly.cause roof- 
support problems in underground mining.

Also, Shining .Bank Qaarry shows up to about 20 feet of Boulder Clay 
l.ying indiscriminately on shale or on limestone. This appears to be 
present along much of the middle roaches of Long Rake so that the two 
walls may well s].tow the following sections at the intersection with Wheels
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South North

.Boulder Clay 20 ft. Boulder Clay 20 ft.

Shale 20-40 ft. Limestone 160-180 ft.
Limestone I6O-I8O ft. 1st Toadstone 102 ft.
1st Toadstone 102 ft. 2nd Limestone 45 ft.
2nd Limestone 45 ft. 2nd Toadstone either 56 ft.

or 56 itms
2nd Toadstone either 56 ft.

or 56 ftms 
(see below)

This estimate was modified on the results of boreholes subsequently 
carried out. See Report 2,

Old mining records are few and, as usual, tantalizing in their 
incompleteness as far as Long Rake is concerned. An important feature is 

the presence of Black Sough. The tail of this was a bolt (= covered 

trench) on the bank of the River Wye some 200 yards SE of Picfcory Corner, 
in line with Long Rake. The last 50 yards of this have obviously fallen 

in and a shallow trench in the field marks the course. The sough is 

recorded as having been driven up Long Rake, to and along Wheels Rake. Its 

tail still has a pipe trickling water into the river. If this could be 
entered by removing the concrete cap from the shaft beh.ind Nut seats 
Quarry it might be possible to explore part of the vein. The tail is at 
about 345 ft. O.I). 5 i.e. about 100 feet down the capped shaft.

Adits are also known to have been driven up Sellers Rake, Bowers 
Rake and Wheels Rake from about river level either from the river bank or 
as branches from Rhainstor Sough. No records are known as to how far they 
went, and nothing is visible on the ground now. Adits in Sellers and 

Bowers Rakes would have been at altitudes of about 365 ft. O.D. and in 
Wheels Rake at about 395 ft. Branches of Rillcarr Sough are known to
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have been driven up both rakes as far as near the river, but there is 
some evidence that the Wheels Bake branch went almost to Long Rake in

the 1880s. The altitudes of these at the river would be about 320 ft. O.D.

Two toadstones are present at about 180 feet below the top of the 
limestone in LatWcill Dale west of Raper Mine. The upper toadstone is 

60 feet thick and it is separated by around I40 ft. of limestone from the 
lower one. Neither is recorded in the Spar (calcite) mines north of 
Youlgreave, though there are wayboards. Both mines are around 4OO ft. 
deep. The toadstones appear to increase in number and vary in thickness 
both under Alport and towards Pickory Corner. Diagrammatic sections of 

the available records are appended (fig. l/g) and the nature of the 
variation in thickness and spacing of toadstones can be seen thereon. In 

particular the thickness of the lower toadstone in Wheels Hake Shaft 

deserves comment. It is based solely on a note in the I887 Geological 
Survey Memoir, which says that 56 fathoms of toadstone were bored through.
A boring of this depth in toadstone seems an unlikely though not
impossible proposition at that period, and it is possible that someone 
misread 56 ft, as 56 ftms’ Alternatively if it is taken at face value it 
may be that they bored into a buried volcanic vent, as was once done at 
HucklowJ An attempt to sink into this second toadstone at Wheel Shaft 
was abandoned after 18 fathoms (IO8 feet), indicating that the toadstone 
is more than 56 feet thick.

The northern end of Millclose Mine penetrated several toadstones, 
and it does seem that there is a complex of several lava flows spreading 
out from a buried vent somewhere in this area - some lavas spread further 
than others, hence the very varied stratigraphie sections.

Interpreting these old records and linking them with Millclose 
Mine raises many problems so that any conclusions herein are necessarily 

speculative. Firstly, a contour m.a,p has been prepared showing the 
probable position of the top of the upper toadstone. This should be
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regarded as very approximate and. generalized. '

It will be seen that there is a marked flat area in the centre, 
and this seems to coincide in part with the concentration of veins in the 
Alport Mines. It appears to extend as far as Long Rake, but nothing is 

known of the detail there. Secondly, the thickness of limestone above the 
upper toadstone is variable, owing to the development of smaJl reefs (some 
are visible in the higher parts of Shining Bank Quarry giving very 
lenticular bedding). The thickness is probably between 150 and 180 feet. 
Some of the upper beds have been removed by erosion both before the shale 
was deposited and since. Making some allowances for this, for the 
faulting and for the variable cover of boulder clay, means that the 
height of vein v/ith both v;8,1 Is in limestone above the upper toadstone may 
be about 100 feet. An increase in the height of mineralized ground varying 
between 40 ft. in the west and 80 ft. in the east, will have v/ith one v/all 
in shale near the surface, or at depth an increase in height of about 60 
ft. will have one wall in toadstone. As no underground inspection has 

been possible it is not known whether there are replacements in the wall 
rooks.

The limestone betv/een the upper toadstone and next below is again 
variable in thickness, but it is generally less than 100 feet, and. if the 
faulting is again taken into account most of the vein here will have one 
wall in toadstone and the other in limestone, with consequent support 
problems. It is not known whether this part of the vein was reached by 
the "old man" though there is a mention of a water-wheel connected with 
and v/orking below Black Sough. This was close to Nut seats quarry and 
worked to 120 ft. belov/ the Wye, i.e. to 225 ft. A.G.B. Workings are 

recorded to 15 fathoms below Black Sough at Bowers Hake. .. Wheels Rake 
Whim Shaft apparently worked its rake in the 2nd limestone close to 
Shining Bank Quarry.

In conclusion, it seems that the proposal to drive an adit along
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the vein from Kntseats Quarry will certainly find a substantial vein of 

fluorspar all along Long Rake in the xippermost limestone, hut mining will 
lead to serious problems of wall and roof support - in particular I do not 
suppose the Duke would delight in having' caving to the surface, v/hioh 
could well happen with the shale and boulder clay cover. The vein will 

be dry dow/n to more or less river level, but any attempts to go much below 
about yiO ft. O.D. (height of tail of Hillcarr and Yatestoop Soughs) may 
well break into the same system of .joints as fed so much water from the 
Alport Mines into Milldose Mine and there will be a possibility of back
flow .froiT! the flooded workings there.

Continuation of Long Rake eastwards under the shales has been proved 
by geochemistry but boreholes will be necessary to prove the strata first.

'The main recommendation is that the vein should be explored as far 
as possible by temporary re-opening of the capped shafts, particularly 
that behind Nutseats Wood, The decision on an exploratory adit from 
Nut8eats Quarry should be postponed pending; the f.landings of such an 
exploration. It should be noted, however, that the "old man" did. very 
little in the vein at Raper Mine and so even if he did work galena from 
the vein near Nutseats Quarry, he probably left the bulk, of the fluorspar 
gangue behindJ

A final comment is that vi.rtually nothing is known of the ground 
to the north of the Long Rake, and it seems unlikely that the numerous 
veins of the Alport area, some of whi.cli Intersect the Long Rake on its 
south side, have no counterpart in the area masked by boulder clay to the 
north. An adit along Long Rake could well find several veins shooting off 
and continuing to the north. In this connection the potential of the 
eastwards continuation of the Latlilcilld.ale Vein to the north should be 
considered.



Notes on the figures
l/l. Key map to the Long Hake area.

1/2. Diagrammatic sections of the strata along Long Ealce, Pilhongh
Joint, Bowers Bake and Wheels Rake. Correlation with the four 

loadstones seen, in the Pilhongh Joint of M'illclose liine with the 
strata known around Long Bake is highly speculative except for 
the topmost loadstone,

l/3o Correlation chart of major sections of strata known in Killdose
Mine, Wheels Bake and Lathkill Dale. The discrepancies in the 
relationship of the second loadstone are obvious.

1/4. Contours interpolated on the top of the Upper Toadstone. These can
be taken as being roughly 180 feet below the stratigraphie top of 
the limestone, or by comparison with present topographic contours 
the depth to the loadstone may be estimated at any point. The 

contours suggest a broad arch or anticline trending southeast 
from Broadmeadow Shaft. It is notable that many of the known veins 
are either along the axis of this anticline or parallel its trend. 
None were worked south of Hillcarr Sough owing to water problems - 
if these can be overcome it is likely that there is over a mile of 
virgin veins at depth below Stanton Moor southeast of the Alport 
Hines.
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REPORT 2

PROPOSAL POE BOREROiaS TO SE S%K D) GONUBCTION V/ITS THE BXELOEATIOK OF 
lORG EAIŒ Aim BOV,(EES RAKE. 29th P'EBRUARY, 19?2 

Bvjmar.y

A pattern of four boreholes is fmggested to prove the stratigraphie 
sequence and thus the faulting» It is proposed that these should be sunk 

in each of the four quadrants at the intersection of Bowers Rake and 
Long Rake, Two of these (B,H»s 1 & 2) need only be shallow to about 130 
feet ; the third (B.H» 5) should be of moderate depth to about 230 feet ; 
whilet the fourth (3„H„ 4) should be deep enough (about 450 foot) to 
prove strata to the base of the Second Toadstone»

It Is proposed that two additional boreholes (l3»H, pa & 6a) should 
be .sunt: near Hut3eats Quarry, to prove the extent of lateral change in the 
strata, and, to prove whether or not the displacement of the faulting along 
Long Rake is still the same. B.IL ;5a would need to be about IpO feet 
deep, and 13.H. 6a a minimum of 290 .feet» Alternative sites (5b &, 6b) are 
suggested screened from view if this is necessary.

It is suggested that B.K.s A & 6 should be cased and sealed .fo.r 

possible future deepening to prove lower strata.

Some possible programmes of trenching and other exploration are 
suggested.

Since the report of 14th December 1.9'/I the geology of the area 
between the ri.vsrs V/ye and Lathkill, soutli of a line from Over Eaddon to 
Viager Dale, has been mapped in detail (Pig. 2/l), and. tlie strata! sequence 
in Shining Bank Quarry has been measured in detail. Your drilling

Subsequent to submi-tting this report it was found that the 
boreholes at the Bov.eersRake-Long Rake .intersection had a.lready been 
sunk. (Boreholes 1--4 above), though not to our specifications. The 
report, is modified to include the findings of these holes.
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programme at the Bowers Eake-Long Rake iiiterseotion has been carried oat 

and the results are interpreted below.

The uppermost beds in the quarry section show "reef" development 

and the base of the shale may be quite an irregular surface. A structura] 

contour map on the base of the shales has been prepared (Pig.2/2). This 

work has lead to a- revised picture of the strata at the Long Rake-Bowers 

Rake intersection (Fig.2/3)«

The surface attitude at this point is about 550-560 ft, A.0*1). and 

an adit from Shining Bank Quarry would intersect this region ai; about 15O 

ft, bel.ow the surface, Boulder clay is up to 40 ft. thick, .although only 
25 feet is seen at the north end of Shining Bank Quarry, It would appear 

that thc.'re is little or no shale on the south side (downthrow side) of 

Long Rake at this point. From the positions of the toadstone to the 

north and south of the fault it appears that there is a downthrow of 30 

to .100 feet to the south here « The adit would intersect the vein at the 

horiKon o .l the top of the first toadstone on the upthrown (north) side 

of the vein.

On Fig,2/3 the fault has been shown hading to the north at 80°.
The direction is valid (at least in the upper strata) but the value is 

dubious being an estimate derived from measurements in Raper Pit end 

observations in shafts. It is likely that the hade varies considerably as 

the walls of the fault vary from limestone against shale to limestone 

against limestone, limestone against toadstone, etc. The hade may reverse 

with depth as it does in the calcite mines further west on Long Rake,

Long Rake should not be thought of as a single fault line, but as 

a gone of disturbance mineralized in part or as a whole. Raper Pit shows 

this well as four faults are present. Three -oi these are strongly 

mineralized on the fractured limestone between walls variably replaced 

by fluorite, A zone of mineralization perhaps 100 ft, wide on Long Hake 

is suggested by the double line of workings up to 1800 ft. east of the



Long Ralte-îjowers Rake junction (A-A on Pig. 2/4) «
To prevent vertical boreholes intersecting the zone of faulting 

at depth the deeper holes to prove strata should have been sited to the 
south of the fault, and all boreholes set back from the line of the 
veins by at least 20 yards to miss ground disturbed by faulting. The 
■most easterly of your boreholes north of Long Rake could have intersected 
the vein hading north or a parallel fracture from 126 ft. to 132 ft.

Bowers Rake may also be fault throwing down to the northeast.
As B it shows no displacement, but it is thought that north of Long Rake 
displacement may increase. There is evidence from dump samples that 
Bowers Rake along with other N.W.*-3.E„ veins in the area especially 
'Wheels Rake may carry a much larger baryte to fluorite ratio than Long 
Rake.

East of Bowers Rake the exact throw of Long Rake is unknown, 
though it is to the south and probably over 100 ft. with the vein hading 
at 70° north. It will be necessary to know accurately the position of 
the limestone-shale boundary south of the fault, the throw of the fault 
and the position and thickness of the first toadstone in this area, if 
any adit, incline, or sublevels are to be driven more than about 2000 ft, 
east of Bowers Rake along I.ong Rake. Moreover any future work that might 
be proposed on the basis of this exploration would need accurate location 
of deeper strata. Bearing in mind the Pilhough Fault section of our 
previous work it is likely that the number of toadstones increases 
eastwards along Long Ralce.

Bearing these factors in mind two further boreholes are proposed 
(5a & 6a) to prove the throw of the fault by drilling to .at least the top 
of the first toadstone (6a preferably to the base of the second toadstone) 
to the north and south of the rake. In positions 5& & 6a these bores 
would be very obvious from Haddon Hall, and they could be moved to 
positions 5b & 6b screened by Nutseats Quarry Plantation. Here although
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slightly less useful for the present project, B.H. 6b might well be 
ideally situated to yield information as the correlation of strata to 
the Pilhough Fault section. Whilst this bore (6b) need be no deeper 
than 6a at this stage it is suggested that with B,H„ 4 it shou].d be lined 
and sealed so that they might both be deepened later on if exploratory 
work justifies this.

Locatio

Altd
Depth

to prove the position of the top of the first
toadstone and in conjunction with 6a the 
displacement at Long Hake
8E 2356 6570
475 ft. A.O.D. 
c 180 ft.

Anticipated
Succession 65 ft. Dark well bedded limestone - shaley at top 

1-2 ft. Grey wayboard 
100 ft. White poorly bedded limestone 
10 ft. 1st toadstone 

base of hole
B.E. 6a Object

Location
M M .

JDeuWi

see B.E. 5a end possibly to prove strata to the base 
of the second toadstone

8K 2363 6560
500 ft. A.O.D.
290 ft. to 1st toadstone ? to be taken deeper

B.R. 5b

Succession 120 ft. Shale
65 ft. Black limestone well bedded, shaley
2 ft. Wayboard (grey)

clOO ft. White poorly bedded limestone
possible base

80-102 ft. 1st toadstone
45 ft. 2nd limestone

presence and
thickness 2nd toadstone
uncertain

Location

m d

Alternative to 5a 
3E 2380 658O 
375 ft. AcO.D.
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B.E. 6b alternative to 5b - al.so a possible site for a
deep borehole

Location 5K 238? 6567
Altd 380 ft. A.O.B.
Succession similar to 6a but shale perhaps I60 ft?

Trenching etc.
We suggest that whilst the boreholes are being sunk some other work 

might usefully be put into operation
Trenchingi Along the line E~S' we suggest a trench about 100 feet 

long and up to 15 feet deep, to prove the width of the vein and its 
contents, and the presence or otherwise of parallel subsidiary veins. It 

should also be possible to prove the attitude of the vein, i.e. whether it 
dips to the north or not.

A further trench at Point B should prove the width and contents of 
Bowers Bake. This trench need only be about 20 feet long and 10 feet deep.

Descent of Old Shafts: If possible the various shafts mentioned in
our previous report should be explored. Some will need the removal of 
concrete caps. Permission for access will be required.

Bulk Samplings also suggest that you should oerry out bulk 
sampling of old dumps, particularly those at the intersection of Bowers 
and Long Bake,

Other Comments
Several other points of interest have emerged from mapping and 

research in old mine documents.
1) Black Sough - has been driven west along Long Bake at least as far 
as Wheels Rake where a branch - Winchester Level was driVen S,E, to the 
Engine Shaft.
2) It seems very probable from the depth of working of this shaft 
(288 ft.) that a branch of Hillcarr Sough was driven at c540 ft. O.D. N.W.
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up Wheels Bake as far as Engine Shaft and in view of the present 

insignificant flow from Black Sough this may effectively drain Long Bake 

to this level.

3) A series of veijis have been mapped in the western end of Haddon

Fields north of Raper which lie in line with Wheels Bake. One shaft on

Wheels Bake lies olOO ft. north of Long Rake and it seems probable that

the former continues to the north and may have been worked at depth but 

not on the surface. The general absence of veins north of Long Balte is 

attributed to the thick (15-3O ft.) cover of boulder clay.
4) If Bowers Bake is projected northwestwards it lies in line with

the Arrook Fault at Ashford, and there is much evidence that this lino is 

a monoolinal fold dipping to the northeast and probably with associated 

faulting, though the latter has not yet been proved. This line intersects 

the projections of Lathkilldale Vein, Mogshaw Vein, Dirtlow Vein and 

others to the northwest. To the north of Meadow Place Grange, Lakhkilldale 

Vein shows a substantial fluorite content on dumps, wlnulst at, Over Haddon

a fault is seen displacing the toadstone. The course to the east is 

uncertain - the blank triangular area on Pig.2/2 shows the uncertainty, 

whilst the dotted lines are merely a preferred location. This concealed 

vein has the same direction as Long Bake and may be as significantly 

mineralised - its intersection with Bowers Bake (projected B.W.) is a 

locality of potential interest.

5) The "Bowers Rake" of Millclose Mine lies parallel to the Pilhough 

Fault and its projection is to the east of Bowers Rake proper. However 

it is not impossible that they are the same vein if some curvature is 

allowed. . .

6) Figs. 2/8, 2/5, 2/6, 2/7 are large-scale diagrams of sections of the 
strata on the Pilhough Fault, Long Bake, Bowers Balce and V/heels Bake 

respectively.
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REPORT )

LONG RMfJi: T^OM _ ^ER PIT TO THE POFG R/ï!Œ MIHE GAPCITE WORjaiiGS^ DEOm-mS^,

, lg75

The section of Long Rake east of Ha,per Pit towards Pickeiy Corner 

has been described in the two previous reports. Pig. l/l in Report 1 shows 
the various sections of Long Rake and the main worked and potential 

deposits.

Details of Raper Pit See fig. 3/l

The Raper Pit is a. vein and replacement orebody proved, by
underground drives in the l^^Os and by opencasting in the 1950s and 1960s 
by I?.. Bacon and Sons. This led to the development by Laporte Industries 
of a large open pit between 1972 and 1974» reaching a depth of I4.O feats 
it was 400 feet long and 150-200 feet wide. The orebody is on a fault 
downthrowing to the south by 140 feet and this brings in 120 feet of 
shale in the south v;all.

The pit works the eastern end of a large replaced split in the 
Long Ralie fein thought to extend westwards under the Lathkill River 
towards GonVisbury Quarry. Only about one-quarter of the possible strike 
length ha,-3 been exploited in the Raper Pit. West of the river along the 
footpath a deep sewer trench proved a. broad gone of fluorite mineralisation 
in continuation with the Raper Pit deposit.

In Raper Fit the main workings are in a replacement between the two 
branches of the Long Rake Fault. The replaced beds are Upper Latrilcil.l 
Limestones which form a horst bounded by the two faults at the west end 
of the pit (see Pig.5/2 Section B). At the east end of the pit the main 
replacements lay i.n a fault-bounded mass of Cawdor Reef Limestones (see 
Fig.3/2 Section A). On the north face of the pit a minor northwest fault
branches off the main vein. This forms a graben "with Cawdor Limestones
preserved north of the main deposit. (See Pig.5/2 Section B). The
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northeast wall of this fault was not proved, but the fault contained 
downfau.lted shales. The main Long Rake Fault has a throw of 120-140 feet 
down to the south and is the southern fault of the complex. The 

replacement was seen to extend under the shales on the downthrow side 

of the fault. This was in Cawdor limestones which in places have been 
turned almost to a vertical attitude by the fault,which hades 80° to the 
north.

To the east of Dark Lane, a trial pit proved the Long Rake where 

the two faults bounding the replacement had converged to form a single 
fracture. Towards the eastern end of this pit the fault was lost and a 

trial trench 4OO yards to the east also 'failed to prove it, although this 
may have been sited too far to the south.

In all, about 300,000 metric tons of fluorspar have been extracted 
from Raper Pit in the beds above the Alport toadstone. This was proved 
at a depth of 120 feet in the western end of the pit. No exploration has 

been carried out below this toadstone (probably about 100 feet thick he?e) 
despite the fact that the broad zone of faulting suggests a potential 
deposit there.

East of the junction of Bowers Rake with Long Rake, the Long Rake 
splits for a strike length of 1800 feet. This could indicate a Raper Fit 

type orebody here as well.

Pet ail. 3 of Conlcsbury Quarry
The Conksbury Quarry orebody was developed at the junction of Iiong 

Rake and 'Southwest' Veins. (See Figs.3/l, 3/2). Near* their junction 
these ran almost parallel for several hundred feet. At the surface the 
fluorspar veins were relatively narrow, but at depth below a group of 
wayboe-rds extensive replacement of the wall rocks occurred to the north, 
giving a zone of mineralisation up to 100 feet wide. Above the wayboards 
the pillar of rock between the two veins was also extensively replaced.
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The replacement orebody below the wayboai'ds tapered downwards tov/-ards 
the Alport Lava 80 feet below. Figure 3/2 Section G shows the situation 
west of the junction»

The main Long Rake Vein west of the junction with the South-West 
vein, was well defined on the south wall of the pit, where the vein was 
barite and fluorspar, but to the north the vein merged with, a zone of 
replacement up to $0 feet wide below wayboards. Thus replacement became 

baritic and then siliceous towards the unaltered wall rock. In this 

section the Long Rake vein threw down some 20 feet to the south as judged 
by the displacement of the wayboards, but at the east end of the pit a 
horst of toadstone was present on the south side of the excavation about 
120 feet below the surface, suggesting a more complex fault. The vein was 
12-25 feet at the east end of the pit.

The southwest vein hades south at 80° and the vein was worked to a 
depth of 80 feet where it became tight. At the southwest end of the out 
the vein, still carrying fluorspar, split into three branches. The 

northerly branch hades north at 75^» A borehole 3OO feet southwest of the 
last workings proved limestone resting on toadstone at a depth of 120 feet.

Workings to the west on the ma.in Long Rake Vein proved toadstone 
at a, depth of 84 feet below surface so that it is rising at about 10-15° 
in this direction. Boreholes in the floor of the pit penetrated 90 feet 
of toadstone without bottoming it. The toadstone, despite rising to the 
west, is not known to outcrop. It is not present in the Long Ralce Calcite 
Mine workings to the west so that it appears the flow must have a front 
somewhere just to the west of the pit, and is probably represented by 
thin clay wayboards further west. The nature of the vein below the 
toadstone is unknown and it could be either fluorite or calcite. A 

programme of diamond drill cored holes was put down below the toadstone by 
A.L.G.O.A. but no results are available to the author.



West of the present quarry the Long Hake splits and the northern 

branch is intersected by two fluorspar-bearing northeast veins (see 

Fig. 3/1). In this complexly veined piece of ground there is the 

possibility of large scale replacement both above and below the lava. 

Detailed long sections of the Long Rake and Southwest Veins are given 

in figs. 3/5 and 3/4 respeotively.
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REPORT 4
THE HARTEILL SECTIOIT OP THE ALPORT MIRING FIELD. PECETtBER, 1975

This is a very old mining area worked extensively for lead from 

the l6th Century onwards « Nearly all the veins have been discovered and 

worked down a.t least to river level» Several major drainage projects, 

the main one of which was the Hill Carr Sough driven between I760 and 
1787 have lowered the water table to 100-140 feet below river level, i.e. 
to 310 feet A.O.P. The veins south of the bathkill-Hradford a?:ea have 
been worked to this depth in the 10th and Igth Centuries, North of the 
river the workings are generally shallower and older.

Several eliafts have been worked below the Hill Carr level. These 

are Mawstone Mine, Old Engine Shaft, pynet Nest Shaft, Guy Shaft, 
Broadmeadow Shaft, Bacon Close Shaft, hlaeels Rake Shaft and Stoneyloe 
Shaft. At these shafts various hydraulic engines, water wheels and steam 
engines worked to depths of between 4 and 23 fathoms below the Hill Carr 
level, i.e. to about 180 feet A.O.D. at the deepest. The workings at 

Broadmeadow and Mawstone Mines bottomed on the local highest toadstone 
(Alport lava). At ¥heels Rake this toadstons was passed through and a 
second deeper loadstone was found. Details are given in the sections of 
the Long Rake Report 2, Fig, 7.

The Alport workings were centred on the crest and flanks of a 
southeast minor anticline plunging into the Stanton Sjuiclizie to the south. 
In general as the workings proceeded down the flanks away from the 
crestal area they became tight and impoverished, This suggests that the 
veins were tensional in origin and more open over the fold crest. A'J.l 

the workings (except at Wheels Hake) were developed between the base of 
the shales and the top of the first toadstone. The main productive beds 
were a middle group of thick bedded coarse grained pale limestones 
(Upper Latlikill limestones). In the overlying thin-bedded dark shaley



and cherty beds mineralisation was weak, except in the 'Great Shell Beds* 
or reefs. The lowest beds on top of the toadstone were also thin-bedded 
and dark, and wealcly mineralised.

From the old aocotmts it is clear that galena occurred in the veins 
both as persistent stringers as well as richer pipe-like masses of ore, 
which were a source of a considerable proportion of the output. Often 
these areas were worked out by hand pumping below the sole of the workings 
for up to 120 feet. Where shafts were deepened in later times and levels 
driven out, quite often the richer ores had been 'robbed out' by the "old 
man" from above.

The Hill Gar;i: Sough was a successful venture because it unwatered 
the white limestones on the anticlinal crest. The majority of the later 
19th Century pumping engines were sited off the axis or pumped out the 
lowest unfavourable black limestones on the crest. Thus, 19th Century 

mechanisation was a financial disaster of major proportions never covering 
the running, let alone the investment, costs.

Fluorspar occurs on many of the old dumps and workings notably on 
Blythe Pipe, Guy Vein, Pynet Nest Vein and Ditch Vein. In general the 
veins are narrow, with a maximum of 6 feet, but they lie under 3. shale 
cover, where it is possible that small replacements may occur in places. 
Many of the old workings are still accessible and a systematic programme - 
of exploration is necessary to determine their potential. Any workings 
below the Hill Carr level would encounter considerable water problems 
from old workings.

The crest of the anticline below the toadstone has never been 
examined by mining. The principal veins - Old Cross, Oldfield Pipe, Guy 
Vein, Bacon Close Vein, Ditch Vein, Blythe Pipe and Bakers Vein would be 
good exploration targets for fluorspar and sulphides below this toadstone, 
using the analogy of the structures of Millclose Mine. The only piece of 
vein worked below the toadstone was Vdieels Ealce which worked with steam



eng'ines into the 1880s suggesting that a reasonable return on capital 

was being made.

Details of the veins and workings are given in fig. 4/1*
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GKÜIOGICAL REPORT ON FTilTORSPAIl DBROSIÏ'S IN HAZTjEBAJDGE PAIlISrl

13.72

The Geolofi'y of the Area.

The geology of the area, modified slightly from the Geological 
Survey (l.G.S.) maps, is shown in fig. 5/l« The area lies in an east- 
dipping limestone block, bounded to the north by Moss RaJco a strong 

calcita vein-fault, dovmthxowing to the north, and High Hake - Tideslow 

Ralce to the South, also dowiitiirowing north and associated with north- 
facing monocline.

There are three main geological controls on minéralisation in the 
area the base of the Ed ale Shales; the presence or absence of reefs in 
the uppermost ïîyam Limestones and the presence or abeenoe of any of three 
loadstones. The general succession is shovm in the column at the side of
fig. 5/1. '
Stgalcq̂

Structural contours on the base of the shtu.es have been pvtoduced on 
rather limited evidence in attempting to predict the position of the shale 
base east of the outcrop (fig. 5/2).

These irragulsrly bedded, vuggy limestones are susceptible to 
replacement or cavern formation with voids later infilled with miners.l8. ' 
Pic Tor Pipe and the workings at 3K I698O4 are examples, whilst the shaft 
and workings at Wether Vater .Mine hoped to intersect similar deposits but 
apparently failed.
Toadstones

To the west and. south, of the area, three lioriEons of toadstone are 
known - The Cressbrook Lava ■■■ Litton Tuff a.nd the Upper and Lower Millers 
Dale Lavas.
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&) The Litton Tuff

This outcrops at Tideslow sud is known to the east in High Hake 

Mine and Mill Dam Mine shafts and in the Derwent Valley Water Board’s 
Great Hucklov,' Borehole. It was probably intersected in Laportes* inclined 
borehole at Washhouse Bottom but we have no data. The Water Board’s 
Broadlow and Little Hucklov/ boreholes are not quite deep enough to prove 
the presence or absence of this toadstone.

The horizon appears to die out northwards and will probably only 
be of significance in the extreme south of the Hazlebadge area, around 
Virgin Mine. However, it should be borne in mind that a tuff or clay 
wayboard at an appropriate horizon is known as far north as Long Hoke 
Mine on Bradv/ell Moor,

b) Upper Millers Dale Lava

This outcrops west of the area but its presence in the Hazlebadge 
canno I; be closely defined. Beep Shafts on Earl Hake, Chance Mine and on 
Shuttle Hake Mine are about 560 ft. deep and have toadstone on the dumps.
Such a depth is consistent with the horizon of the top of the Upper Lava.
The Upper Lava is apparently absent on Moss Rake, Long Rake and Earle’s 
Quarry to the north.
c) Lower Millers Bale Lava

The Lower Lava outcrops west of the area and is knovm to the north 
in Cave Bale end in boreholes at Earle’s Quarry. It is reached at 450 ft, 

by Kittycross Shaft on Moss Bake and is apparently a toadstone '‘passed 
through” according to the Geological Survey, in the 480 ft, deep Silver 
Cross Shaft on Moss Rske. The toadstone has recently noted at 520 feet 
depth in Long Ralce Mine.

General

On the basis of this slender information, it would appear that the 
lower Millers Bale Lava may underly the whole area at a depth of 65O ft.
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stratigraphically, below the shales, Its top being at about 650 ft.
A.O.D., in the west and a little below sea level in the east. The 

Upper Lava may be absent in the north and east of the area. However its 

horizon would be at about 750 ft. A.O.D., in the west and around sea level 

in the east. The Litton Tuff/Cressbrook Lava is probably only of 

significance in the extreme south of the area.

Drainagê

Moss Rake Sough, Pic Tor End Sough and Bag’shav/e Cavern resurgence 

control the water-table of the area. Their courses are shown on fig. 

together with unexplored but dye-tested connections with the Bagshawe 

Cavern. The three outfalls are in Bradwell at 580 ft, A.O.D. Any 

attempt at deep mining will affect the solids content and outflow volume 

of these outlets and therefore the flow of Bradwell Brook. A quarter of a 

mile north of Bradwell this has the Derwent Valley Water Board take off 

point for the Winhill Tunnel supply to the Derwent Dams,,

Pic Tor End Sough

In tho 1800s, a waterwhee]. aiid steam engine pumped from below the 

sough, where it crossed Earl Rake and the discharge ran north along the 

sough. The level was intended to be extended southwards to Mil], Dam Mine, 

Huckl.ow, but this was not completed. When entered by Professor Shotton 

about l.S'fjO via Pic Tor End Shaft, no evidence of this extension was found. 

The water level was accurately measured as 587.2 ft. A.O.D. A branch on 

Earl Rake reaches Water Shaft in the Dale bottom about 70 ft. below the 
road.

In the west of the area, the water-table position will be controlled 

by the highest local toadstone. Each of these will tend,to funnel water 

eastwards towards the soughs aaid/or cavern systems and any deep nd.ning 

below the water-table in the east will find considerable volumes of 

water.
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Détails of Individual Veins

TJig veins of the area have been walked to get a preliminary idea 

of their'content, width and. degree of previous working for fluorite. It 

B6G1Î1S likely that all the major veins have been worked by the old man for 

galena down to the water-table or the hi.ghest local toadstone. Only the 

east end of Earl Hake has any historical evidence of working for lead 

below the watei'-table,

Hartle Moor Parm Rake is a small vein reaching 5-4 ft. wide 

runs across the upper end of Hartle Dale, just below Eoveringham's quarry 

tip and. under Hartle Moor Farm. On the east side of the Dale, a shallow 

sha.ft and adit were sunk in the 1950s and- small-scale stoping carried 

out; but tlie vein cannot be seen now. li'. has not been worked west of 

the .Dale,

Hartle Dale Rake and Associated Veins show a consistent fairly high

proportion of fluorite all along the length. The Ealce appears to break up

into a zone of fractures towards Bradwell Dale. Here the southernmost 

fracture is exposed i.n the old quarry, showing 2-5 ft. of $0-50/̂ fluorite 

with oalcite. On the east side of the Dale, the vein is a barren stringer 

but under the shales .further east, it may expand, as a shaft mound is

present. The vein and dumps have not been worked for fluorite except

immediately adjacent to the road at the west edge of Eazlebadgo.

At S.K I698O5 a mineral deposit lies immediately south of the vein. 
The woiki.ng is in a complex replacement o f dark, cherty %am Limestones, 

about 60 ft. by 30 ft. Large clay and fluorite block-filled vertical 

solution pits pass through it. The degree of replacement is variable.

The west wall of the pit appears to be the edge of the deposit but the 

east wall still has an appreciable fluorite content. It is possible that 

fva'ther pitting might reveal extensions or now deposits. One problem will 

be the extent of unreplaoed chert nodules.
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■ Earl Rake is apparently the longest aiïd strongest vein in the area. 
It only averages 5-4 ft. wide, reaching 10 ft, occasionally and closing 
down to 1 ft. in one place. The dumps show a high caloite proportion in 
the coarse fraction but fluorite is in higher proportion among the 
visible fines. Extensive dumps remain all along the Rake west of Bradwell 
Dale. Judging by the present opencuts west of Hazlebadg’e, 20-40/ of 
fluorite may be present in the western end, perhaps Increasing to the 
east. The vein is suitahle for small scale open pitting. East of 

Bradwell Dale large open stopes are present and open working for fluorite 
in conjunction with the intersecting Pic Tor Pipe ha.s been carried out. 
This section of the vein has not yet been fully examined.

Shuttle Rake is a single large fracture in the west of the area 
worked by Laportes in a shallow open pit. It breaks up into a zone of 
fractures, each rarely exceeding J> ft. wide as it enters Hazlebadge, West 

of Intake Dale shallow open pits for fluorite have been backfilled. In 
Intake Dale, a large fines dump, associated with a deep shaft, has been 
completely removed. From here to Top Hole Road some dumps have been 
removed and a little shallow pitting carried out. East of here and to the 
south of Hazlebadge Farm, the vein appears to be much stronger but it lies 
below the shales. O.iie dumps have been worked for low grade fluorite here.

Barnes ̂ llat Vein is west of Top Hole Road/ïïew Road junction. 
Although flattened the vein may be traced but its content and width cannot 
be determined. Parallel and close to Hew Road, although the dumps remain, 
they are grassed and the contents unknown.

Maiden Bake " Rather Water Vein has not yet been examined„

Virgin Mina - May Mine; the length of vein in Hazlebadge is quite 
short and lies below the shales. The dumps show a dominantly fluorite 
gangue.

Pic Tor Pipe consists of a linear series of IHW pipe--replacements 
and cavern-fill mineralisation which have been worked from surface dovm. to



120 ft. The deposits axe in Eyaiti Reef limestones. Their extreme 

irregularity, clay fills and variable limestone overburden, make them 

unattractive for more than small scale work. Other deposits of this type 

may occur.

General Conclusions

A systematic programme of dump sampling to prove the fluorite 

content of the fines, is required mainly in Hartle Dale and Sari Rakes.

A series of pits and trenches is necessary to prove the widths and 

contents of each of the veins detailed above (except those below the 

shales). A few shafts within and adjacent to the area could be usefully 

descended.

Any attempt at deep-mining will require a borehole programme to 

prove the strata - particularly the toadstones. Deep mining potential is 

probably, confined, on the basis of vein widths and contents, to the eastern 

half of the area, under the shales, although little is loiown of the vein 

widths/contents at depth in the west. Any attempt to mine in the east 

will find shale dipping' to the water-table wit.hin a few hundred yards, 

except in the south of the area, where greater lengths may be available.

Any attempt to mine below water-table (and perhaps above) may polt.ute 

or upset the supply to the Derwent Valley Water Board's take-off point 

on the Bradwell Brook.
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Summary

Voi'k has been concentrated on the production of a 6 inches ; 1 mile 

geological map of the limestone area, not yet covered by the recent maps of 

the Geological Survey, As maps are available mapping of the areas of the 

Matlock, 'i'/irksv/orth and Parley bale 6 inches : 1 mile sheets has been 

limiited». In general, the programme has been to work across the area from 

east to west; hence the distribution of completed, sernl-complete and 

reconnaissance mapping,

A map of veins on a scale of 6 inches i 1 mile of the whole of th.e 

orefield has been prepared for areas where aerial photos are available. 

This shows good agreement with the Geological Survey mapping of the 

Cliapel-en-1 e-Iirlth. Sheet but considerably amplifies the vein pattern 

shown on the Ghesterfiei.d Sheet,

i joint and fracture reconnaissance has been made of the area south 

of Lathkill Dale but int erpr e t at ion is not yet complete.

Underground survey work has been carried out in the Matlock and 

Alport areas.

MgJisisa

The area has been mapped with a view to determining stratigraphy 

and structure, as well as defining accui.-ately the position of mineral 

veins, A careful examination of dumps has been made with a view to 

getting s, general picture of the pattern of mineralisation. Ho sampling 

or assay work has been done.

The main result of the work has been to demonstrate the more 

westerly extent of significant fluorite mineralisation than has been shown 

on the previously published maps of Gibson and Vedd, Mueller and Dunhan. 

'.lliis is the result of tho inattention of previous authors to tho 

distribution of minerals in the fine-grained fraction on the waste
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hillocks. Previous work has been concentrated on. the major E-V veins 
and there is some evidence of calcite dilution.of the contents westwards. 

Smaller W:I and HE fractures appear to have 'J.owei' calcite contents and 
hence a higher fluorite and barite proportion. The Geological Survey 

record, fluorite-co,lcite veins eouth-west of Buxton, whilst fluori.te is 
also present at a number of previously unrecorded localities, e„g, in a 
small quarry in Buxton; at Tarmac's Huz'dlow quarry; at the Burrs 
(Chelmorton); at Sough Top (Taddington); near' Benty-Grange (Parsley 
Hay) ; in the Blake floor sand pit ; in Gratton Dale and at var'ious 
localities around Aldwark. Together, these indicate that fluorite has a 
fax less restricted distribution than previous literature suggests and 
that its occurrence needs more careful do cument at ion,

Pour areas of specific mineral interest are detailed later.

^ W u r e .  . ^ l y ^ e

The initial work on this is almost complete. It is hoped to 

establish the degree of correlation between minor fractures and the 
mineral vein pattern and to use this data to predict vein orientations 
in poorly exposed areas.

Underground Work
a) Masson Flat

Survey work to extend the incomplete 1940s abandonment plan has 
been carried out as a preliminary to studying the geology of this complex 
deposit. The Masson workings ha.ve been chosen as they are the most readily 
accessible "pipe" working and the results should be of vai.ue in understanding 
the mechanism of pipe formation which may then be applied to other deposits,
b) ' 3 a l l _ ^

Survey work has been carried out in Clatterway Sough, Ball Pie 
(Brogdale), Ball Bye, Rugs Hall (the Hermitage) and Cainhill level, all of 
which show intense fluorite mineralisation. The plans will be reduced on
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to a common 23 inches % 1 mile scale map and the underground, geological 
data linl'ced to surface mapping to produce a three-dimensional picture of 
the geology and ore potential of the area, (See fig, 6/2 for mine 
localities).

c) Bowers Rake
im attempt to enter Rowers Rake branch of Hill Carr Sough proved 

abortive as it was blocked by dead sheep. The shaft, 75 ft. deep, lies 
behind Rowers Hall and was cleared to the Sough in the 1930s by Millclose 
Mine Go, Only stopes immediately below the shale are accessible. The 
vein is not seen in situ but was about 3""4 ft, wide with a fluorite 
gangue. Galena, pyrite and sphalerite were also present.

Details of Areas of Specific Interest 
Gratton Dale

A plan of the Gratton bale area, showing the Reepwood Mining 
Company activities, is enclosed (fig-6/l). I understand that an adit, 
trending norbheast out of the Dale, on Coast Ralce, has been contemplated, 
as it appears that a promising vein is present. Further southwest, up 
the Dale, extensive angering has been carried out. Here, there are 

indications of a sugary fluorite flat deposit high up on the northwest 
face of the Dale,
Portway Pipe

In view of the working of dumps of Portway and Placket mines for 
fluorite in the fines, it would be reasonable to suppose that dumps from 
similar workings above tho Lower Lava to the west and east of Winstar, 
might be usefully investigated. To the east, large dumps on Back 
Pastures - Orchard Pipe, Yatestoop Pipe and others towards Tearsall Farm 
are present, whilst in the west, towards Gratton Dale, moderate size 
dumps a:ce present on Aldermans, Cowclose, Water Sake and Cowlishaw Pipes 
and a swarm of northwest serins and minor veins. Few of these dumps have
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been tried for fluorspar,

Whitel.ov/ Rak e W inster

Recently workings have exposed a strong fluorite vein between the 

Lower Lava and the Tearsall Farm lava. The vein has been worked north

west above the Lower Lava as an open pit (parts of this may be workable 

'i;o a greater depth) but no attempt ha.s been made to work southeast below 

the Tearsall Farm lava towards Shothou.se Spring. At present, workings 

are beginning to expose the top of this lava.

Bonsall Fault (fig. 6/2)

The IBonsall Fault and/or associated veins have been worked for 

fluorite above Pitchmastic Ltd’s Quaxry,- at Cromford, immediately east 

of Upper'town (Bonsall), in the Blakelow openca,sts and Rockach shafts to 

the west and in a pit a few hundred yards west of Moor Farm, on Bonsa].! 

Moor. The fault or associated complex ox faults, appear to be

mineralised, along the whole length but several significant sections have 

not been tried yet.

a) .Pi'fcchmastic Quarry Overburden. Tip Veins

Fouu: parallel îR'/-SE veins, north of the Bonsall FauJ.t, .have been

worked by dragline, within the area now being filled by stripped waste.

No attempt has been made to work them northwest of the dujnp boundary, 

although trials by Leepwood Mining Company, in the projected line to the 

northwest show moderate fluorite contents. A systematic trial of the 

main Bonsall Fa.ulb, northwest of the quarry, towards Bonsall Village, 

may also be worthwhile.

b) Upusrtown to Blakelow Opencasts

Between Bonsall and Uppertown, open pitting for fluorite, up to 

10 ft. wide, in limestone faulted against oolerite, is recorded by the 

Geological Survey. The workings are now backfilled and it is not now 

clear to what depth and how thoroughly the work was carried out, A 

similar geological situation applies to the fault west of Uppertovm, all



the way to .Blakelow open pit and for that matter, to the Moor Farm pit.

No examination by pitting of the Bonsall Faul.t proper, has been made.

c) Bl.akelow Opencgists to Moor Fa,rig

Tiie Blakelow Opencast8 to the north of the main Bonsall Fault, the 

position of which is uncertain, consist of workings in a replacement 

deposit, associated with minor faulting below a cap rook of lava, 

probably the Lower Lava. Thick soil limits geological mapping outside 

the pits and so the true outcrop pattern cannot be determined. Tho zone 

of minor faults and replacement may well extend west of Rockaroh shaft, 

past Reans-snd-Baoon Mine, towards Moor Farm. It cannot be proved 

whether the northern margin o.f the toadstone here, is faulted or a 

stratigraphie contact, nor can the position of the faulted southern 

boundary be clearly located. Further work will be done when the relevant 

fields are ploughed. It would appear that a programme of fairly deep 

trenching would be necessary to prove both geology and minerals.

The presence of fluorite in the pit west of Moor Farm, associated 

with toadstone and on the line of the Bonsall fault, lends sti'ong support

to the hypothesis outlined above.

d) West of Moor Farm

West of Shothouse Spring, the Bonsall fault runs along the northern 

boundary of Giulini's Aldwark property. No exposures or workings are 

known but, in view of the fluorite in Ivonbrook Quarry, mineralisation 

may occur. Again, trenching and pitting will be necessary.

Future Work

It is proposed to complete mapping westwards to the line of the 

Cromford and High Peak Railway, south of a line through"Ghelmorton and 

Taddington end to remap, in detail, sections of the Matlock Sheet during 

the. coming winter months. This should complete the 6 inch : 1 mile map 

of the geology and veins for the orefield south of the River Wye.
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On the basis of these maps, a prograjmne of systematic dump 

sampling will be devised, to give a more accurate picture of the 

distribution of gangue minerals across this part of the orefield.

Mapping will be, at the same time, concentrated on proving 

details of individual deposits and areas of specific interest, once the 

general "background" map is completed.
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REPORT 7

REPORT ON ORJ;] G},]0P0GY AND MINERALISATION OF ALLARD PARISH AND ^\DJACELTT 

AREAS 01" 6 Inches ; 3. mile GIBLOGICAL SURVEY SHEET SI(25m 

DECEMBER. 1972

General Introduction

The Aldwark area is divided into two structural zones by the 

Bonsall Fault. Aldwark Parish itself, lies iiraïiediately to the south of 

the Fault. .North of the Fault, the beds dip moderately steeply north 

into the Stanton Syncline and are unbroken by faulting. However, to the 

south of the Fault, strata broken by several E--W normal faults, dip 

gently to the east. The Bonsall Fault downthrows south. At the fault, 

strata at about the horizon of the Lower Matlock Lava on the south, abut 

against beds well dovm in the Hopton Wood limestones on the north.

Details of the stratigraphy are given in the column attached to 

the map. It should be noted that the Lower Matlock Lava is laterally 

equivalent to a volcanic ash pile and vent complex in the Grange Mil],

Area. This Lov/er Lava is not the lov/est in the area - the Winster Moor 

Farm. Lava appears to lie about 100 ft. lov;er in the Hopton Wood 

limestones, though it is of smaller areal extent. This lava is not 

definitely known south of the Bonsall Fault, although it may underlie this 

area at depth. A thick ash seen in Prospect Quarry, Grangemill, is 

possibly equivalent, although it appears to be even lower in the Hopton 

Wood limestones, Numerous woyboords, of which one or more appear to pass 

laterally into ash beds or lava, are present in these limestones. Three 

such wayboards are exposed in Ben Bennett's quarry at Grangemill.

Fapltip'g

The principal faults of the area, run S-W and are very poorly 

exposed. They control the position of valleys and hence tend to be



covered by thick soil. However, the exposure at the rear of Ivonbrook 
Quarry and the "old man's" working north, of Minninglow, suggest that the 
faults are mineralised and that, in the areas where they are not exposed, 
their position and contents should be further proved,.

Bonsail fault

The work outlined below should be regarded as a logical extension 
of that described in the previous report on the eastern end of the Bonsall 
Fault. Within the present area, no convincing outcrop of the Fault has 
been located, though the guarxy at point B shows brecolated limestone 
and dolomite with calcite, perhaps associated wi.th the Fault. The Fault 

position on the map is dr.avm on the basis of the limestone-dolomite 
contact, topographic features and anomalously steep dip,s. Its position 

cannot be regarded as accurate and indeed the Fault may be more of a 
narrow zone than in individual fracture, localities A--G are suggested 
as localities suitable for trenching to prove the Fault and its contents. 

There is., as yet, no evidence that the Fault is mineralised west of
Bonsall Moor. West of locality A, the position of the Bonsall Fault
cannot be properly defined until it reaches the head of Gratton Dale.
There is no point in investigating this section until the results of the
tests to the east are known.

Ivonbro ok Fault

At the rear of Ivonbrook Quarry above the face, the Fault shows 
5-10^ fluorite. This occurs in a zone of calcite and haematite in a 
mineralised fault breccia which has been partially dolomitized. Fluorite 

occurs both as fracture fillings end as a replacement of dolomite. This_ 

exposure is the only evidence of fluorite mineralisation in the faults 
of the area.  ̂Or, the other hand it is tho only reasonable exposure of a 
fault. It is suggested that an agreement be entered into with the quarry 
owners to open up the fault for further examination. The Fault can be
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traced eastwards as a zone of barite across stripped ground above the 
quarry, for a few hundred feet. Further east the Fault probably splits, 
though the presence of the southern branch is largely speculative, 
whilst the position of the northern branch is not clearly defined. To 

the west; the Fault may be traced with confidence as far as H and it is 
suggested that here and at I, trenching should be carried out. West of 

Hj the Fault is located only on the basis of steep dips, topographic 
features and fractured rock. Work on this section should await the 
results of trenching and the work in the quarry.

Aldwardc Grenge Fault
This fault is reasonably accurately located from J-K, at which 

points pitting and trenching are suggested. A fault branches to the 
south, here but it is likely that both walls are in the lava. East of K, 
the fault cannot be traced accurately and may split, whilst to the west 
it is drawn only on the basis of topographic features. Further work 
should await the results of trenches at J and E.

Minninglow Fault
This fault is well defined by the "old man's" workings from l-M. 

and on this section the fine fraction in the dumps should be examined 
and if successful, followed up by trial pitting. No fluorite is present 
in the coarse fractions. East of M, the fault is covered by valley bottom 
soil. Work here should await the results of dump sampling, etc., to the 
west.

Aldwark Fault
Although on the map the lower Lava west of Aldwark Tillage is 

shovm as a double flow with an interveining limestone layer, the observed
outcrop could be equally explained by an east-west fault (dotted lino on 
map). Further field-work is proceeding to resolve this ambiguity.
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Fault (8K 218577 - 216585)

This is a fault necessary to explain observed outcrops of the 
Lower Lava. Its exact location and orientation are not known. Angering 

around point N could be carried out to help this to be drawn more closely.

Other M neral Veins
Several groups of mineral veins, apparently in fractures without 

faulting, have been tried or worked by the "old man". A few NiW haematite- 
calcite-quartz veins of only academic interest, are present, as well as 
H.E-KV/ and E-¥ calcite-barite veins. The dumps of the latter should be 

checked for possible fluorite in the fines, though none has been found in 
tiie coarse fraction. Such groups of veins lie north of Minninglow and 

the fault (P), south and west of Aldwark (q) and south of Grange Earn (p)..

Other Fluorite Localities
At Greenlow Farm, the recent trench is now filled in. The 

mineralisation lies above the Lower Lava and is perhaps in a flat.
Further pitting is necessary to prove the extent and nature of the deposit. 

Similarly, the occurrence at Slipper Low Farm, is now built over, 
though it apparently lies at the base of the Lower Lava, Again fui'ther 

pitting is necessary.

General Conclusions
The area has previously been regarded as lying well, outside the 

zone of significsnt fluorite mineralisation,; however, three exposures of 
fluorite in recent excavations show that this designation is at least 
worthy of careful re-examination. A geochemical soil reconnaissance, over 
an area including Aldwark, was undertaken in this.Department by B. Farrell. 
His results suggest that the north, northeast and southwest of the area 
lie v/ithin an area of relatively high background fluorite.

It is significant that the three fluorite occurrences lie within
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or close to this "high", even though the sampling (part of a larger 
survey of the southern half of the Derbyshire limestone) was carried 
out only on 1 km. grid basis. Examination of the few "old man's" dumps 
on unfaulted veins shows no fluorite (at least in the coarse fractions) 
and potential fluorite ore appears to be only in the main faults 
(especially if the breccia is dol.omitized) or in possible flats related 
to the Lower Matlock Lava,

The area shows clearly the limitations of the classical field 
techniques used in compiling this report in areas with thick soil cover. 
Moreover, the same problem clearly limited exploration by the "old man"; 
Thus, whilst it is relatively easy to demonstrate the presence of faults, 
their exact location and the nature of any mineral infill is still almost 
unknown, A limited programme of trenching is outlined above, to check 
the contents of these faults at points at vdiich they have been reasonably 
accurately located. Assuming that these trials produce encouraging 
results, it is thought that a detailed geochemical soil siurvey to study 
the distribution of fluoride in the soil of the area, might give a more 
rigorous and inexpensive basis on which to carry out a wider pitting and 
trenchi.ng programme for the appraisal of the ore potential of the area 
as a whole.
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REPORT 8

GEOLOGICAL REI'ORT OR TIR. RORROCKS* mfERAL RIGHTS AITH AJ)JAOEHT ARiJAS AT
HONSMÆ. . MAT. 1 9 7 3

General. Introduction

The area has been worked and prospeeted for fluorspax* both from 
surface and underground workings on va,rious scsj.ee- since the early 

twentieth century « A medium scale raine with gravity separation mi].l, 
producing 955̂  CaPg operated at Low ]yli..ne under various owners. from 
ol920-1935« No sections of the stopes are in the possession of the
present writers. During the 1940s and 1950s, Hopton Mining Company and
Derbyshire Stone. Ltd., operated underground pillar and stall working at 
Mapping I'ttne and Hopping pipe (adjacent to Mr. Horrocks* ground), 
producing' a moderate quantity of low grade ore from flats. In addition, 
at Wa.pp.ing’., sloping of the Moletrap Vein was carried out.

Mo.ce recently, Marshall Bros, have obtained spar from open-cuts in 
Great Rake and Coalpit Rake, as well as from replacements in faulted ' 
ground adjacent to Great Rake « In 19'71'-2, Ekoud carried out a pro gr sumo 
of vertical bores for flats and inclined bores below t)ie Lower Lava into

Great Rake. As the. area is well above river level, pumping has not been
necessary in the various mines.

Notes on Report
in addition̂ to- the geological map and section of Great Rake, we 

enclose surveys of^'Masson VIat,'''Rutland Cavern,^Devonshire Cavern,'’Va.pping 
and Cumberland l'4ii.\e a.'ud*Sall Eye Mine. These are from various sources on 
various scales and of various accuracies. We would have preferred to 
reduce all these onto the same 25 ins. map, and to have presented our 
report map on this scale but we have had such short notice. Positions of 
levels, etc,, on the 6 ins. report map submitted, should be regarded as 
generalised and approximate. R. B, Plindall is preparing an accurate 
survey of. hopping Pipe - Speedwell 1-line and a re-survey with additions 
of Ball-Eye workings. He wil.l probably part with preliminary copies for 
a reasonable fee but will wish to retain copyright.

Our knowledge of Exsuds' bores is only from discussion arid, e, quick 
view of parts of tiro of the cores. Me cannot fully judge how 
representative or accurate our information ia,, We suggest that you should 
contact them yourselves.

*x*Not submitted for thesis.
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. . . .

A typicq,lod.luT!m,ary:§eotion of hi ne Matlp̂ ky&Tea'iA'','pi.Ven in the Inst 
:''Gsol6gfpal.-: SoiertOOB, Ghestërfxeîd ly k C ÿ ù j No 112. p g . . ' . Mithih

thisvjooD/amnKiT'SbBtibh, 'thè\be:dÉ j#'#; abévê-itl̂ A Ik)wer,miGi .juat below the 
Uppér Lâvàsp,.aré. suGseptihle-iorrepZkcemeht hyi^plomite oncl f]."uorite, in 
flata..». .ri'he'.Giab.bes of loca]:i'̂ atl,on off flats/are .oomplex* Moat are 
adjacent i têVmino]: faults, .jointing, dolomitisation, cat'ity formation arid 
grain'aise:nf the brigiaal limedtùne., .'a8, well %a the presence of major 
-toadàitones and. minor wsyboar'ds,''(tuffs) probably- àl-l'̂ play an inte'r'̂ , 
related .tparti -.'The.tnôt'ÿeffeb't' .ia -to produce.;:,pî tchy replaçemept 'o f ,Variable 
.bU'h-Lonly moderate-grade,, fading in and out into calcit#. rock,-dolomite, 
or I'imesthne,.

No .flats az'e yet proved-- in tlie stratai-immediately below the Lower 

Lava^ Here the limestones are of different-; lithblpgy, -contain man-y 

wayboards-'and- are'Very-susceptible to sil-lci-fication both as wa?.l rock 

alteration - and roplaco%2h-b of the liiae-'stiche àdja.-whole . A'kZde.kelow 

Lane, (I'/est of Bonsall) south end,, a fluorite replacement in fro,ctured 

limesto]ie and dolomite, ass'ooiated- v.ith '.f(iultlng,v occurs at- this horizon, 

so. the /possibility within this area- c.ànnot be ruled out,

8t-ructure

The area northwest of Great Ealce .lies on. the termination of the 

Matlock Anticline, the exact structure of which is doubtful.' due to the 

intrusion of a mewjor dclerite sill at Bonsall and the interference of a 

major east-west fault -■ monocline (see below). The sill,may underlie 

much of 'the area end there may be. a variable.(gndr^aven. multiple, 

unpredictable set of sills in the.Hopton Mood bicestones. The evidence 

iz .far from clear.

Tho Groat Rake - Coalpit Eake fault zone lies along thd steep 

limb of an east-northeast plunging monoc].:Lne, traceable from the Bonsall
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Fault in the west, to well under the shales at Rlber Mine in the east.

The Bonsall Fault runs southeast across the area and is a complex zone 

of faulted slices and wedges of strata traceable from Bonsall to Cromford. 

This zone is at present exploited for fluorspar above Pitchma.stio ' s (>iiarry 

and is being explored further west by Deepwood/Acmin in Messrs. Rockarch's 

ground. The net effect of this fault- zone is to throw the ground to the 

southwest down by several hundred feet. The zone is paralleled to the 

north by a faul.t seen in Hopping (Speedwell) Mine, vrhich throws down to 

the southwest by a few tens of feet. The continuation of this fault 

outside the mine area is imcsrtaln. Between these two faults the beds 

dip gently southeast. In the south of the area, an east-west fault swings 

out of the Bonsall fault zone, eastwards, dropping strata to the north, 

by several hundred feet. North of this, a parallel fault - Moletrap 

Vein - whose west end is last seen in Mapping Mine, drops strata to the 

south by 50 ft., close to the river. This fault can be traced by old 

workings below the shales to New Bullestree Shaft which is 4OO ft. deep, 
half a mile east of the river, and by faults in the Millstone Grit for a, 

further mile east towards Lea Bridge, in which section it has never been 

worked, AH.ong all this section the limestone is well below river level. 

Gangue on the dumps ie dominantly fluorite but the vein has not been 

explored for fluorite east of the river and is of great interest. To the 

south, the fault mentioned above, has a similar potential. The strata 

between these two faults dips steeply south. To the north, of Moletrap 

Vein, strata east of Speedwell Fault and south of the Coalpit Rake dip 

moderately steeply east-northeast under the shales. In this area, at J, 

boreholes were drilled into two parallel northwest veins as part of a 

lead-zinc exploration prograimne by Johannesburg Consolidated in the 1950s, 

but no underground exploration resulted.
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Details of Mineralisation and Previous Morkings
a) Great Eake

Great Bake has been worked extensively by the "old man" for lead 
above the Lower Lava west of the Derwent and below the shade cover but 
above the Upper Lava east of the Derwent to 120 ft. below the river.
There is some evidence of minor lead working in the Bonsall Sill at the 
extreme west end of the vein.

Workings for fluorite were carried out below the Lower Lava but 
above the Bonsall Sill to depths of 250 ft. at Low Mine (bottoming on a 
toadstone, perhaps but not necessarily the Bonsall Sill) by Steel, Peach 
and Tozer (now part of British Steel Corporation) from 1920-JO. Subsequent 
working was carried out underground by A, Beck and Go., and Vm. Smith 
(Fluor-spar) Ltd. (of Blaokhole Mine, Sj’-am) until the shaft became unsafe 
in 1955 o B].anohland Spa (now part of British Steel Corporation) began to 
explore the workings in the 1950s but this proved abortive. Stope 

sections may lie with any of the above firms or with the Mines Record 
Office in London.

At Low Mine, according to Dunham (1952) two adjacent parallel veins 
were worked >■ one 12 ft. wide, the other minor one reaching ten feet, in 
places. Working ceased due to excessive silica dilution of the ore, 
presumably from the wall-rock.

In the 1950s5 Johannesburg Consolidated and later Derbyshire Stone, 
attempted to prove t)ie vein east of the Derwent for Pb-Zn and later for 
CaFg, at Eiber Mine - on the whole, this trial was unsuccessful.
Exploration of the Coalpit Vein east of the Derwent was also undertaken 
(Greenough, I967).

Marshall Bros, have exploited Great Bake by shailow opencast 
workings and on Mr. Horrocks’ ground, both above and below the Lower Lava. 
Above the lava, 50 ft. wide low-grade replacements have been opencast in 
dolomite faul.ted and fractured against the main vein. There may be further
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similar deposits Here. From the outcrop of the lava to the eastern 
boundary of Mr. Horrocks' ground, oponcuts in the vein have been worked. 
Towards the east of this section, there is some potential for deeper 
drag-].ine work but the fluorite is very variably diluted by columnar 
calcite which may reach almost 100% as seen in Masson and Rutland Caverns 
sections of Great Rake. Below the Lower Lava, shallow open-pitting has 
been carried out and fines from the dressing-plant have been fed into and 
apparently filled the Low Mine Shaft and workings. At A, an opencut 
showfs 6-8 ft. of good sugary spar on its floor between clean silicified 
limestone walls. Hat at B, only 200 feet away, on apparently the same 
vein, a short adit, now about 20 ft. long, shows intense fluorite veinlets 
in silicified breccia, perhaps reaching JO^ CaFp ever a width of 10 feet. 
03.ea.rly the vein is very variable in tightness and content. At 0 the 
vein appears to "bottom" on a toadstone, which may be the top of the 
Bonsall Sill, in which case, the latter is probably faulted down to the 
south on the vein at this point. The various exposures noted above also 
show many thin clay wayboards. In the absence of a stope section of Low 
Mine, there is no way of knowing how far the bottom of these pits are 
above the top of open or slime-filled stopesI Their potential for drag
line open-cutting', therefore, cannot be assessed.

Ex sud took an option on lir. Horrocks’ area, in 1971 « They sppe.ar 
to have had an agreement with Laporte on the Hopping Pipe ground as well.
A series of inclined bore-holes (nos. 8, 10 and 13.) were drilled into 
Great Rake witii an object of proving reserves both below Low Mine stopes 
and to the east under the Lower Lava, The intersections shown .as xx’s on 
our section have assumed a vertical vein and 45^ inclinations and are based 
on the offset from the vein (the inclinations may have been steeper). As 
far as we icnow, no significant fluorite was found. Without a. careful 
examination of the full cores and logs, we cannot be certain. Igneous 
horizons sucli as tuffs in the bop of the Hopton Wood Limestone, prove to
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be more frequent than expected from the opencuts and borehole no. 11, 
began in a previously unrecorded outcrop of dolerite. Eu major igneous 
beds were met in depth in no. 11, suggesting that the Bonsall Sill dies 
out or steps down to the east. Boreholes no. 6, was a preliminary 
vertical borehole to prove strata. Bos, 12 and IJ were probably not sunk 
due to jamming of the rods in silica rock below the Lower Lava in hole 
no. 10, which was not completed,

b) Coalpit Eake

To the south of and parallel to Great Ealce (at least in Mr. 
Horrocks' area) is Coalpit Rake, which has been worked for lead by the 
"old man" above the Lower Lava, especially at Devonshire Cavern, where 
associated replacements occur. In 1952, the vein was tried from Eiber 

Mine above the Upper Lava. In Mr. Horrocks' ground, parallel to and north 
of Coalpit Rake and extending below and to the west of the outcrop of the 
Lower Lava, are a whole series of minor fault-veins (best seen east of
Mr. Horrocks' ground). All these carry fluorite in dolomitised limestone.
The larger ones close to Coalpit Rake, between the upper entrance of 
Devonshire Cavern and Ember Fram, have been deeply open-pitted by 
Marshall Brothers. Any future fluorspar production here is likely to be 
low grade. It is possible that low-grade flats and/or fluoritized 
dolomite might exist on the Lower Lava below the flats seen in Devonshire
Cavern, Boreholes 1, 3 and 7 may yield useful data but are too widely
spaced to be considered as sufficient investigation of this problem. (We

do not know whether these boreholes are vertical or inclined),
c) Hopping Pine -- Speedwell Mine - Royal Mine

These workings of which there is no accurate printed survey (see 
below) lie to the north of a northwest minor fault. This throws down some 
tens of feet southwest but its continuations outside the workings are not 
proved; In the 1940s, Hopton Mining Company drove an incline below the
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old Hopping Pipe to prove a fla.t on the toadstone hut the venture was 

abandoned because of water. In the 1950s, Derbyshire Stone drove a 

series of adits along and parallel to the Speedwell Fault, proving a 
moderato size, low-grade flat, about five to ten feet thick, which was 
extracted by pillar and stall methods. A series of trial adits were 
driven at the northern end of the adjacent inlier of Dower Lava, proving 

analogous but smaller flats on the toadstone. All these workings are now 

highly unstable, some being under or adjacent to occupied houses in 
Upperwood. The area is now ovmed by Laporte. Boreholes 2 and 4 seem to 
have been designed to prove logical continuations but single bores are 
useless in such circumstances. The workings appear to have stopped at 
the edge of the Derbyshire Stone area. A few cross-cuts and adits extend, 
into the downtlirown side of the fault but it is not clear whether these 
are out of the fault zone or into the continuation of the flat. Sand- 

filled natural cavities and "old man's workings" above and in the flat, 
add to the problems of this mine, A thorough sampling programme and 
underground geological survey is necessaxy to examine the grade of the 
flat and to determine the throw on the Speedwell Fault. The possible 

position of continuations of the flat may then be determined, either by 
further cross-cuts or boreholes. Boreholes 1 and J were presumably 
designed to prove a flat on a similar ho.rizon. There is a possibility of 

flats below the Upper Lava. Boreholes 4 and 5 may yield information on 
this, but a thorough programme of trenching, both at the base of the Upper 
Lava and top of the Lower Lava, would be useful as part of a pre-borehole 
and cross-cut programme. The ground which has been so far worked lies 
within Laporte's area and clearly it would be difficult to examine the 
ground here without access rights or purchase,
d) Vapping Mine - Cumberland Cavern

This worked a flat on the Lower Lava north of an east-west fault 
throwing down fifty feet north of the river - Moletrap Tein. This was
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stoped for fluorite for a leng-fch of 800 ft., to a height of JO ft., and 
a. width of 15 ft. The throw in the mine is mucri. less and the vein has 

not been t:caced beyond the western end of these stopes. 0?he flat was 

formerly worked by the Hopton Mining Company, by pilleir and sta,ll with 
the workings about five to ten feet high. A series of parallel vein- 
faults were worked near and to the south of the western end of the main 
Moletrap vein stope. A cross-cut was driven southwest slightly inclined 

by Banks and Barton in the 1950s, from a position close to the entrance of 
Mapping Mine but these veins here, were only thin stringers. At the bottom 
of jui incline, a sump was sunk but it apparently failed to find any 
continuation of the flat. The flat is not known to the southwest of the 

faults in the main mine.

Prospects lie: a', in looking for a continuation of the MoJetrap
Vein westwards; Ip/, driving under Cumberland Cavern in the flat (which 
was not worked here as tho Cavern above was then a tourist cave), and 

examining the southeast end of the Speedwell Fault ; o'. attempting to 
prove the flat southwest of the Moletrap Vein. The entrance series to 

Mapping Mine lies outside Mr. Horrocks’ ground, possibly in Hopton Mining 
Company ground,
e) Masson Flat

The area overlies a small part of Masson Flat, a section until 
recently used as a show-cave. Much of the high-grade ore has been 
extracted by hand methods in the early 1900s. Until recently the ground 
to the northwest has been worked by Hr. Pearson, on contract and/or lease. 
An abortive incline was driven approximately as shovm on the large-scale 
plan. Without this further area there is no possibility of working the 
flat which lies at a depth of 80-120 feet. However, with this extra ground, 
Laporte might be prevented from extending their holdings down dip from 
the top of the hill. They clearly have the shallower' and some of the 
higher grade sections of the flat. VHiether Pearson's section is of



sufficient grade or size for open-cast working through such a thickness

of rock, is unknown to us. Underground mining would be very difficult
because of the instability of old workings which honeycomb the flat.
Some underground percussive drilling in the floors and walls of the old
workings would be useful.
f) .'Bonsall Fault

Al,though we have already reported on the general possibilities o.f
the Bonsall FauO.t Zone, it lies adjacent to Mr. Horrocks' ground end it
is worth noting that it is within this area, west of Pitchmastic Quarrios,
that Beepwood-Aomin have made their recent discoveries. An extensive

programme of trenching has produced many shows of fluorite. V/liether this
oj- major reserves

justifies their recent announcements^, is an open question. However a 

follow-up drilling programme (of which no announcement has been ma.de) has 
been carried out. A small trial-pit at T'., is yielding an excellent 
quality sugar fluorspar. Mine-adits from Glatterway (Brogda3,e Sough) 
and the Via Gellia (Ball Eye Mine) pass under this and. adjacent areas. 
Brogdale workings show small pipes of fluorite 2U0 ft, below Beepwoods pit 
at T '., but the major faults expected have not yet been recognised. An 
old cross-cut - Fountrabby Level in Ball Eye, on the Lower Lava 
apparently also fails to intersect these faults and higher 

workings from the Hermitage which also show minor fluorspar pipes are 
similarly not affected by the faults. A great deal of further underground 
work is needed here.

Overall Conclusions on Mr. Horrocks' Ground
The Flats

It seems probable that significant though not major reserves of 
fluorite exist on Mr. Horrocks' holdings, These flat deposits are likely 
to be patchy &md of low to medium grads and only of moderate tonnage. In 
general, we feel that open pit extraction would be most suitable for this



type of deposit except that here there is the problem of the overlying 
Upper Toadstone, housing and the overall thickness of superimposed strata. 
Underground mining would be expensive in relation to the grade of these 
deposits. In the case of both the previously worked localities and 
their possible continuation, agreements with other owners will be 
necessary.

Veins

¥e cannot judge the Low Mine potential without access to the full 
logs of Exsud cores and some knowledge, preferably to sections of the 
1930s stopes» The vein is not as promising as its continuity and 
surface exposures suggest. Moletrap Vein - a western continuation of 
this vein should be sought for in the west end of Wapping Mine. Better 

prospects, however, lie on the same vein, outside the area east o f  th e  

Derwent, at Bullestree.

Environment wnd Planning Problems
Exsud had a great deal of unwelcome adverse publicity concerning 

their drilling programme, Matlock Urban District Council are opposed to 
extraction. Bonsall residents complain of lorry traffic through the 
village. At Matlock Bath, many locals are worried by the possibility of 
landslip induced by mining on the steep ground northeast of the Hopping- 
Speedwell Fault. Natural slips occur here already as dolomite slides 
over the clayey upper surface of the Lower Lavai
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BEPOBT 9
MUT.'THER EE:X)RT OH m .  HORROCKS' GROt)?rD, MAoSOIT HII.L, T4ATL0GK, INCLIJDmG 

A KSPOHT 03̂7 TES 10G8 OF THl: "EXqUD" BOREHOLES. J/itfUAIfY. 1974

Buiaviary.
.The results of continuing work on Great Ealce, incl.uding the 

disappointing results of "Exsud's" inclined boreholes are described 

herein0 The vein can be shown to change from fluorite to calcite with 
depth. It -is considered that a further programme of five inclined 
boreholes, to complete tl'ie unfinished "Exsud" programme, is necessary to 

establish the overal.l depth and eastward extent of fluorite east of the 
old Low Mine workings below the Lower Lava.

It is suggested that an exploratory incline be driven to intersect 
the base of and examine the Low Mine workings. This should be continued 
as either a level or incline further to the east, dependent on the 
j-'esults of the borehole .programme. The vein above the incline, as .far 

as the Low Mine, could be worked by a combination of open-pitting and 
stop.lng, This section is the most promising, groimd on the basis of 
present information.

Above the Lower Lava, open-pitting on G.ces;k Ealce, could reach a 
maximum depth of 100 ft. (the depth of the Lower Lava) at the east end 
of the property, the overall depth being dependent on the width and grade 
of the vein as well as the stability of the walls, Marshall's replacement 
flat on the south side of Great Sake, above the Lower Lava, might extend 
further east below clay wayboards and a thin cover of dolomite, thus 
paying for \/al1-rock removal adjacent to the main vein and hence the 
possibility of deeper open-pitting on Great Eake»

"Exsud's" vertical boreholes v/ere also disappointing mainly because 
they were poorly sited. .Borehole 5, however, proved ].ow grade but 
Bigiiifioant .flat mineraliso.t.ion aiiead of the Wapping Flat, Hopping Pipe 

is■considered to be an impractical proposition because of the proximity
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of housing.
Some general comments on the localisation of flats in relation to 

geology and the futility of attempting to assess or prove a flat 
continuation with single "wild" boreholes are emphasised.»

It is concluded that Wapping Flat mineralisation and potential 

extensions would be best explored by an adit driven northeast from 
Pitchmastic's Qusrry. The possibility of some joint exploration arrangement 
for both Pitchmastic's fluorite deposits on the Bonsall Fault and the 
adjacent Mr, Horrocks’ ground is discussed.

In view of the difficulties being experienced at .Pitchmastic's 
Quarry, we feel that it will become uneconomic and it could then be 
worthwhile acquiring the quarry, both as a site for exploratory adits 
into the Bonsall Fault and adjacent flats as well as to provide access 
to Mr. Horrocks' ground. The quarry mights serve as a site for primary 
processing of production from Mr, Horrocks' ground and as a dump for the 
dry fines likely to be produced in the future at the Hopton Plant.

Since our .first report on this area, work has been continued both 
on the surface and underground and we have recently acquired the logs of 
the "Exsud" boreholes. We have also had useful discussions with A.
Marshall on the extent of the Low Mine workings and the problems which 
lead to the abandonment of that mine. Whilst the new information supports 
our previous conclusions, several modifications of detail are required.

We include both a copy of the "Exsud" borehole logs, R.B. Plindall’s ' 
survey of Hopping Pipe-Speedv/ell Mine, as well as a modified section of.
Great Sake and a plan to locate proposed further boreholes.

Report on Vertic ^  Boreholes a'ciA F].at Reulacements
General Comments (Details of relevant workings/geology are given on fig.9/1,2,

In the immediate vicinity of Matlock, flats are confined to the 
lower part of the limestones between the Upper and Lower Matlock Lavas.



In particular, a wayboard or group of wayboards about seventy feet above 
the Lower Lava, appears to act as a celling for replacement. Replacement 
may occur in all the horizons between the Lower Lava and the wayboards as 
at Masson Pit but even here the main replacement is restricted to beds
0-20 ft. above the Lower Lava. Other favoured, horizons lie in amongst 
the wayboard group as in Devonshire Cavern or in the limestones 0-20 ft. 
below these wayboards as in Hopping Pipe.

Our observations indicate that flats are always associated wdth 

zones of closely spaced minor faults or joints. These develop at points 
where major faults are dying out: the Wapping and Hopping Flats are good
examples of this. We feel that it is pointless to sink single, cored 
boreholes in the random "Exsud" manner and that it is necessary first to 
define a suitable structure and stratigraphie horizon before carrying 
out an intensive drilling programme for replacements.

"Ex'sud" Boreholes Wapping Mine (See Survey)

Each of i'.he "Itcsud" boreholes proved traces of mineralisation at 
the wayboard horizons, but only Borehole 5 proved significant fla.t 
mineralisation. This appears to indicate an extension of the Wapping 
replacements on t.he Lower Lava 250 ft, ahead of the previous flat workings 
and about 120 ft. from the closest workings in the mine. ' Two to three 
metres of mineralised ground was intersected, probably low grade calcitic 
fluoritised dolomite and limestone. We again emphasize the need for a 
thorough sampling of this mine, followed up by either cross-cutting 
northwest from the old workings, if the sampling results justify the cost 
of clearing access through the old. workings, or alternatively, the 
Wapping Flat extensions could be explored by a northeast cross-cut,
1500 ft. long, from Pitelmsstic's Quarry. This would pass through and 
prove at depth, the highly minera],ised Bonsall Fault. This latter 
proposal is preferred if some arrangement can be made with Pitchmastic Ltd.



In Wapping Mine itself, there is no prospect of vein stoping on the scale 
of the entrance series on the Moletrap Vein, as the vein breaks up into 
multiple faults which have in the past been stoped on a small scale 

towards the position of Borehole 5» (See survey of Wapping Mine attached.)

"Exsud" Boreholes - Hopping Pipe (See Survey)

Investigations here show that the main Speedwell Cross Vein is 
dying out and breaking up to the northwest. This is confirmed by 
"Exsud's" boreholes. The vein runs on about $00° rather than $20° as shown 
by the Geological Survey, Their northwest fault extension appears to be on 
the line of the southeast Hopping Pipe. Borehole 2 was too far off this 
alignment to prove extensions. The main vein, Speedwell Cross Bake, is 

dying out and becomes calcitic to the northwest within the mine, The 

main possibilities seem to be in exploring the ground along the 
northwest projection of the southeast Hopping Pipe. Judging from the 
mineralisation in the northeast drift under Cumberland Cavern, the 
Hopping Flat will extend on the downtlxcow side (southwest) of the Speedwell 
Cross Rake - but this area is also overlain by housing.

The difficulties of housing over the old mine pi-eelude any 
possibility of extending it from within and access for lorries is 
probably impossible. The only possibility of working seems to lie in 
extending the proposed drift from Pitchmastic's Quarry. However, this 
will still involve blasting very close to occupied housing and on the
whole we feel that planning permission would be unlikely. The cross-cut
woujd. be in any case long and expensive.

Devonshire Cavern - Coalolt Rake
¥e have not yet received the full log of Borehole 7 on Coalpit

Rake and will send a short note when we receive this log.
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Report on Inclined Boreholes into Great Rake 

Marshall ' s Openog.sts above the Lower Lava
The replacements south of Great Ralce and lying on the Lower Lava 

occur below the wayboard group described in the section on flats» It 

seems probable that similar deposits might extend further east, close to 
and parallel to Great Ralce but under a thin dolomite cover. However, 

vertical Borehole 6, 100 ft» south of the vein, encountered no 

mineralisation» The replacements are associated with minor'spl.ay-faults 

branching from the main vein. Inclined Borehole 10, appears to have 
jammed up in silica rock associated with these fractures but below the 
Lower Lava.

Great Rake, at the eastern end in Hr. Horrocks' ground, has about 
100 ft. of mineralised ground above the Lower Lava. Marshall has 

extracted the vein down to the Lower Lava only in the largest and most 
westerly pit. In conversation, he claimed to have descended an old shaft 
on Great Eake, at the extreme east end of the property, for 90 ft., in , 
fluorite. As we noted previously, the vein which is here generally ^ -6  

ft. wide, has a variable calcite ; fluorite ratio ~ evident in Marshall's 
disconnected workings. This section of vein is suitable for opencast by 
dragline. The possible marginal replacements noted above may allow 

deeper open-pitting by "subsidising" the removal of wall rook.

J'itcsud" Inclined Boreholes into Great Ralce
"Exsud's" inclined borehole programme was not very successful - 

only two holes - 8 and 11, reached the vein which was almost exclusively 
calcite in each case. Borehole 10 jammed up in silica rook.

Me have plotted the intersections with strata and the vein, onto a 
revi.sod section along the Great Rake (Figure 9/l). Also, according to 
Mr. Marshall, Low Mine stopes were worked only 15 yds. west and $0 yds. 
east of the shaft. Low Mine Shaft appears to have been 200-220 ft. deep,
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where it bottomed on toadstone» Toadstone outcrops in a corresponding 

position in workings about 700 ft. west of the old dressing plant at 
about 650 A.O.D., (where minor excavations were carried out recently). 
Borehole 11 failed to prove toadstone at a corresponding position s, 
little east of Low Mine, nor did it prove extensions of the Boneall Sill, 
(dolerite) which must also die out to the east » On the other hand, 
according to Mr. Marshall, the I40 ft. and 172 ft. levels of Low Mne, 
ran into toadstone in the vein, JO yards east of the shaft end the 
difficulty of holding this was a principal factor in closing the mine.

It would appear from these factors as well as the outcrop of the 
vein, (see previous report), that it would be worthwhile to drive an 
exploratory incline from about 875 ft. A.O.D. (the site of the present 
short drift) inclined 10-15° east towards the Low Mine workings and to 
stope out and opencast this sector of the vein. Great care ■'will be 
needed adjacent to Low Mine, as the workings may be filled with poorly 
consolidated slimes and it might hence be best to drive In the wall, rock, 
although this is silicified limestone and would be expensive.

East of Low Mine, the data on the vein is not sufficient and we 
suggest that a programme of five inclined boreholes be sunk. According to 
Mr. Marshall, and this is supported by Borehole 11 (which proved the vein 
to be calcite 100 metres below Low Mine Stopes), the vein changes sharply. 
from fluorite to calcite on the floor' of the Low Mine stopes. Tlie 
programme of boreholes is designed to fix the position of this fluorite- 
calcite interface east of Low Mfne and should be drilled before the 
proposed incline is carried into this area.

Pi'oposed Prograimne of Gored Boreholes
It is important that the boreholes be cored in the limestone strata, 

as this will allow an accurate assessment of the amount of igneous 
material in the succession below the Lower Lava. This igneous rock is



likely to affect vein widths, breccia pins clay content of the 
mineralisation and stability of the wall rocks„ It is not necessary to 

core in the Mat/lock Lower Lava, The inclined "Exrsuci" Boreholes 8 and 11 

proved unexpected igneous horizons below the Lower Lava, It is important 

that an accurate knowledge of the position of intersection of borehole 
and the vein is obtained, therefore inclination of the hole should be 
accurately recorded at intervals by dipmeter.

SetajJ.s of Boreholes

Eorehple A.

Position SK28425063 Altitude clOOO ft, (325m,) Length c80m.

Direction 170° Inclination 45°So Objective - check oaloite/
All Cored fluorite content of Great Rake at 50 m. below

the Lower Lava and examine for minor veins

north of Groat Rake,
Borehole B
Position as A Altitude as A, Length IJOm, Inclination 65°S«

Direction as A Objective - check oaloite/fluorite content of
All Cored Great Eske at 100m. below the Lower Lava,

Borehole 11 intersected oaloite at l60m. below the Lower Lava.
Borehole 0

Position SE2864387O Altitude cllOO ft. (555m,) Length 200m.
Direction 165° Inclination 65°8. Objective '••• check oaloite/

fluorite content of vein gOm. below the Lower 
Cored from 70 metres Lava.
M.B, Borehole 8 intersected the vein at 55m. below the Lower Lava.
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Borehole D
Position SK28805874 Altitude lO^O ft. (352m.) length 250m.
Direction 180° Inclination 70°8. Objective - examine the

oalcite/fluorite content of Great Sake 80 
metres below the Lower Lava.

Cored from 0 to top of Lower Lava.
Cored from 50m, to 250m.
Borehole E
Position as D Altitude as D. Length 180m. Inclination 60°2,
Direction 180° Objective - examine the caJ.oite/fluorite content

of Great Hake 20-30m. below the Lower Lava.
Cored from 50m.

The five boreholes should determine the value of driving an 
exploratory adit east of the bottom of the Low Mine workings,

The main unknown area remaining after this programme would be west 
of Low Mine -■ below the level of the Low Mine stopes and the proposed 
incline. Here the vein will be affected by the presence of the edge of 
the Bonsai1 Sill, A vertical cored borehole on the site of the proposed 
"Exsvid" Borehole 12 would be useful in this context, the depth being 
about 100m. in order to assess the eastern extent of the sill.

Other factors affecting the vein content
Three further’ factors not readily assessible until the ground is 

blocked, out, must be considered. Firstly, the various igneous horizons 
proved by the ”Fxsud" Boreholes in the limestones below the Lower Lava, 
will mean that certain parts of the vein have a high clay content,
Secondly, these igneous horizons will affect the stability of the wall 
rock during sloping operations and, as this is silica rock, ore dilution 
will occur. Thirdly, the "tight" parts of the vein are likely to be 
silica rock breccia with fluorite stringers again leading to dilution.
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The problems of wall rock slippage on clay horizons are well illustrated 
in the surface opencastsi

Conclusions

\'/l),ilst there may be a significant body of fluorite ore on Great

Rakc-î below the Lower Lava, only that part of the vein west of the eastern
end of the old Loi?/ I'-Line stopes, can be said to be in any way known. Even 

h o o d  s h o n e .this bottoms on asi at a depth of about 200 ft, at Low
Mine, The vein can be shown to change from fluorite to calcite with 
depth and it is necessary to prove the position of this change east of 
Low Mine, before the potential, of the vein can be assessed, A 

programme of five inclined boreholes is outlined to test this problem.
The new plan of Hopping Pipe shows that whilst this mine has not 

been fully worked out, the position of housing over end adjacent to the 
workings and the lack of access precludes further development from within 
the old workings,

Further potential in Wapping Flat is on the basis of a borehole 
intersection ahead of the workings. A proper sampling programme of the 
present faces is necessary before the cost of making some trial crosscuts 
and clearing access through the old workings (including several major 
falls) can be justified. Preferably a drift might be driven northeast 
from Pitchmastio'8 Quarry proving both the extension of the flat and the 
Lonsall Fault in depth. This could be extended to the Hopping Pipe area, 
but we doubt if planning permission will be granted because of the 
proximity of housing.

We believe that in the near future, the Ball Eye Limestone Quarry 
(Pit oh mas tic's) will become uneconomic - reserves are low - (if planning 
restrictions are not lifted) and considerable difficulty is being 
experienced in dressing; due to high igneous clay content of the feed.
This quarry and land includes promising minerali.sed ground, as well as
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being close to the Bocharoh ground explored by "Aomin". It is well 

situated to put exploratory drives into the Bonsall Fault Zone, .'Ball 
Eye Plat and the probable extensions of Wapping Flat. The quarry site 

could be utilised for primary processing of production from Mr. Horrocks- 
ground or for the dry fine waste which is, in the future, to be 
produced at Hopton, It would also allow access into Hr, Horrocks' 
ground, direct from the main "Via Gellia" road, avoiding housing and this 
could help extensively the various problems of planning permission 
involved with exploitation of Mr. Horrocks' ground. In the short term, 
some arrangements to drive a cross-cut from some disused part of the 
quarry, to jointly explore for fluorite," both in Pitchmastio's and Mr. 
Horrocks' ground, might usefully be made!
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REPORT 10
REPORT ON PROPOSED INOPINE INTO GREAT RAKE AT DOW MINE R0N8APD. MAROR, 1974 

Summary^

The dip of strata on Great Rake west and east of Low fline is 15° to 
the east. The effect of a possible minor anticline in the toadstone clay 

close to the site of the proposed incline mouth is considered, and it is 

concluded that a few shallow trial pits in the order of 10-20 feet deep 

could define the position of the toadstone clay. Tv;o possible altitudes 

for starting an incline at 888 and 923 ft. A.O.D. are located on the plan 
and sections.

There is no suitable site for a level to be driven into Low Mine

from the ground at the west end of the property because of the presence
of toadstones. It is concluded than an incline at 15° to the east is the 
most suitable for a drive passing close below Low Mine stopes. These 

should be examined and cleared if necessary by a level driven east to 

the toadstone (Lower Lava) and this sector brought into early production 

if suitable. But these old workings and the shaft could be filled with 

dangerously unstable slimes. This level, if combined with sumps, should 

check the position of the fluorite-calcite interface described in our 

previous report.

The Great Rake is divided into three sectors by changes of about 
10° in strike. It is therefore not possible to drive a straight incline

in the vein. Pive alternatives are discussed and outlined on the plan.

1) Driving a "crooked" incline in the vein.

Advantages - early production in soft ground.

Disadvantages - expensive support problems,

haulage problems in driving,

2) Driving a similar incline parallel to the vein

Advantages - stronger roof conditions are predictable, and old

man's workings will be avoided.



■ Disadvantages - hard driving in silica wall rock.

- need for parallel development drives and cross

cuts for production and further haulage problems,

5) Driving a straight incline well off the vein

Advantages - avoidance of silica alteration and "old man" 

workings.

Disadvantages - need for long cross-cuts and developments,

4) Driving a straight incline on the average strike of the vein

Advantages - incline remains close to proposed workings but

much not in weak vein; haulage problems minimised. 

Disadvantages - hard rock drives in silica rock needed from place 

to place. Support problems in parts in vein,

5) Driving a straight incline part in wall rock and part in the

longest straight stretch of vein

Obviously a subtle combination of the various factors mentioned 

above,

These factors affect the position on plan of the incline but not 

the aktitude of the mouth nor the inclination. We favour proposals four 

or five.

The incline should be carried down at the same time as examining 

Low Mine from the level. Once a further 200 vertical feet of ground are 

proved by the incline two vertical boreholes should be sunk to prove the 

Bonsall Sill west of Low Mine, Westerly levels can then be designed to 

hit the sill front or explore the ground beneath. Easterly levels to the 

Lower Lava can be put out at suitable intervals. The water table is 

expected to lie from 550-300 feet A.O.D. Pumping below this may affect 

the Matlock Bath thermal springs. We suggest therefore that a 4OO A.O.D, 

level east and west should be at least the temporary bottom level of the 

mine.



Given a suitable alignment this would allow bypass of the Matlock 

UDC ground to below the Masson Flat. A rise through the toadstone 

(cJOO ft.) could allow production from the flat and from the limited 

height (lOO feet) and length of Great Rake above the Lower Lava, This 

proposition is not practical unless the Sugden-Pearson property to the 
north on Masson Flat towards Laporte's Masson open pit is acquired. Flat 

production in the "old man" is low grade and expensive.

Alignments at the east end of the ground should be such a s  to 

allow bypass of Matlock TTDC ground should any property at Riber be 
acquired.

Several minor veins defined on the plan parallel Great Rake,
Those should be regularly tested by cross-cuts, A 600 ft, long southeast 

cross-cut should be considered when the incline reaches 7OO-6OO feet 
A.O.D, to test Coal Pit Rake below the Lower Lava, This could be inclined 

with the bedding. There are several smaller veins in between which might 

expand or coalesce with depth,

¥e require Exsud BH 7 log and the Acmin logs to assess this cross
cut venture properly.

Details of the proposed incline are given on section figure lO/l,

A plan of the area is given in figure 9/2,
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GEOLOGICAL REPORT ON TWO AREAS OF LAND ON BONSALL MOOR. 8th MAY. 1974 

Northern Area
The area is crossed by the east-west Bonsall Fault south of Moor 

Farm. To the north the limestones are in the Hopton Wood. Group and lie 
below the Lower Matlock Lava, These limestones include the Winster Moor 

Farm lava dipping at 20° northwards. The latter is an effective base for 

extraction. The rocks are folded by the west end of the east-west 

"Matlock Anticline",

A swarm of north-west minor veins cross this part of the area.

Where they are in dolomitized limestone they form a calcitic fluorite 

replacement which has been worked in two shallow pits. Both these pits and 

other unworked dolomitized zones have some potential for small scale low 
grade open pitting. The Winster Moor Fram lava lies only 50-50 ft, below 
these pits, . A strong E-¥ vein (Old Bean) should also be sampled, though 
much of its course appears to be within the lava, and clay and silica 

dilution may be a problem.

The Bonaall Fault throws strata down several hundred feet to the 
south. In view of the old fluorite working 300 yards west of Moor Farm, 

(see Report October 1972) and the large pits at Blakelow Lane -g- mile to 

the east it is likely that the Bonsall Fault is significantly mineralized 

in this area. Flats may be developed below the "Lower Lava" immediately 

north of the fault and perhaps also in association with the Old Eye vein. 

Drilling or open pitting would be needed to prove this.

South of the fault the strata are in the Matlock Limestones with 
the Lower Lava at about 150 ft, depth. There is no outcrop, up to 25 ft. 
of superficial deposits being present but it seems possible that a "stock 

work" similar to the southern area is developed. Only one east-west vein 
is known and this should be sampled 200 yds, south of Moor Farm, Some 

open trenching through the superficial deposits will be needed.



The small detached area southwest of the main one lies at the 

western end of Abbott’s Whitelow Ralce which is breaking up to the west 

here. Some potential for small scale dragline work is present, Whitelow 

Rake in Abbott's ground to the east is a very strong vein with up to 10 

ft. of clean sugary fluorspar, A trial shaft, 50 feet deep, was recently 
timbered up, and trenches in the floor of the open cut to the east look 
promising. The vein is said to be the western extension of Great Rake at 
Bonsall, but it cannot be followed through directly, on present evidence.

Southern Area

The area lies in the Matlock limestones which are here relatively 
flat-lying. Over most of the area the Lower Lava lies over I50 ft, below 
the surface, which must be just below the horizon of the Upper Lava (or 
equivalent wayboards)„

The area has been worked by shallow open cuts for fluorite in the 

1950s - 1960s especially in the eastern half. This part is crossed by an 
intense "stoclcwork" of small veins each only a few feet wide. Some 

however are stronger and more continuous and it is these which have 
yielded most fluorite. The veins carry much baryte with the fluorite. 

Several of these larger veins are probably minor faults and this supports 

Dunham's contention that there might be a flat developed extensively on 

the Lower Lava at depths up to I50 ft. It is however probable, from our 

work on Masson etc, (see previous reports) that flat development would be 

restricted to strips of limestone adjacent to the postulated minor faults.
It seems likely that the almost "veinless" western half of the area 

is also crossed by a similar "stockwork" but the "old man" has not explored 
here because of a thick cover of superficial deposits. Most of the 

previously worked veins could probably be opencast deeper by shallow 
dragline as could the postulated new ones. Proving of the flat would 

require a sophisticated exploration programme. Below the Lower Lava adits



show only calcite in Great Rake and Parson's Rake.

The southwest boundary of the area in Eollow Church Way follows 

a branch of the major Gulf Fault, The content of this fault is unknown 

between Grange Mill and Wirksworth,

General

These areas should be viewed as part of an intention to acquire 

the whole of Bonsall Moor rights as a conveniently close potential low 

grade source.
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EBPOET 12
REPORT ON THE MOIjMDRAP VEIN AND TEE BJLLE8TREE MIME PROSPECT. 21st m.Y 1974

Smimary
The Moletrap vein and its extension is one of the major fanlt-veins 

of the orefieldo Above the Lower Lava, it carries fluorite, from the Gulf 

Fault in the west, to the eastern end of the old workings from Moletrap 

Shaft I a distance of miles» Below the lava the vein appears to be 

calcite, at least at its western end» The vein may be tranced for a further

1-g- miles east of the probable workings from Moletrap Shaft, as a fault in 

the Millstone Grit»

For the Moletrap-Bullestree Prospect we have considered only that 

part of the vein east of Willersley Lane as viable from the point of view 

of planning permission? which leaves about between 100,000 - /).00,000 
metric tons untouchable between the lane and the River Derwent »

East of the lane about 250,000 - 1,000,000 m» tons of fluorite is 
likely to be present in the "old man’s" deads, if a vein width of 10 ft» 
is maintained. A content of 550,000 - 660,000 m» tons of fluorite is 

likely below and east of the "old man's" workings to Lea Brook, if the 

content of the vein is fluorite and the width persists. Both these 

calcul action 8 apply to the ground above the Lower Lava. They are subject 

to revision dependent on the behaviour of the Upper Lava to the east of 
the Derwent valley, where it is only $0 ft. thick. In calculating the 

tonnages of the "old man’s" deads we have assumed the maximum possible 
extent of the "old man's" workings, as shown on the section. Our information 

on workings is limited to that on the Geological Survey Map.
We have no information on the content of the vein below the Lower 

Lava (it could be calcite) nor do we Icnow the thickness of the lava 
accurately - 60 to 150 feet is likely» As far as we know no workings 

penetrate this lava east of the Derwent but the possibility should not be 

discounted west of New Bullestree Shaft, which could give water problems» 
Prospects could be tried by cross-cuts north and south of the main
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vein. The exploration and development of the mine is very dependent on 

planning permission» Two factors to be considered are visibility and 

traffic problems. It may be possible to separate the exploration and 

production requirements, however. From the point of vievf of visibility 

the wooded New Bullestree Mine Yard is preferred as a production site. 

However, exploration will be most rapidly carried out by a temporary 

head gear and pumps at Moletrap Shaft, providing the shaft is stable and 

not jammed with old timber and rock. We emphasize the need for very 

careful examination of the old workings with some small scale clearance 

or bypass drives, so that strata, veins and water flows can be examined 

before any other work is carried out. New Bullestree Shaft must be 

plumbed from the water table, to sound for blockages, before pumps are 

installed. The objective of pumping and deeper exploration should be to 
establish the depth and eastern extent of the "old man's" workings by 

driving or clearing a level east to the shale from the Bower Lava at the 

foot of the Moletrap Shaft. These "old man" stopes should be brought into 

early production» A cross-cut should be driven north 4-00 feet after about

1,000 feet east to prove a parallel vein, which may not have been worked 
by the old man. Further development (on the main vein) should be either 
via a gentle incline on the Lower Lava eastwards to Lea Brook and beyond 
to prove the vein to the east. Alternatively the Moletrap Shaft could be 

continued through the lava. An internal drilling programme is necessary 

to prove the vein in depth. Levels would then be needed, driven east back 

through the Lower Lava, to the shale, east of Lea Brook. The latter 

hypothetical extension is discussed in relation to the Ashover-Grich 

anticlinal axis.

Production could be carried out either by the Moletrap Shaft or 
by a 20° or 50° incline from New Bullestree Mine Yard as planning 
permission dictates. An alternative site would be via a long drive on 

Station Quarry Vein from Station Quarry. This is held by Tarmac who may.
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however, leased it to Laporte.

In this connection a check during exploration at Bullestree should 

be made for suitable northwest or north fractures on which to drive both 
the access incline from Station Quarry and to explore the eastern end 

(below the shalps) of all the minor east-west and northwest veins in 

between. Similarly fractures and veins running south or southeast should 

be noted for drives to the south into the projection of two east-west 

branches of the Bonsall Fault, concealed by the Derwent at Willersley.
Longer term prospects to the southeast between Bullestree and 

Crich (V/akebridge) are discussed in an appended report.

Enquiries for information and old documents should be made locally. 
We have not had time to check with the various local record offices.

Our present knowledge of the extent of workings and shafts is not 
satisfactory.

The known geological and mining information is plotted on fig. 1 
(section) and fig. 2 (plan). Fig, 9/5 which shows the western end of the 

vein on the 1:2500 scale.



REPORT ON THE MOLETRAP VEIN AND THE BULIESTREE m N E  PROSPEOP. MAY. 1974

ILk'bent- of t h o  Vein

The Moletrap Vein and its extensions can be traced from the Gulf 

Fault along Great Rake (on the south end of Bonsall Moor) eastwards, via 
Ball Eye and Wapping Mines (where it is disturbed by the Bonsall Fault), 
through Bullestree and Moletrap Mines (where the vein dips below the 
shales), to Lea Brook, where it is lonovm as a fault displacing the 
Ashover Sandstone. It is therefore one of the major veins of the 

orefield being at least four miles long.
Above the lava the vein contains fluorite, below in the west it is 

calcitic, whilst in the east the content is not known. The vein is also 
a fault throwing dovm about 60 feet to the north. At Bullestree Mine, 

Willersley Lane is a likely western boundary for extraction, from the 
IT'Oint of view of planning permission. To the east the vein can be traced 
by old working's for % mile and then as a fault in the gritstones, 
indicated by the Geological Survey, for a further mile to Lea Brook. The 
vein may extend further east but there is no evidence.

Widths and Content - Tonna/fes - Moletrap below the Lower Lava

On the east bank of the Derwent the vein is seen as a six to eight 
foot wide rift with a wide zone of fluoritization and silicification.
Under Mr. Alsopp's home, west of Willersley Lane, fluorite has been found. 
At New Bullestree Mine Founder a recent descent by A. Smith suggests 
fifteen feet of fluorite. All the old dumps east of the Lane to Moletrap 

Shaft show good fluorite with sphalerite, galena and calcite. An old 

report says that at the east end of the Moletrap Shaft workings, the vein 
was ten feet wide, grjrWr-qttal-it# fluorite with sphalerite and that the 

vein was relatively dry. N.B. This report could refer to a point up to 
$200 feet east of the shaft. We have no information on the vein content 

below the Lower Lava. It could be calcite. This would need to be proved



by axL internal borehole pi'ogramme,

Prom the evidence above there is little doubt of substantial 

fluorite tonnages in the "old man's" deads. If the vein persists in 

width and does not change to calcite down dip, then further substantial 
tonnages in a virgin fluorite vein can be anticipated, above the Lower 

Lava.
Length of "old man's" workings (effective) = 1235 m.

Height of "old man's" workings (effective) = 86 m.
Width of vein = 3 m.
Total volume =

Volume X 3»2 X 25^ to allow for tights 
voids

319,000

250,000 m. tons 
= 1,000,000 m„ tonsVolume X  3»2 X  1 0 0 ^  

i.e. there could be 250,000 m, tons fluorite in the "old man's" deads 
above the level of the foot of Moletrap Shaft, as a minimum.

Length of virgin vein to Lea Brook 
(effective) 803 m.

86 m.

3 m.
370.000
330.000 m„ tons
660.000 m„ tons

Height of virgin vein to Lea. Brook =

Width of virgin vein to Lea Brook =

Volume of virgin vein to Lea Brook 

Volume X 3°2 X 50/ to allow for tights =

Volume X  3 » 2  X  1 0 0 %  =

i.e. there could be a minimuifl of 330,000 m. tons fluorite in the untouched 
vein below and east of the "old man's" workings, as far as Lea Brook, if 
the vein is in fluorite.

Extent of "Old Man" Workings

Details of the old workings Icnown to us are given by the Geological 
Survey Map and have been plotted on the section. We have applied logical 

deductions to estimate the maximum possible depth and eastern extent of 
the old workings from Moletrap Shaft. We have no information on the
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overa.ll depth of this shaft but it would probably- bottom on the Lower Lava 

at 650 feet. It is proba.ble that the vein between Willersley Lane and the 
Derwent was worked by water-wheel pumps down to the Lower Lava, This could 

cause leakage problems from the Derwent during pumping. Here there may 

have been an attempt to sink through the Lower Lava but we have no 
evidence.

The Strata (Limitations)

The dip of the shales is calculated for the north wall of the vein.

We only have two facts to go on - the approximate outcrop of tiie shale at

Willersley Farm and the depth of shale at Moletrap Shaft (5OO feet). The 

rest of the section is a projection valid to i 100 feet or so at the 

eastern end. The position of the outcrop of the Lower Lava is known in 
the Derwent and would appear by projection to correspond to the foot of 

the 420 feet New Bullestree Shaft. The Upper Lava is about 30 feet or so 

thick in the Derwent Valley but it may break up to the east, as it is 
represented by a group of wayboards at Crich. This lava will affect the

design of sloping and ore dilution above the Lower Lava,

The Lower Lava is of unlonovm thiclmess; 6O-I5O feet could be 
expected. An internal borehole programme would be required, before 
sinking through was contemplated.

Eastern Extent of Moletrap Vein

%  projecting the average strike of the fault east of Moletrap 

Shaft the intersection with the Crich-Ashover anticlinal axis can be 
determined.

The Survey end their fault at Lea Brook. It could extend to the 

east hidden by a tributary stream valley. The extension should be 

considered hypothetical at this stage but if it were to cross the Crich- 

Ashover anticline it could be an interesting, if long term prospect.
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Other Veins

a) North of Moletrap Vein
On the cliffs on the east side of the Derwent a series of east- 

west and northwest veins outcrop. They all carry fluorite. These include 
Station Quarry vein which was drilled for Pb, Zn and fluorite by 
Johannesburg Consolidated Investments in the 1950s, in connection with 

Riber Mine. The vein was worked from Station Quarry in the 50s and re

opened last year (on a small temporary scale?) by Tarmac, who hold the 

rights. These may be on lease to Laporte. The Station Quarry vein, when 

projected, intersects Moletrap vein close to Moletrap Shaft. A drive 

along this would check the other veins in depth. Alternatively an 

incline from Station Quarry could give production access to the Moletrap 
Vein as well ? if planning permission were to be refused for production 
at Bullestree.

About 1000 ft. west of Moletrap Vein and 400 ft. north is a fault,

traced east for léOO ft. and displacing the Ashover Grit 40 ft. down to the
north. This should be examined in depth in the limestone, as it may be 

unworked, and of greater significance at depth.

b) South of Moletrap Vein
1000 feet south of the vein is a strong east-west fault-vein 

indicated as a dashed line by the Geological Survey and branching out of 

the Bonsall Fault. In between a second parallel fault has been postulated 
by Gower (unpublished M.Sc. thesis, Leicester). Both are conjectural to 
varying extents but if present could carry substantial fluorite deposits. 
They should be considered in relation to long term prospects of the area 

between Moletrap-Bullestree and Nalcebridge, described in the accompanying 

short report.

These two veins could well be very wet, as theV'run under
the Derwent valley for almost 1 mile. They would be best exaimine^by
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driving a heading at depth on a north-south or northwest-southeast 

leader or minor vein from Bullestree Mine.

Exploration Programme

The long and short term exploration/development programme is 

outlined in the summary.

A) Preliminary Exploration

1) Examination of levels on Derwent opposite Masson Hill and Bullestree 

Sough,

2) Check if the shaft by Willersley Lane is open and descend to

examine strata, vein, water.

3) Descend and check stability of New Bullestree climbing shaft - 

especially for access to workings to east and west, and to determine 

effects and degree of run in of New Bullestree Main Shaft (420 feet) and 

check strata and vein. Establish access to a point for examining water 

table during pumping between here and Willersley Lane Shaft - some clearance 

or bypass may be needed.

4) Examine stability of Moletrap Shaft lining (in shale to 300 ft.) to 
water table at 200 feet. Examine any pump way or shale gate at water 

table. We do not know if this shaft pumped via a north-south cross cut
to the river, passing a shaft just above the road and I50 ft, east of the 
railway bridge, or if the pumpway was along the vein to the west and into
the river via Bullestree Sough (level), 6OO ft. west of the railway
bridge, Moletrap Shaft should be probed and plumbed to check for any 

blockages by timber/rock.
B) Drainage Problems

This work should allow an initial assessment of the nature of the 

vein, refine the position of the base of shales, and an assessment of the 
pumping and access problems at Moletrap Shaft. Pumping below river level 
will face two problems. Firstly there is the possibility of flow from
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the river through the old workings and secondly the problem of local 

damining actions due to run ground in the old stopes. This may lead 

to dangerous columns of water in old workings and shafts, especially west 
of Moletrap Shaft - hence the suggestion of setting up access to some 

point between New Bullestree and Willersley Lane shafts, to monitor the 

drainage of the old workings in this sector. According to the only record 
we have the Moletrap Shaft workings to the east were quite dry considering 
the position, but of course at this time the older workings to the west 
would be in good order.
C) Second Phase of Exploration

a) Pumping and clearance of Moletrap Shaft, east west drives at 

the base of the old man 

We are not competent to judge the relative merits of driving an 
incline at 20-30 degrees east from the New Bullestree Mine Yard, or 
reopening Moletrap Shaft, from the point of view of production. However, 
we consider that an incline would have to be driven in wall-rock north of 
the vein, to avoid the "old man's" stopes. If the vein were to be 

dewatered via the incline, cross cuts would be frequently necessary, 

fraught with problems on intersecting the water filled vein. Therefore 

from the point of view of dewatering and exploration, we believe it is 
necessary to equip Moletrap Shaft for at least temporary access and for 
permanent pumping. The question of an incline could be considered, from 
the point of view of production, at a later date. The situation would 

however be different if the Moletrap Shaft is blocked with rook or old 
timbers for any great depth, dependent on the difficulties of clearing, 
bearing in mind that the pumps will require a working head, for cooling, 
over the debris that must be cleared.
5) Equip Moletrap Shaft for access, pumping, shaft clearance, clearance 
of old workings, driving of bypasses, and extraction of driving much to 
6-700 ft. below surface, either for temporary exploration, or for
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potential permanent production facilities, if planning permission allows 

and yon prefer shaft to an incline from New Bullestree Mine Ya,rdo
6). Pump at shaft, bearing in mind the water problems noted above and 
frequently checking the relative levels from shaft to western monitoring 
point.

7) Examine old workings as reached - clearance, short bypasses, 

anticipated major level at about 550 ft.. Shaft probably reaches second 
major level at about 660 ft. This is likely to be the lowest working 

level of the mine but hand pumped sumps could continue down about 100 ft. 

to the east from place to place.

8) ]5xplore east to shale by level from Lower Lava at shaft foot. 
Either clear "old man's" anticipated level and bypass falls, or drive in 

wall rock and cross-cut to vein. This level could act as a divide for 
sloping between the vein above, worked by the old man, and that which is 
virgin ground, below and to the east. It would also prove the eastern 

extent of the "old man’s" workings from the foot of Muletrap Shaft.
9) At the same time as 8 drive an incline west on the Lower Lava from 
the shaft foot in the wall rock I4OO ft, to Willersley Lane, Beware of 

water in old workings and shafts.
10) 'fhen 8) reaches 1000 ft. east of Moletrap Shaft, drive a cross-cut 
north about 4OO ft. to the parallel vein-fault noted above and drive east 
and west as decided by content/strength of vein.

Phasing in of Production

At same point in 8), 9 ) , 10) it should be possible to phase in 

production from the ground above the opened levels. Method of sloping 

will presumably depend on the vein width and grade and how much of the 
vein width has been slit by the "old man". Sometime before this stage it 

will be necessary to decide on the relative merits of shaft and incline 

production,so that the necessary incline or shaft capacity is ready.

Note, all the above discussion depends in its details, on the
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assumptions of the depth of Moletrap Shaft and the eastern extent of 
workings, as defined in the "Extent of "Old Man's" Workings" above and 

on the section. The general principle of an eastern and western drive 
from the foot of Moletrap Shaft, at whatever depth this is, is the best 
initial exploration method whatever the circumstances.

■ I)) Third Phase of Exploration

a) Examination of the vein below the "old man"
It will be necessary to determine the thickness of the Lower Lava 

and the nature of the vein content below the lava by inclined drilling 
from cross-cuts within the mine. A major factor to be assessed would be 
the strength of the Lower Lava relative to sinking the Moletrap Shaft 
deeper, and driving east through the lava. There would be a permanent 

increase in water to be pumped. This could be very large when the likely 

drained area is considered and could have side effects on the Matlock 

Springs,

These factors will need to be assessed, as the alternative is to 
concentrate, at least initially, on extracting the vein above the Lower 

Lavs,. This could be via a gentle incline east to Lea Brook, from the 

shaft foot on the Lower Lava, or by a steeper incline driven at 20-30° 

from the east level, say 1500-2000 ft. east of Moletrap Shaft. This 

would give about 200 ft. of stopable ground below the "old man's" level, 
if a level were driven east from the foot of the incline. This assumes 

that the vein is still in fluorite as work proceeds down dip. The 

possibility of a change to calcite down dip cannot be ruled out. This 

work could be progressively extended deeper and further east to prove any 

extension of the vein above the Lower Lava but east of Lea Brook, (See 

section on eastern extent of Moletrap Vein above). It would perhaps 

become worthwhile to consider further access by shaft or incline from Lea 
Brook at some stage.
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b) - Examination of veins north and south of Moletran Vein

See the notes on this above in the section "Other Veins", Much 

more detailed geological information is required before we can give 

specific recommendations for location of cross-cuts. See the note on

piaiming permission below in relation to the veins to the north. The

veins to the south are considered also in a short appended report on the 

potential of the ground between Moletrap-Bullestree Prospect and the Crich- 

Wakebridge Prospect,

Long Term Exploration

Forward exploration for the Moletrap vein on the Ashover to Crich 

anticline is noted on the section on the eastern extent of Moletrap Vein 

above.

Exploration southeast of Moletrap-Bullestree Prospect is noted in 

Report 13 on the prospects between here and Grich-Walcebridge.

Problems of Planning Permission

We feel it is unlikely that planning permission would be allowed 

for more than a temporary headgear during exploration on Moletrap Shaft, 

although there is, so far as we can see, no objection to its use as a 

pumpway,

New -Bullestree Mine Yard is a better site so far as visibility is 
concerned but shaft clearance would be slow, expensive and not give such 
deep access as Moletrap Shaft, A 20 or 30 degree incline to the east from 

here would be preferred but dewatering and exploration would still need to 
be via Bullestree Shaft,

Both these possibilities mean mining and vehicles close to adjacent 

housing and heavy lorry traffic over Cranford Bridge and might well be 
strongly opposed.

A third possibility is to drive down Station Quarry Vein from 

Station Quarry on a southeast direction by level/incline. This vein and



quarry are owned by Tarmac but fluorite may be leased to Laporte, This 

prospect is more acceptable except that traffic would be routed through 

the Matlock Bath Station Car Park and through Matlock Bath on the A6.

Unfortunately, Cromford Station and Willersley Tunnel occupy the 

most acceptable site for an incline! Some enquiries with British Rail 

might be worthwhile.

"1
1 8  1
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REPORT 13

REPORT ON TEE WAKEPRIDGZ OFflON AN]) TTIE KORO.'HERN PART OF TER CRTOH DfZIER 
Aim ADJACENT AREAS.- DERBYSHIBB. 25rd MAY, 1974

Int ro duc t ion

This report is based principally on a. survey of the available 

written accounts - only a. limited amount of personal observation is 
in.vo Ived.

The property is critically situated to examine four significant 
prospects only parts of which lie within the option area. It will be 

advisable to acquire exploration or mineral rights or options on the 
whole of the north end of the Crich limestone inlier and the surrounding 
areas to oast and west under the shales. Cambro Quarries and Clay Cross 
Co., have significant holdings in this area. Exploration rights and 
options should be acquired, for longer term work along the Crich-Ashover 
anticlinal axis to the north and for the full extent of the southweotorn 
Crich boundary fault and associated east-west faults from Crich Village 
to Bullestree Mine. If the faults in this area are mineralised with 
fluorite then we believe that there could well be very large reserves.
For these various factors we have extended our report to cover the whole 
of the northern part of the Crich Inlier. ÆfaerqTuv-lwr-■>v'fcnrir,g iifr-drhf-

-b y - t \ / o - r e d - J J .f w ^ ^- - i n — t h e - m n .r g i - n — f e ^

o.onveniLgdaefe, An appended outline report describes the prospects between 
Vakebridge and Bullestree Moletrap mines.

The southeast extension of the boundary fault is overlain by 
Crich village. The southern end of the Crich inlier is apparently less 
mineralised than the north. The presence of the village, thick soil, 
and the nature of the outcropping limestone may mask a similar vein 
network to that in the north, at depth, however.

Fluorite mineralisation is confined to the strata above the Matlock
Lower Lava. Below this several very deep shafts passed through 500-600

M i n i n g  > 5 t C r \ c h |  D e r b y s h i r e ^ ( k i r k h a m  M j )  M a n c b e s k r  A s s o c n . d f j ^  E n g i n e e r s ^  S e s s i o n  

CKe.&l-e r j-t-eld Me n f i o ) r / I  2.. ̂ X f i s h t u l r e  o j"  G e o  l o g  t e a !  b / o  6
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feet, of calcite in the vein. Jnet below tlie lava the vein has a higher 
galena content but this faded, with depth.

The four principal prospects wholly or partially contained v.fith.in 

the Vakebridge Option are as followss-
1) The Vakebridge ~ Bacchus Pipe complex - a north-south fluorite

pipe at the west side of the limestone inlier 

(wholly within the option area).

2) Great Rake - a major northwest to southeast fluorite vein
towards the north of the limestone inlier
(partially within the option).

3) A Postulated east-west vein - seen as a fault projecting into the

option (postulated as partially within the 
option).

4) The Southwest Boundary Fault - a major northwest to southeast
fault zone seen principally in the Millstone Grit 
which extends towards the Bullestree-Moletrap 
Prospect (partially within the option).

In addition a. whole series of smaller fluorite veins intersect these 

deposits within and outside the option and could be worked in conjunction.
Wakebridge-Bacchus Pipes, and Great Rake have been worked for 

fluorite in the 1930s, 40s and 50s. Baryte was also produced. The extent 
of the workings of this period are poorly known so that local enquiries 
will be vital. Some plans of the far more extensive 19th Century lead 
workings are known at record offices, in the Devonshire collection, and 
Mr. Eric Fisher of Winster has several. We have not seen any of these.
Only with a careful assessment of this data can the potential of these 
two prospects be gauged. It will be necessary to enter all the open 
shafts and workings. In general at present we have only details of shaft 
depths and strata. There is little or no information on the vein widths. 

The workings above 250 ft. A.O.D, are drained by Ridgeway level-
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(Whatstandv/ell or ¥a!c.ebridge Sough). At present this is inaccessible 

because of a bricked up entrance a,t the foundry north of Whatstandwell 
Bridge, where the level discharges into the Derwent. There are also 

internal blockages and 00^ gas. Most of the level (except the entrance?) 

lies within the option. It■is an important and critical asset.

Outline of Exploration work required

This is work needed before any equipping of shafts or driving is
begun.

1) Further field observations, examination of the old records, verbal 

contacts with miners to determine the extent of the 20th Century 
fluorspar workings.

2) Descent and survey of all accessible workings -- Great Rake, 
Vakebridge 1, 2, Bacchus, Jingler-Rolley, etc.

3) Compilation of data on sections •- plans to determine details of 
geology, which shafts to equip for exploratory drives, siting of 
inclines or levels,

4) Clearance of Whatstandwell (Walcebridge or Ridgeway) level to assist
or extent 2) as found necessary.

Details of workings, tonnages on Great Rake and exploratory drives 
on the four prospects, insofar as they can be suggested at present, are 
given in the full report.

General Considerations

l) Structure
The Crich Inlier is an elongate dome formed by the intersection of

a north-south anticline from Ashover, and a less obvious and poorly 
documented anticline running northwest to southeast from Matlock, This 

is bordered on its southwest side by a, major northwest fault, which throws 
down to the southwest. The northern part of the Inlier is crossed by a
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complex of fluor.ite-barite veins the most important of which are the
northwest to southeast Great Hake and the Wakebridge-Bacchus Pipe running

north to south down the western boundary of the limestone. There is
probably a second major east-west fault-vein, concealed by shale 1,500
feet north of the north end of the limestone outcrop accord mo bo t'he Insbibube 
of Geological Sct-enc.es 1- ICJSGOmap.
2) Strata

Three hundred feet of limestones overlie the Matlock Lower Lava

(60-120 feet thick). In this limestone a group of wayboards about 120

feet down are probably equivalent to the Matlock Upper Lava. Below the 

Iiower Lava 600 feet of Hoptonwood limestones were proved in the Glory 
and Old End Shafts.

3) Stratigraphic Control on Mineralisation and Topography and Soil

Coyer
A glance at the Geological Survey's Map shows that the veins are 

confined to the northern part of the inlier, principally to the outcrop 
of the Matlock Limestone. In the Cawdor Limestone the veins are not seen 
so frequently and in this connection appeal’ to be absent from the southern 
part of the outcrop, where outcrop is largely in the Cawdor Group. Here 

there are old quarries which provide exposure down into the Matlock 
Limestones but reveal no veins. Their area is, however, very small. A 

few workings are known from old documents in the Crich Tillage area but 
have not been located.

It can be argued that the absence of workings does not necessarily 
indicate an absence of veins. The southern half of the inlier is thickly 
covered by soil and boulder clay because of topography and it may be that 
the lack of exposure conceals a similar complex to that in the north. We 

have no fixed opinion, and the quarries need further examination.
4) ' Details of the Four Principal Prospects
A) Great Rake

This is the main vein at Crich. It runs northwest to southeast and
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has been worked for a length of at least 3,000 feet. We have no 
information on the width of the vein at any point. It is said to hade 
south at about 1 in 5« Above the Lower Lava the vein is in fluorite 

with barite. Below the lava it is calcite, as proved for 600 vertical 
feet at Glory and Old End Shafts.

The vein is drained by Ridgeway (hliatstandwell or Wakebridge)

Sough or level to 240-250 feet A.O.D., at the western end, and by Fritchiey 
level to 340 feet A.O.D., in the east. Glory Mine shaft continued dov/n 

below Ridgeway level to 60 feet A.O.D. and Old End Mine below Fritchley 
level to 150 feet below A.O.D. The ground either side of these workings 
has been worked for galena but we have no idea of the lateral extent.
All the ground above the Ridgeway and Fritchley levels, from their 
intersection with the shale to the northwest and southeast has probably 
been worked for galena.

Fluorite has been worked both by shallow opencuts and shafts along 
the vein and by shallow inclines, levels, and reopening deep shafts. Our 

information on these deeper workings is very scanty and we are left with 
the impression that large sections of the vein are untouched, i.e. that 
there will still be considerable tonnages in the "old man's" deads. It 

is essential that local information and old plans of these fluorite 
workings be gathered together and assessed. Below are the details at 

present available.

Old End Shaft was reopened in the 1940s to 3OO feet and a level 
driven as shown on the section. The "old man" proved unstable and the 

venture was abandoned. The vein was then worked by opencuts in conjunction 
with Church Rake, and a shaft 125 feet deep, 175 feet west of Old End 
produced good fluorspar in Great Rake.

Glory Mine Shaft was reopened in the 1950s for fluorspar at least 
to the lava. We have no information on the extent of workings. At 
present an incline is being driven into the western end of the Glory Mine
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in search of fluorspar but no significant reserves have yet been proved, 
as the incline is not in the vein?

Wakebridge No. 2 shaft is on the junction of Great Rake and Wakebridge 
Bacchus Pipe within the Wakebridge Option, This was worked for fluorite by 
the Hopton Mining Company in the 1950s, There were levels at 540 and 450 
feet AoOoD. but it is not clear whether Wakebridge Pipe and/or Great Rake 
was worked. The principal Hopton Mining Co. work was in Wakebridge Pipe at 
this time however. Below 450 feet A.O.D. the vein has probably not been 
worked for fluorite. In the early 1900s a level was driven east at Great 
Rake from the surface adjacent to this shaft to prove fluorite. We have 

no other details.

Possible Reserves on Great Rake
It must be understood that we have no information on the width of 

Great Rake at any point. MaJoing an assumption of 2 metres, as the minimum 
economic vein width, the following tonnages could be expected, above the 
Lower Lava.

l) Within the Wakebridge Ontion
i) Below 240 feet A.O.D, (Ridgeway level) probably unworked for

fluorite or galena.
Length, (effective) = 300 m.

Height = 100 m.

Width (assumed) = 2m.
Volume = 60,000 cu m„
Volume X 3o2 = 192,000 metric tons

X  50/1 = 96,000 metric tons
for tights

There could be 96,000 to 192,000 metric tons fluorspar in a 

virgin vein below Ridgeway level in the Wakebridge option, assuming a 2 m. 
vein, continuing across the option in the limestone above the Lower Lava, 

and that its content is fluorspar. The vein has not been proved more than



650 feet west of the eastern boundary of the Wakebridge Option,
ii) Above 240_feet A.O.D. (Ridgeway level) below 450 feet A.O.D. (base 

of Hopton Go's, possible workings)
This has been worked by the "old man" for galena.

Length (effective) = I50 m.
Height = 62 m.
Width (assumed) = 2 m.

Volume - 18,400
Volume X 3.2 = 59?000 metric tons

Volume X 3-2 x 25?̂  to - 14,750 metric tons ,
allow for tights and,
voids

There could be 14,750 - 59,000 metric tons fluorspar in deads in a 
vein worked for galena by the "old man" assuming a 2 metre vein and above 
the Lower Lava.

Above 450 feet A.O.D. to Surface
This has been worked for galena and may have been stoped by Hopton

Mining Co. for fluorite in the 1950s.
Length (effective) = 111 m.
Height (effective) - 77

Width (assumed) - 2 m.
Volume = 17,100 râ
Volume X  3o2 = 55,000 metric tons

Volume X 3.2 x 25/ to = 13,750 metric tons
allow for tights and
voids

There could be 13,750 - 55,000 metric tons fluorspar in a vein 
worked for galena by the "old man" if this has not been stoped by Hopton 
Mining Co. in the 1950s.

Overall tonnages in the Great Rake in the Wakebridge Option
96,000 to 192,000 metric tons, in a probably virgin vein west 

of Wakebridge No. 2 shaft, above the Lower Lava and below Ridgeway level.
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14.750 to 59,000 metric, tons, in a vein worked for galena by the 
"old man" but not for fluorspar, above Ridgev/ay level but below Hopton 

Co. workings
15.750 to 55,000 metric tons above 450 ft. A.O.D. to surface if 

this was not stoped by the Hopton Mining Co. in the 1950s.
Note that the vein has only been proved for 65O ft. west into the 

Vakebridge Option and there may also be extensions west of the option.
2) To the east of the Vakebridge Option

These calculations refer to ground above the Lower Lava and ignore 
the effects of earlier fluorspar workings. They assume a. 2 metre vein,

i) To Glory Shaft

Length (effective) = 197 m.

Height (effective) •- 62 ra.

Width (assumed) - 2 ra.

Volume 24,400 m^
Volume X 5.2 - 78,000 metric tons

to allow for tights
and. voids x 25/ = 19,500 tons

There could be 19,500 - 78,000 metric tons fluorspar in "old man's" 

deads from Vakebridge Option to Glory Shaft, assuming a 2 metre vein and 
no significant stoping for fluorite from Glory Shaft,
ii) Glory Shaft - Old End Mine

Length (effective) = 540 m.

Height (effective) = 78 m.
Width (assumed) = 2 m.

Voliune = 53,000 m^

Volume % 5*2 = 170,000 metric tons fluorite

X  25̂ 0 == 42,250 metric tons fluorite

There could be 42,250 - 170,000 metric tons fluorite from Glory to 

Old End Mine Shaft, in the "old man's" deads, above the Lower Lava, if



there has been no significant stoping of fluorite from the two shafts.

iii) Old End Mine to the shales above 340 ft. A.O.D. (Fritchley level)
Note the vein has apparently not been proved or worked east of a

point 450 ft. east of Old End shaft. This is surprising and it could be 

that no records have been kept.

Length (effective) = 438 m.

Height (effective) = 93 1%.
Width (assumed) = 2m.

Volume X -J- _
(triangular) = 40,700 m^
Volume X 3°2 = 130,000 metric tons

to allow for tights
and voids x 25/ = 32,500 metric tons

There could be 32,500 - 130,000 metric tons fluorspar in the Great 

Rake in the "old man's" deads, above the Lower Lava, east of Old End 

Shaft and above Fritchley level (34O ft. A.O.D.). Part of this section 

may be unworked, in which case the tonnages will be higher.

iv) Below and to the east of Fritchley level.

Here the vein has not been proved. Further large tonnages may be 

present in an unworked vein.

Total Tonnage at Great Rake
This refers to fluorite above the Lower Lava, above kdiatstandwell 

and Fritchley soughs, in the "old man's" deads and assumes a 2 metre vein 

with no significant stoping for fluorite at any point on the rake.
There would appear to be 125,000 - 500,000 metric tons of fluorite ' 

in the "old man's" deads.

On the same assumptions, if the vein continues to the west there could 
be an additional 96,000-192,000 metric tons in the Walcebridge option in

an unworked vein below Wliatstandwell Sough, and also considerable tonnages

to the east of the Old End workings and below Fritchley level, assuming



the vein continues in fluorite.

Outline Method of Exploration on Great Balce

1) Descend and examine Wakebridge No. 2 shaft to determine back up

of water (if any) on Ridgeway level/Long Gate and the stability 

of shaft.

2) Descents of Glory Shaft and any other open shafts on Great Rake 
to examine workings. Is Old End Shaft open, run or sealed.?

3) Check the inclination and extent and alignment of the present
trial incline, west of Glory Shaft.

4) Search for the 1900s level east from the surface near Wakebridge

No. 2 shaft; open, enter and examine workings,

5) Equip Wakebridge No. 2 shaft for exploration and driving to the

west on Great Rake.

6) Decide as a method of exploration for Great Rake east of the
Wakebridge option and above the Lower Lava. By shafts, level, or 
incline(s). Development drives and inclines would need to be in 

the wall rock to avoid the "old man". Old End Shaft, if open, is 

in a poor state and the Glory Shaft is also very loose,

B) Wakebridge Pipe - Bacchus Pipe

General

The pipe body runs north-northwest and north-south on the western 

margin of the inlier at depths of about 250 ft. It begins at Pearson's

Venture Shaft and then runs north via dingier or Rolley Shaft through

Bacchus Shaft, Wakebridge No. 1 Shaft, to the Great Rake at Walcebridge No. 

2 Shaft, a total distance of 3OOO feet. There are also links to workings

and shafts on the many minor veins intersected.

The nature of the workings and their extent is not Icnown in detail. 

The mineralization appears to be a pipe-replacement-stockwork deposit in 

respect of fluorite. There is also much baryte. The workings are dry and
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lie above the Lower Lava,
Drainage

The system is drained by Ridgeway level (Whatstandwell or Wakebridge 
Sough) to 240 feet A.O.D. This begins at the foundry 2000 ft. north of 

Whatstandwell Bridge and forks at dingier shaft, one branch going to 
Pearson's Venture Mine and the other proceeds along the line of the pipe 
to Great Rake, perhaps being driven along this as far as Old End Mine 
(the Long Gate), The level is bricked up in the fotindry yard and water 
issues from a pipe. There is at least one blockage between here and 
dingier Shaft, from quarry debris thrown down an air shaft. The level 

contains COg. We do not Icnow the state of the level north of dingier 

Shaft (see comments under individual shafts to the north).
Details of Shafts and Workings 

Pearson's Venture Shaft

This shaft lies outside the option and the site is covered by 

landslip and quarry debris. The shaft was 690 feet deep passing through 
60 feet of lava below 420 feet depth. We have no further details, 

dingier or Rolley Shaft
This shaft worked the southern end of the deposit in the 1920s.

At this time the shaft was opened to 246 feet and was said to be flooded 
below. In the 18th Century this shaft was worked to 420 feet. It is 

intersected by Ridgeway level (hTiatstandwell or Wakebridge South) at 370 
feet down. It seems likely that the shaft is flooded to the 240 foot level 
although there may be some back up on the level behind run shafts. The 

mine is linked to Lees Shaft on the opposite side of the road behind the 

houses. In the 1920s it was worked for fluorite with some baryte. We 

have no details of the workings. The shaft is sealed by a concrete slab, 

Wakebridge Mo. 1 Shaft

The shaft is 66O feet deep and is 372 feet to Ridgeway South, at 
about 240 ft. A.O.D. It probably passes through the Lower Lava and was
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worked for galena by E.I-L v/ass in the 19th Century. Fluorspar and 
barytes were worked by the Hopton Mining Co. from this shaft above the 
sough level in the 1920-50s. The workings are linked to the Bacchus Pipe 

and Shafts. The shafts were descended in the last year and are in good 
condition. Extensive workings were entered but we have no details. The 

shaft is open.

Bacchus Shaft

This worked the north-northwest Bacchus Pipe parallel to Vakebridge 
Pipe, The shaft passed through 120 feet of toadstone (?) to a depth of 
450 feet. This shaft was the ladderway for Wakebridge No. 1 workings.

It is still open but the ladders are rotten. The pipe was worked for 

fluorite and barytes by Hopton Mining Co. in the 1920-30s. The shaft 

is capped.

Wakebridge No. 2 Shaft
This is on the intersection of the pipe with Great Rake, being 

sunk to the Ridgeway level. The Wakebridge Pipe was worked from this 
shaft in the 1950s by the Hopton Mining Co. Levels were driven at 168 
feet and 246 feet. They worked a north-south fluorite replacement 

orebody as a stockv/ork of northwest and northeast fractures.

Exploration

We have so little information on the mineralization and such scanty 
knowledge of the workings that the first priority must be to gather as 
much information locally as well as old. plans, and visit the record offices, 
Hopton Mining Go, must have records. This should be followed up by a 
rigorous inspection of the old accessible workings and unbrieking and 
entry of Ridgeway level which lies mainly within the option. (The 

entrance is in the foundry property). With the information obtained we 
can then make specific recommendations on clearing access or exploratory 

drives in the old workings.
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C) J.liigler-Eolley Shaft.and the Southwest Boundary Fault

The southwest boimdary of the Crich inlier is a major northwest 
to southeast fault. This throv/s dovm to the southwest. Its exact 
position and extent are not well defined. There is no information on the 

fault content in the limestone. Further surface mapping is needed to 
confirm the situation defined by the dotted line on the Geological 

Survey's Map.

800 feet south of dingier Shaft the Geological Survey shows the 
fault splitting into three branches. It may be followed southeast along 
the limestone boundary for I4 miles from this point. To the northwest 
the main branch is marked for two miles towards Bullestree-Moletrap 
Mines, These extensions are dealt with more fully in an appended report. 
The Wakebridge Option includes the fault near the point of splitting. We 
consider it is very important to check the content of the fault in the 
limestone at this point. There is only limited data on the depth of the 
limestone here (it must be below 240 ft. A.O.D. as Ridgeway level is in 
shale to near dingier Shaft). Using the figures calculated by the 
Geological Survey we estimate that an incline 900 ft. long at 1 j,n 6 
from the foot of dingier Shaft at 240 ft. A.O.D. (Ridgeway level) should 
intersect the faults in the limestone. Much more preliminary geological 
work is necessary, possibly including strata boreholes.

If this sector of the fault were to prove significantly mineralised 
above the Lower Lava then a very major deposit might well be developed 
to the northwest and southeast, The wider aspects of this are considered 
in the appended report.

Exploration

1) Descend dingler/Rolley shaft determine back up on Ridgeway level.
2) Clear access into Ridgeway level to locate fault smash zone in the 

shales. (This will have beneficial effects in drainage and access 

as far as Great Rake)«
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3) Decide on best position 'to drive incline' into the fault in the 

limestone.

D) The Postulated East-West Vein Worth of the Inlier
1500 feet north of the inlier, striking into the Walcebridge Option, 

the Geological Survey mark an east-west fault displacing the 
Millstone Grit. The portion of the fault as drawn by the Survey
should be checked by trenching. The postulated extension into the option 
should be sought by trenching and/or geochemistry. We expect the 
postulated vein to lie 250 feet below the surface below the shales at 

its shallowest point and inclined diamond drilling and some preliminary 
strata boreholes will be necessary.

Alternative methods would be to drive a level/incline on the shale 

limestone contact from the surface near Wakebridge .No. 2 shaft - this 
would also check the intervening ground. A similar level could be driven 

north from the- foot of No. 2 shaft on the Lower Lava as an alternative,
A sketch section of the likely geology id provided.

 es (tgrn-rgrHrnTT

Prospects for the Area between Crich (Wakebridge) and Molet:.'ap (Bullestree) 
Vein

The Geological Survey indicate a major northwest fault along the 
southwest boundary of the Crich inlier and extending over two miles to the 
northwest towards Koletra.p Mine, The fault is indicated as a dashed line 
■and its exact position is therefore not known. Rigorous geological 
mapping is required all along its length.

If Ridgeway level (Whatstandwell or Vakebridge Sough) were to be 
cleared to dingier Shaft the fault could be located accurately by the 
smash zone in the shales. A 1 in 6 southwest incline 900 ft. long would 
check the fault in the limestone above the Lower Lava at a point where it 
splits into three branches, within the Wakebridge Option. This should be
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driven from the foot of dingier Shaft» (See the main Crich report for 
details)«

To the southeast the fault has been traced by The Survey and 
approximately located. Its content could be checked at outcrop (in 

limestone (one v/all)) by trenching, for about 1000 feet just northwest 
of Crich village, if planning permission could be obtained. To the south

east of here it lies under the village.
To the northwest the fault runs across the syncline between Crich 

and Cromford. This syncline is crossed by a little known anticline 
extending from Crich. The fault runs along the crest of this and 
effectively forms the southwest limb, by do^mthrowing 200 feet to the 
southwest. It is paralleled to the southwest by a similar fault for one 
mile, under the Derwent «

Between Lea Lead Works and Moletrap the fault or its projected 
line under landslips intersects three major east-west faults which can 
also be regarded as important prospects in the concealed limestone.

Between Wakebridge and Lea Lead Works the limestone on the north
east side of the fault lies at 300 feet A.O.D. according to the Geological 
Survey. Therefore at the Lead Works it cannot be far below the surface, 
although we believe it may be somewhat deeper than The Survey suggest.
At some stage a strata borehole will be necessary here, followed up by 
inclined boreholes or an incline.

If parts or all of this system of faults were mineralized with 
fluorite in the limestone above the Lower Lava then a major deposit 
would be present. There is also good potential for Pb-Zn to greater 
depths than fluorite.

We strongly recommend that the relevant exploration rights or 
options or purchases are made soon. Once the Wakebridge and Moletrap 
work begins it will become very obvious where developments are heading 
and this will adversely affect your interests.



Sketch outline of proposed work
1) Surface rigorous geological mapping' - trenching (especially near

Crich village)»

2) Clear Ridgeway level, locate fault in shales, and equip dingier 
Shaft.

3) Drive incline from foot of dingier Shaft into the fault zone and 
develop.

4) Strata boreholes at Lea Lead Works.

5) Inclines boreholes at Lea Lead Works.
6) ?Inclined drift into vein at Lea Lead Works.

These developments will of course be proceeding at the same time 
as work at and from Bullestree-Moletrap Vein.

For a plan of the area refer to the Geological Survey's 6" sheet.
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REPORT 14
REPORT ONvMOÇSHA'Œ PROSPECT. OCTOBER 1974

The known geological and mining information has been plotted on 

.1:2500 and 1:10560 plans and. section ({figs. 1, 2, $).
The stratigraphie succession consists of dark oherty lirnestcivùn ’Kp 

to 500 ft. thick underlain by two toadstones with intervening white 
limestone and. unlcnown limestones below.

Generalised correlations of the strata have been made. We.st to 
Magpie Mine and north to Dirtlow Vein, but these are very speculative. 
However, an anticlinal area in the centre of the lease is apparently 
indicated. To prove this and to locate the loadstones in the centre and 
west of the lease, three vertical strata boreholes are proposed and are 
located on the 1:2500 plan and section (figs, 1, 5).

In view of the zone of fracturing parallel to the main vein, the 
occurrence of loadstones with intervening white limestones .in an anti
cline on the vein, and assuming the presence of fluorite at depth, it'is 
possible that there is significant replacement of the wall rock between 
the loadstones and perhaps in the unknown strata below. The black 

limestones are not usually favourable to replacement.
Relevant details of Nash' s descents of the Mogshawe Sha.fts are 

abstracted and his shaft names corrected.. His assays are appended and 
show persistent presence of fluorite at depth, in workings or veins from 
one to thirteen feet wide. The assays vary from 2.9 - 64.?^ CaF_. Their 
variability suggests that they are from very small and perhaps 
unrepresentative samples. Most have a high silica content. Assay 
diagrams from deep workings at Wilkinson's Shaft made in the 1890s also 
suggest a narrow vein of fluorspar at depth.

A rough calculation suggests a tonnage of 540,000 tonnes of



fluorspar are from Green Covrden to Kirkdale if a vein 2 metres wide and 
100 metres high, is assumed,. There is a gA&à content of baryte increasing 
to the west and the anticlinal area may have sulphide potential below the 
toadstones. The calculation takes no account of possible replacements in 
the walls as these are speculative and unpredictable.

Possibilities east of Green Cowden and northwest to and including 
the east end of Dirtlow Vein are discussed. It is concluded that a . 

thorough programme of trenching to rock and sampling is needed. This 

applies to the fractures parallel to Mogshawe Vein also. In general all 
the veins marked on the 1:10560 map (fig, 2 ) should be sampled and or 

trenched with a view to removing dumps or draglinirig.
We conclude that the vein will be dry above 5OO-6OO ft. A.O.D,

There is some vague evidence that a level was driven from Bakewell at 4OO 
ft, A.O.D., to the east end of the vein, in the 1880s. Whether this was 
merely a proposal or was not completed is not known.

The prospect should be developed by an incline driven at 15-30° 
east in the wall rock off the vein. When Capt. Waterhouse drove the level
from Kirkdale in the vein, it was so loose that it was abandoned! Levels

off the incline should be designed to intersect, utilise and explore the 
"old man's" workings at depth.

There are two alternative sites for inclines. A preferred site is

in the centre of the prospect, and the other is the Kirkdale Site in the
west, for which.planning permission already exists. In either case 

trenching will be necessary to locate the portal off the vein and determine 
the optimum alignment.

The relative merits and details of the two incline sites are 
discussed. It is concluded that, whilst the pre-existence of planning 
permission favours the Kirkdale site, the strategic position of the central 
site relative to the more promising east end of the vein and the anticline 
below the loadstones favours this latter alternative. This central site
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crossing the vein is indicated west of Middle Buddie Yard Shaft (fig.

This anticline below the loadstones should be an exploration target. 

Because of the loadstones and uncertainties of their position, three 

strata boreholes between Middle Buddie Yard Shafts and Kirkdale will be 
needed -■ the locations are detailed below and on the plan.

The Vein

The vein is a zone of parallel smaller fractures and branch veins 
developed either side of the main vein. At the surface these are in 

thinly bedded dark cherty limestones but at depth below the toad stone 
(the upper one?) "white limestone" occurs. Noting the zone of fractures 

and assuming the presence of fluorite below the loadstone, these beds 

could be replaced. Therefore, these beds, especially in the anticline, 

increase the potential of the vein as an ore-body.
At the surface only the main vein has been worked in a series of 

6-10 feet wide dragline openout8. The parallel veins have never been 

examined. Turner has operated this, directed by Laportes, between Green 
Oowden Farm and Kirkdale. The content became more barytio to the west. 
Commercial dump fluorite has been worked almost to Magpie Mine. No 

information has been available on the assays of these opencast workings.

Underground Exploration
Doug Nash carried out exploration of the open shafts for Laportes.

a) Green Cowden Engine Shaft
Nash entered east-west levels at l6p ft. and found narrow slopes. 

The shaft was blocked by a collapse at the 200 ft, level, though it was 
originally 291 ft. deep. No assay of the vein was made.
b) Middle Buddie Yard Shaft

117 ft. deep to cross-cut south to the vein, which ends in a run-in 
slope. Run is 19.6/6 CaFg (see assays attached),

178 ft. deep to cross-cut south to the vein, which had been sloped
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is situated in a hollow surrounded by trees. It is altogether less 

conspicuous than the Kirkdale site. Access is downhill onto the Bakewell- 

Monyash road. The Peak Planning Board has a policy being gradually 

introduced to divert traffic from the Kirkdale Road. It is therefore 

concluded that there will be little problem in "trading" planning 

permission for the conspicuous Kirkdale site for the "hidden" central site.

A summary of the suggested exploration programme is at the end of 

the report.

Report on Mogshawe Prospect 

General

Both the geology of and the extent of workings on Mogshawe vein 

are poorly known. The available information is compiled on figures 1 and 
(plan and section),

The Succession

The east end of the section is based on a reliable 1840s section, 

showing dark cherty limestones over 300 ft, thick, underlain by two 
loadstones with white limestone in between them. This compares favourably 
with the Dirtlow succession 2500 ft. to the north, which shows a third, 

higher, thinner loadstone in the middle of the black limestones. This is 

perhaps equivalent to "shale" bands recorded in these beds by Nash while 

exploring Mogshawe Shafts.
The loadstone recorded at the foot (384 ft.) of Wilkinson's Shaft 

is perhaps equivalent to one of the loadstones at the east end of the 
rake. Toadstone is also recorded below True Blue Shaft west of the 
Kirkdale Road,

Correlation and Structure

The dashed correlation line on fig. 3 is very speculative and only 
illustrates the general form of the structure. An anticlinal feature
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1-1$ ft. wide. Samples in the stops assayed 55 û̂ CaFf,.

Blocked at 2$5 ft. 6 inches on top of the higher toadstone. The, 

shaft may well have been 416 ft. deep if a projected scheme shown on the 

1840 section was carried out.

c) y at erhous e's Shaft

70 ft. deep to cross-cut north to vein. The latter is timbered,

11 ft. wide,

d) Vest Shaft

150 ft. southeast of Kirkdale incline, A very loose shaft, 

south of the main vein.

At 100 ft. level into flats - unstable, assay 84̂  BaSO^, 10.9/̂  CaF^

At 125 ft. narrow 18 inch - $ ft. wide vein, stoped.

At 150 ft. cross-cut north to main vein, not completed, shows vein

6-9 inches wide fluorite in $ ft. vein calcite, assaying 6l.l^ CaFp.

I'l.B. Doug Nash miscorrelated. the open shafts with the 1840s 

section in his report.

Samples taken by Doug Hash on Mogshawe Rake for Daportec

Name on 
Plan (...)

Green Oowden 
Engine Shaft

Vest Shaft

Middle 
]3uddl e 
Yard. Shaft

Description OaCOz5

NO VEIN

SiOg

SAMPLE

BaSO^

TAKEN

Fb CaEg

150 feet 100 ft.
Southeast level 1.96 ^,02 84.08 0.17 10.90
Kirkdale I50 ft. 
Incline level 15.79 2^^ 1^J3 O^W &L.10

Random
Samples

10.20
12.06
4.84

63.60
29.47
6^#

0.48
0.77
0.10

1.30
7.49
23.41

21.80
54.00
64.70

Surface 76.61 16.72 0.78 0.0 2.90
113 foot level 45.35 27.35 4.25 0.061 15.60
178 foot level 29.27. 11.62 0.51 0.0 5^.50
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e) Wilkinson's Shaft

On the $84 ft. level of Wilkinson's Shaft scale drawings for assay 

purposes in the 1890s show a vein of fluorspar only 9-12 inches wide 
between 572 and 60$ ft. east. East of this to 750 ft. east 7 pencil 
sections suggest a somewhat wider vein but these are too indistinct to 

determine the contents

General Impression of vein and tonnages
On the whole it appears that the vein is not so strong at depth; 

however this may be a distorted impression- as the access points are limited. 
It is not fully clear whether all the workings entered are on the main 

vein or are parallel fractures. All the workings described above are in 

the black limestones which are less favourable to wide vein development.

If a 2 metre vein is assumed, with 100 metre high stopes, for a 
length of 850 metres, from Kirkdale to Green Cowden then a tonnage of 
540,000 tons fluorite ore could be expected. This is a conservative' 
estimate and takes no account of possible replacements in the walls, nor 
of the substantial baryte content. The amount of open stoped out ground 

cannot be estimated.

East of GreenCowden Farm
East of the Bakewell-Monyash road in Moor Edge Plantation (to a 

point 600 ft., southeast of the new water-tank) are a series of old 
workings and recent trial pits. These show much silica-rock and fluorite, 
and indicate a continuation of, or a significant branch from Mogshawe 
Vein. Other possible continuations east of the Green Cowden Engine Shaft 
are indicated as dashed and dotted lines on the 1:10560 plan (2). The 

postulated intersections of these with northw^est faults and the Dirtlow 
Vein are discussed below.
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Water

The water table in the vein is controlled by Magpie Sough, to the 

west of the property. There are alleged to be two other levels, the 

Haredale level draining north to Ashford and a sough eastwards to 

Bakewell; but very little is Icnown about these, and even their existence 

is uncertain. A trickle of water emerges from one at the possible outfall 

near Ashford. The loadstones probably restrict the draining effects of 
the Wye at Bakewell. As far as we know all the old workings indicated on 

the section (fig. $) were dry or drained into natural cave systems (e.g. 
on the "fault east of Green Cowden Engine Shaft). We therefore expect no 

problems with water until about 500 ft. A.O.D. However, the water may be 

higher say 600 ft. A.O.D. at the Green Cowden end of the vein.

Proposed Method of Exploration

Two possible sites for inclines are shown. One is at the west 

end of the site in Kirkdale. The other lies in the centre of the site.

The principal problem of inclining will be rock stability. It is strongly 

advised that the inclines be driven in wall rock as the vein contents and 

walls are very deeply weathered and weak. Moreover, the "old man's" 

workings are unpredictable, Waterhouse's ring-arched level failed because 

they could not support the roof. Moreover any drives in toadstone will be 

difficult unless they are away from the rotted and faulted zone near the 

vein.

Kirkdale Incline

We have not located this in plan, only in section: It will be

necessary to carry out some trial pits in order to site it a little way 

from the vein. It is suggested that the incline be at 15-30° to the east. 

This should intersect the south 'hading' Wilkinson's Shaft workings as 

shoim. These could be utilized if open. Wilkinson's Shaft was filled due 

to instability in I969-7O on the orders of the Mines Inspectorate. The
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shaft top is in the deep opencast opposite the ruins of the engine house 

(which contains Waterhouse's 1950s shaft). It is probably no longer of any 

value unless the top can be located and rebuilt and the fill drawn from 
below. The incline could be expected to intersect toadstone at the 384 
ft. level of Wilkinson'8 Shaft and it would be logical to drive out east 
and west a little above this. An extension of the incline could then awai.t 

the results of inclined diamond drilling through the toadstone from these 

exploratory levels. This incline siting will require a very long drive 

and haulage to explore the east end of the vein (over 5000 ft.). This 

might load to premature abandonment if the results at this west end of the 

vein were disappointing.

'Central Incline Site (Alternative)

This could be also inclined at 15-30° E. Again the site is located 

on the section but not on the plan. Pitting and trenching is recommended 

so that the alignment can be sited a little way from the vein(s) to avoid 

unstable rock conditions. This incline site would allow the development 
of the mine from a point at the centre of the lease and closer to the 

more promising eastern end. It also allows a direct approach into the 
postulated anticlinal zone below the toadstones. If the Engine Shaft at 

the east end of the property were cleaned and stabilized (36OO cu. ft. 
material, 115 ft. deep rubble) it might be possible to rehabilitate the 
west drive from the Old Shaft foot (29O ft. d_eep) and extend and link 
this to the incline,

R e spects East of Green Cowden Farm
There is no information on the vein at depth east of the Engine 

Shaft and out-knowledge of the strata especially the toadstones is shaky. 
This ground is structurally complicated - it will be seen from the 1;10560 
plan (5) that three fault trends intersect here. If the main Mogshawe 

Vein (wherever it trends I) were to bear significant fluorite for 3000 ft.
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east of Green Cowden Engine Shaft, then it could be that the northwest 
fault zone and the east end of Dirtlow Vein also carry fluorite.

Planning Permission

Although there is long stand.ing planning permission for the 
Kirkdale Incline it is felt that this should be exchanged for the Central 
(Alternative) Site which is more hidden in a hollow and surrounded by 

trees and is of greater strategic value for exploration. It also allows 

downhill access onto a better road. The Peak Park Planning Board has a 
policy for diverting lorry traffic from the Kirkdale road due to be phased 
in over the next few years.

Summary of Exploration Recommendations

Method

1. The prospect should be explored, by means of an incline driven 
dipping at 15-30° east, either from the Kirkdale Site or preferably from 
the Central (Alternative) Site (see figs. 1, 3)»

2. The incline should be driven in the wall rock for stability

especially as it passes through toadstone.

3. For the Kirkdale Site - the incline should be driven to intersect
the Wilkinson's Shaft workings on the 384 ft. level which level should be 

reopened and extended east and west on the toadstone involving a long 

drive to the more promising east end of the property.

4» For the Central Site - the incline should be carried down through
the toadstone. It would be useful to drive a level west to the Wilkinson 

384 ft, level and a lower one east to intersect the deep "old man's" 

level driven west from Green Cowden Engine Shaft, This shaft should be 

cleared and the level examined before or during inclining.

5» Strata Boreholes Preceding the Inclines - it is recommended that
three cored boreholes for strata (perhaps steeply inclined to intersect
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the vein well below the toadstones) should be sunk, to depths of about ?00 
ft. These are located on the plan. They are designed to locate the 
position of the toadstones so that both the inclines and projected levels 
can be suitably aligned., In general it will be better to prove the 

vein below the toadstones and "old man" by internal cored boreholes from 
the levels at a later stage.

6. Trenching and Sampling

All the veins marked on the plans should be sampled with a view to
either removing the dumps or small scale dragline work. The following are ■
the main points:

a) Trenching to rock at regular intervals across Mogshawe Vein 

will help locate the incline portals and check the unworked parallel 

adjacent veins.

b) Trenching to rock on the Dirtlow Vein at regular intervals
for 950 ft, east of Dirtlow Farm. This section of the vein has never been 
examined for fluorite.

c) The Mogshawe veins east of Green Cowden Farm should be 
trenched to rock to locate any unobvious continuations,

d) The Mogshawe(?) vein in Moor Edge Plantation east of the
Bakewell Monyash road shoul.d be trenched to rock to examine the width and 
content,

7» People who have worked in the mines in the 1950s

a) Frank Barton « miner, drove Waterhouse's level in the 1950s, 
works in Long Rake mine. He has worked self-employed throughout the 
orefield.

b) Don Birds (Senior) - miner, worked in shafts on Mogshawe in

the 1950s.
c) Ken Steeple - miner, Youlgrave. worked in rises above east

end of the Magpie 56O ft. level in the 1950s,
These men may have much useful practical information on the workings 

and veins and should be interviewed.
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THE BALI EYE QRARRY SECTION OF THE BORSALI, :B'AnLT (BORSAII, TO CROim)RD%

D E O E ^ ^ ,  ;^75

The Bon,sail Fault trends northwest to southeast in this section.

It is a gone of faults with a net effect of throwing down strata to the 
southwest by several hundred feet, at least in the section northwest of 

Sail Eye Quarry (see Eig„15/l Sections A.A, B.B). Southeast of the quarry 

the structure becomes more complex along Harp Edge, an intricate gone of 
faulting between the southernmost Bonsall Fault and the east-west Moletrap 
Vein Fault (see Sections B.D to F.P)« Here the northern components of the 
Bonsall Fault swing to east-west to be lost in the shales east of the 

Derwent Valley. The southern component proceeds through Cromford.to the 
south-east, dying out into the shales (see Section G.G).

An initial appraisal of the fault gone from mapping suggests a 
complex of normal faults with intervening horsts and grabens of dolomitio 

limestone and toadstone. However, at Ball Eye Quarry a different 
interpretation is required. In the quarry a full sequence of the Matlock 
limestones from the Lower Lava upwards is exposed. This is overlain by 

thin bedded dark Cawdor Limestones about 100 feet thick, which form the 
top of the limestone succession. These are, however overlain by 'mounds' 
(reefs?) of dolomite in turn overlain by toadstone. This toadstone in 

turn is overlain by bedded dolomite and toadstone appears to fill in 
channels between the 'reef masses.

The interpretation of this 'anomalous succession' is difficult 

partly because the critical exposures are inaccessible in the quarry face. 
It appears, however, that there is a thrust fault bringing the I-îatlock 
Upper La,va over the top of the Cawdor beds. The 'reef masses' appear 
also to have moved on a clay lubrication horizon at their base. In the 

light of these exposures faulted outcrops to the northwest may also be
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interpreted as thrusted (see Sections A.A, B,B),

The presence of a thrust in this section gives rise to. the question 

of whether the whole of the Bonsall Fault is a thrust structure in this 

area, Near Ball Eye Quarry old mine workings can be explored northeast
wards beyond the position of the normal faults,at the surface without 

encountering more than a few fractures. A deep cored borehole almost

at the northeastern edge of the-fault zone near the quarry passed down

through bedded dolomite and toadstone for 159 feet before reaching a 
normal succession of Cawdor Limestones on Matlock Beds. These facts 

suggest that the main structure of the fault here may be a thrust, although 

only the definitely thrusted sections are shown as such on the sections 

(Fig. 15/1), The principal mineralised veins here are all normal

faults, and if they are floored by a thrust there may be an offset 
continuation below the thrust plane as yet undiscovered.
The sections arc located on Fig. 9/4.
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GENERAL CONCLUSIONS ON MINING PROSPECTS 

Overall Conclusions on Fluorite Distribution in Relation to Economie Mining

The principal potential fluorspar deposits for underground mining still 

unproven lie on the eastern edge of the orefield, and occur in veins associated 

v/ith anticlinal or monoclinal fold structures. The main factors affecting 

their suitability for raining other than width, grade, presence of toadstones 

and water problems, are the vertical extent of fluorite mineralisation down 

the strata and the lateral extent of fluorite mineralisation down dip under 

the shales. Both these factors are 'unknowns'. On the one hand the 

occurrence of fluorite below toadstones in the Ladywash and Ballet Hole Mines 

suggests that fluorite mineralisation can persist to considerable depths, 

but on the other hand the finding by the 'old man' that fluorite gave way to 

calcite below toadstone at Crich and gave way down dip to calcite under the 

shales at Gregory Vein, Ashover, suggests limited vertical and lateral 

persistance. This is' supported by the situation proved in the Riber Mine in 

the 1950*s, in Millclose at Parley Dale in the 1930’s and by drilling at Low 

Mine at Bonsall in 1972. The proving of the vertical extent and’ lateral 

persistance under the shales of fluorite in the deposits noted below, should 

be the principal factors' influencing the design of an exploration programme.

The Potential for a New Mining Operation in the South Pennine Orefield

The Mogshawe Vein near Bakewell, the Long Rake near Youlgreave (including 

its possible eastern extensions to the north of Ashover) the Coast Rake near 

Winster, the Great Rake at Matlock, the Moletrap Vein at Cromford (including 

the Crich area as a whole) are the principal potential locations for new 

fluorite mining ventures. They have possible reserves of 3 million metric tons 

(not including some probable extensions, and not including the extensions bracketed 

above). These alone are sufficient to supply a 1000 ton/day flotation plant 

for 8 years. It would appear therefore that a thorough exploration programme 

to prove the full extent and grade of the reserves of these deposits (other 

than Coast Rake which has already been proved) is justified.
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